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A CO]4PLTTERIZED SIMUIA'IION MODEL FOR EVALUATING
ALTERNATIVE COI¡T-CALF FAR},I PLANS

by

Sylvio R, Sabourin

cow..cal-e enterprises a-.(e basic to the beef industry
which in turn forms an important segment of the livestock
industry in Manitoba" An inci:ease in the availability of
ma.nagement development information would be quite useful to
improve the profitability and viability of cow-calf pro-
ducers. This suggests the need For an analytical tool which

wor.ild assist corv-calf managers in decision making and ex-

tension workers and farm aclvisors in providing technical
assistance"

The present study atÈempts to develop a methoriology

for evaluating alternative coir-caLf. ferm plans: To satisfy
this objective a simulatioii model is built, conpuLerLzed,,

tested, and shown to be a useful a'naLytlcaL toor which

predicEs the physicai and Ëj-nancial. results of cow-calf
farm plans,

The foi-lowing steps aïe unciertaken in this study.
Firsi, the simulation Lechn-iqrie is described and previou.s

studies using sirnuiaiion are .reviewed" A compa.r:ison of th.e

simul-ation techn:'-que wirlh ocher techrriques, such as ri.near
i
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prograffning and econometrics, leads to the conclusion that
simulation is the most appropriate for this study"

The methodology for evaluating alternative cow-

calf farm plans consists of: (l) specifying and describing

alternative farm plans, (2) feeding data about each planned

operation one year at a time to a simulation which fore-
casts physical and financial results, (3) examining and

comparing the simulated results of the alternative plans,

and (4) choosing the "best" plan based on criteria specified
by the user of the model,

The development of a suitable simulation model

forms the major part of this study. Efforts are made to

ensure that the model (a) can be adjusted to reasonably

represent and simulate any Manitoba cotú..calf enterprises,
(b) can be quickly arrd easily used with very litt-i-e com-

puter prograrûni-rrg knowledge, (c) requires a minimr¡m amount

of inputs, and (d) speeds up and faci.litates the work in-
volved in partial budgeting.

The key feature of thre model is ihe flexibilÍty in
input requirements, That is, a group of parameters are

assigned initial average values arrd the user of the model

can change as many or as few of these i.nitial val-ues as he

vrishes :l-n order Ëo represent his situation, The va1-idity

of the mocJel is confirmed in three stages, First, the simu-

late<l results obtained from a range of given data input
sittrations are checked against results generaied inCepenclent

of. the mcdel. This first sî:age verifies that all segments



II].

of the model are operational and that the model r s logic is
sound.

The second stage involves the simulation of three
illustrative farm plans" By comparing the results with
those obtained using the cash Flow Forecaster (developed by

the Economics Branch of Manitoba Department of Agriculture
and the canfarm Service Agency of Agriculture canada) and

checking Ehem manually, the model is found Eo be reasonably
accurate and ca¡:able of representing and simulating indi-
vidual co\¡r-calf fa-rm plans,

In Lhe third stage, a sensitivity analysis pro-
cedure performed on one farm plan indicates that the model

results change in the proper direction and magnitude v.¡hen

key variables a.nd para.meLers are assigned different r¡alues,

Froin these three stages, the model is judged to be valid
within a certai-n degree of confidence and valuable to
assist in farm planning, one key potential use is in the
evaluation of government farm development progïams,
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CI{APTER I

INIRODUCTION

The Setting of the Problem^

In Manitoba, the cattle industry is an imporËant

segment of agriculture. In L97L, 64 percent of the farms
1or 22.388 farms had cattle"

receipts in L975 from the cattle industry totalled

$148 ,L64,000 or L6 percent of the total farm cash receipts
F-nm Ç-.mi -^ r-i ^-!! vr¡r rd.!r,rrrré operations in Manitoba, - Historically, the

receipts from the cattle industry have totalled approxi-

mately 20 percent of the total farm cash receipt. " 
3 In

L975 and historically, receipts from the cattle industry
(including calves but excluding dairy proclucts) made up

approximately 41- percent of the total farm cash receípts

from all livestock and livestock products.4 The cattle

Excluding dairy products, the

'Manitoba Department of Agriculture, Manitoba Agri-
culture, L975 Yearbook, Printed by R. S" Evans--Queents
Printer for Province of Manitoba, L975, p" 40.

2Statistics Canada, Farm Cash Receipts, Catalogue
N9. 2L-20L, Annual (Ottawa: @ot Canadã,
L975), p. i3.

3lbid., Annuals, L97O-LT75, pp. 6-13,

4lbid., Annuais , LgTO-Lg75, pp. 6-13".

1



industry is therefore one of the most important of all
livestock industries

The cattle industry as described above can be

divided into four parts:

a) the production of feeder calves from a beef herd

(cow-calf enterprise) r

b) the production of feeder calves from a dairy herd,

c) the fattening of feeder cattle for slaughter, and

d) the replacement and expansion of breeding herd"

Most of the feeder calves come from co\,v-calf enterprises.

The nurnber of beef cows and beef heil"ers over 2 years is

more than four times :h" number of dairy co\,vs and dairy

heifers over 2 y""t".' The cow-calf enterprise is
therefore the basic sector of the cattle industry"

The objectives of agriculture implied by the

Guidelines for E_he Se-venties encouraged farmers to increase

their productive capacity in the livestock area and recom-.

mended programs to provide financial and management as-

sistance" More specificaLLy, the three basic objectives of

agricuiture include:

" (a) Expanding agrLcultural

income from agricultLlre. " ,

AgLiculturg, T975 Yearbook, Printed by R, S. Evans--Queents
Printer for Prcvince of Manitoba, L975, p" 26"

)Manitoba Department of Agriculture, llqtitoÞ

output to raise total
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(b) stabilizing net farm income through diversifying
ac.ri ¿.trl l-lrr¡'l nvnrirrnl- i nn ôñ¿s5! rvs! Lsr a- y ! u\rLrç "r-.rrr a.rrd through ef fective action in

the marketing of farm products and purchases of farm

supplies.

(c) Enhancing the economic viability of low and middle
income producers " through programs geared specifically
towards providing the smaller and medium s Lzed, farmers with
financial and mana-gement assistance."6 Furthermore,

". ". agricultural production must be expanded through
programs enabling farmers, particularly those with smaller
farm units, to increase their productive capacity in the
livestock area, "7

rn an attempt to satisfy the specific objectives of
agriculture staieci above, several prograrns have been

latrnched by the federal and prorzincial governments to en-

courage co\.r..calf enterprises, rn L972, the Farm Diversi-
fication Program began. It provides:

a) farm management advisory services and fam workshop

training,

farm

for

b) conversion grants up to a maximum of $2r00rJ per
for non-operating capitai expenclitures for improvements

cattle production, and

6th" province of
Seventies: Introduction
lvlarch L973, p. 85.

7rbid, , p. 85,

Manitoba, ggidelines for the
gE_ISgnopl_ç__A"C1E3g, Vol ume 1_,
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c) Provincial Government guaranteed farm diversi-

fication loans up to a maximum of ç10,000 for conversion

to or expansion of livestock enterprises, Interest rates

are the same as for other loans made through the Manitoba
B

Agricultural Credit Corporation,

The program is mainly for farmers less than 45
9

years of age with a gross income between $5r000 and $15,000

froin the sale of their farm products and who shot¡ potential

for establishing a viable farm operation, The three prima-

ry objectives of the program are:

a) to increase incomes of farmers in designated areas,

b) to encourage farm diversification particularly into

livestock by encouraging expansion of existing livestock

enterprises and by encouraging farmers to enter livestock

prodr:ction,

c) to increase productivity of farmers through the

improvement of management ability, transfer .of

teehnical infcrmation, and development of skills by

Blhu three features provided by the Farm Diversi-
fication Prosram \^7ere basically obtained from: I4anitoÏ:a
Department oI Agr:iculture, Farm Diversi@
(publishecl and distributeO try tfre Uanitoryf
Agriculture under the Manitoba-Canada ARDA III Agreement,
L97 4) .

9tt should be notecl that the gross value of pro*
duction or the sal.es criterion \^7as initiall-y from $5r00Û to
$15,000 i¡ut these figures are adjusted periodical-Ly to
reflect the agricultural price changes baseri on p::íce
indices of fa'n-n oroducts 

"



providing intensive, on-farm management assistance and

developing "farm plans,, with fr*.r".10
The provincial government through the Manitoba

Agricultural credit corporation provides direcc loans to
fan'ners and guarantees lines of credit made to farmerb by

approved lending institutions. under the Livestock Grant

Program, the corporation provides incentives to diversify
into livestock. on e>cpenditures for yearling heifers and

cows, a borro\^7er is eligible for a 20 percent rebate grant
at the end of fir¡e o"rr". 

tt rn addition to financial as-

sistance, the Manitoba Agricuitural credit corporation
provides menagement and technical assistance to covT-calf

producers.

From T973 to L975, livestock prices have declined

and feed costs have remained relatively high" This has

clepressed the inco¡ne of beef producers and prompted the

Manitoba government to enact Ëhe Manitoba Beef prod.ucers t

Income Assurance Plan, designed to:

lOn"scription and Progress Report, +RD4r III,
UgnrlglgÆanacla Agricultural and Rural Development esreemen
L972 and L973 (published_under the authoiity of Ho""":rable
sanuel us_kiw, Minister of Agriculture, province of lulanitoba
and the Honourable Don Jamieson. Miniéter ofano cne flonourabLe JJon Jamieson. Minister of Regional
Econornic Expansion, Government ôf Canada), pp. ll-13,

1lon expencritures for sheep and dairy enterprises,a borro',ver is qi"o eligible for a 20 percerrt rebate grantat the end of f ir¡e veais 
"

ional



"(a) offer a five-year price guarantee to coü7-calf

producers.

(b) Provide early winter financial assistance to
producers.

(c) Encourage an on-farm shift .from straí-ght corv-calf
production to more stable ancl profitable slaughter beef
production. rn addition to providing support for calves,
the plan assures a guaranteed price for a specified number

of slaughter animals in the third, fourth and fifth years
of the agreement,

(d) Enable producers

ment ,"Lz

The program also offers beef management advisory services 
"

The Federal Government has also established a Beef

stabÍlization Program to help beef proclucers. This pïogram

also guarantees prices for calves and slaughter cattle.
rn a.ddition, extension workers situated all cver the
province provide technical assistance to beef producers,

to plan ahead in their manage-

R StatemenE of the Problem

' The problern can now be stated more specificaTLy.
The beef industr:y forms an important segment of Manitobars
agr|culture brrt i.s facing serious f j-nancj_al dif f:iculties 

"

1n
"Government of þlanitoba, BeeL f roducers I rncome

Assurance Plan, Printed by R. s, Evans--q"ffiro,
the Province of Manitoba, L975, p" l.
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Programs established by the federal and provincial govern-

ments are offering financial assistance and management

advice to beef producer". t3 
These factors indicate a need

for better management and better farm planning by producers

to increase size, profit, and viability of their beef

encerpiises.

Beef producers suffering economic hardships will

have to adopt better techniques and improve both thei::

technical ancl their allocative efficiency, One of the

factors which will assist farmers to adopt new techniques

and to become rnore efficient is the availability of infor-

rnation or extensíon services" This is confirmed by the

f ollowing tr¡o studies.

In a recent study, Huffman has empirically found

tha.t the allocative ability, measured by the rate of ad-

justrnent of a sample of farmers, is positively related to

the education¿rl level of the farmers, the availability of

information or the amount of agricultural- extension serrrices,

and the farm srze or the number of acres on the f.^nn"L4

12
"The programs are designed.egpecial-ly for co\,r-calf

proclucers or fäediot .operators ñho (i)' are exþeriencing
financial losses or (ii) show potential for eètablishiãg a
viable farm operation and wish to expand their livesLock
enterprise or enter livestock production"

141v. E. Huffman, "Dêcision Making: The Role of
Educationr't American Journ mi_cs,
Vol, 56, Wo,



His study has also found that aerLcultural extension

services and education are substitute sources of allocative

efficiency. Although the scope of his study is narrow in

the sense that it focuses on a single dimension of allo-

cative ability,15 it has important implications for this

study, Education and extension services are potential

sources of allocative efficiency which significantly
hasten adjustment to changes in market conditions, It

would therefore be highly desirable to increase and improve

the extension services in Manitoba for beef producers who

are facing unfavorable market conditions, Furthernrore, if

extension services can substitute for education, an increase

in extension services should greatly improve the allocative

efficiency and production of beef producers.

In .a recent study which f ocused on . techní.cal ef -

ficiency, ivluller has empiricaLLy verified the claim that
L6infonnation affects technical efficiency. This infor-

mation could be provided bv extension services,

Miclwestern U.S" farrners to
niirogen fertLLLzer in corn

L6_--In the study:
Technical Efficiency: -

Journal of Asricultural-

'-Huffmants studv focuses on the adiustment of

L974), pp. 730-738, the
California dair¡¡ farms

the changing optimum quantity of
production.

. J " Muller, "On Sources of Measured
The Impact óf Informationr" Arnerican

Econonics, Vol. 56, No. 4 (November
data set consisted of a sample of

from the San Joaquin Valley,
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rn view of the evidence presented above, it seems

that any analyi:ical tool which would assist extension

workers and farm advisors in providing information to
farmers and in planning individual farms should increase

the raie of adoption of nelr techniques and thereby have a
positive effect on beef production. At the present, no

technique is available to quickly forecast the results of
alEernative farm plans or alternative decisions. Techniques

such as partial budgeting are time consuming and require
extensive data collection and calculations" A framework

which indicates all the required inputs to determine the

elqpected results of a farm plan with a comprehensive data

collection from which one finds average or benchmark values
for coefficients is not available" A sophisticated budget-
ing technique cotild be used to determine and compare the

results of alternative management practices or proposed

farm plans, rn view of the f j-nancial dif f iculties facing
the beef indrrstry and the numerous government programs

which are assisting beef producers, a methodology for
evaluating farm plans would be especially useful to farm

managers, farm advisors, and other people irnplementing

go\zernment programs which provide rnanagement advisory
services.



C, Scope of this Study

is basic to the beef industry"

calf producers need financial and technical assistance due
18

As discussed previously the cor^7-calf enterpri="tt

to declining profits,

limited to the development of an analytical tool to assist

cow-calf managers .in decision making and to assist extension

workers, farm advisors, and researchers in analyzLng covt-

calf enterprises and co\^i-calf farm plans

D" Obiectives of this Stuclv

In view of the above scope, the main objective of

this study is to develop a methodology for evaluating

alternative cor,v-calf farm plans" More specif ically, the

The scoÐe of this studv will be

At the present time, cot\r-

IT-'A cow-calf enterprise consists of a breedine herd
whose function is to rear balves to rveaning age,

18th. fact that cow-calf producers are experiencing
a decline in net returns is further supported by the follow-
ing recent study: D.0" Ford, M. Senkiw, C" F. Framingham,
and J, A. Maclviillan, rtAn Evaluation of the Farm Diversi-
fication Program in the Interlake Region of Manitoba."
Draf,t Researõh Bulletin, Deparcment óf agricultural Eco-
nomics, University of Manitoba, L976 " From a sample of
clients participating in the Farm Diversification Program,
it was found that the clients .¡ho e><oanded their cow-
calf and/or stocker-feeder enterprises did much poorer than
their counterparts with other livestock enterprises.
Further analyèis of the data supporting that str-rdy indi-
cated that the cohT-calf enterprises of L9 out of 23 clients
experienced a decline in net returns io nanagernent durrirrg
the period examined, L973 to L975"

10



primary objectives are to, l9

(1) Develop and computerize a co\,v-calf farm simulation
model which:

a) can reasonably represent and simulate a Manitoba

cow-calf enterprise,

b) requires a minimum input requÍrement or a

minimum. amount of information from the cow-calf
enterprise,

c) can be adjusted by the user to forecast and then
evaluate individual co\,v_calf situations,

d) requires a minimum amount of computrer programming

knowledge to be used,

e) can be quickly and easil-y used by a farm manager

or a farm advi-sor to predict and evaluate the
outcome of almost any cor\7-calf farm pla.n or
practice,

f) speeds up and facilitates the work involved in
partial budgeting,

g) will offer flexibility in use by assigning
initial average varues to a set .f parameters

and allowing the user of the moder to change

these initial values if the user of the moder

11

19'lh" objectives of this study are specified in amenner similar to the following studyi E" L: Laãuã. "A
lgmputerLzgd Farm Business simüracor'ior R";å";;h*ãå¿ FarmPlanning"^ (unpubiished ph,D Thesir, -rrriãhig"., state uni-
::r"lt7, Departme'r of Agricutruraí uconoñic.; -ilif-),
Pp, J-4.
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considers them inaccurate or if the user has

better information on the value of any parameter,
The initial varues ivould serve as benchmark

values for the user of the model"

(2) Show the usefulness of the model by:

a) confirming the modelts validity ¿n¿ demonstrating

an application of the model as an analytical tool
to assist farm planning. That is, the mocier is

' used to forecast the results of three il-
lustrative farm plans. The model simulates the
impact of three different management decisions
or practices on a typical farm,

b) discussing further uses and applications of the

model for farm managers, farm advisors and

researchers 
"

(3) critically evaluate símulation as a technique
(analytical tool) in forecasting and evaluating cotv-calf
farm plans.

Although the development of a simulation rnodel was speci-
fied in the first objective, it was first necessary to
critically examine and compare simulation with other
potential techniques for the purposes of this study. This
is therefore specified as a third objective.

F

Yethodology oE Procedure

First, a review

techniques available to

and a critical eval-uation of
forecast the results of fa-rm plans
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is made' simulatíon is found to be the rtbest'r method to

realistically represent a cow-calf enterprise and predict
the consequences of a proposed farm plan, Then a method-

ology for evaluating alternative co\,v-calf farm plans

utilizing a deterministic simulation model is described"

The methodology consists of: (i) specifying and describing
alternative fa'cm plans, (2) forecasEing the results of each

farm plan one yea-r at a time, (3) then examining and com-

paring the símulated results of the alternative plans, and

G) deciding which plan is the f'bestrrone based on the

criteria speci:-"ied by the user of the model.

A major task of this study was the development of a

suitable simulation model" Model building essentially con-

sisted of determining the important variables, specifying

the parameters, and developing a set of mathematical

relationships which would adequately represent the physical

and financial components of a cord-calf enterprise. üIorking

with faculty members and research staff in the Department

of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, the author
I^7as involved in designing a model to estimate the costs and

returns to farmers participating in the Farm Development

Program from the information given in their Farm Management

Records' The model developed as pa:rt of the study done to
er¡aluate Ehe Farm Development Prog tu^'o provided ideas and

20fh" Farm Development program evaluation study is
described in: D. O" Ford, M. Senkiw, C, F" Framingham, and
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guidelines to specify some of the mathematical equations

used in tiris study

The computerlzed dairy farm business analysis
2Lsimulation model developed by Ladue- which represents and

simulates Michigan dairy farms also helped in clesigning the
conceptual model of this study, Although no mathemathical

equations or parameter values from Laduets study -v,iere used,

the methodology of model development crosely follows
Laduers study, The major differences between the models

are associated with their application, Laduers model is
designed to anaLyze clairy enterprises in Michigan state
whereas the model in this study is designed to anaLyze cow-

calf enterprises in lvla.nitoba,

The simulation model operates as follows, rnfor-
mation on the planned coïr-calf enterprise is collected by

the user of the rnodel, The data requirements of the model

are basically: initial livestock numbers; feeding, builclingo
and pastr:re systems; ration and e>pected rates of gain; and

other management inputs. The input requirements are quite
fle><ible since many of the input relationships such as

J" A" Maclvlill:r' rìñ nif The livestock segment of the
mociel used fo;'^¿r;iú";tlå rhe Farr¡ Deveiopmenr program isdescribed in: Maurice sõnkiw and Alvin p'okrant, "Ãcost/Return simulator for Dairy, cowlcaif and SËocker:/
I""9gr, Enterprises" (unpublishóá paper, University ofruianrtoba .Department of Agricultural Econornics, Lg76) "

ZLE. L, Ladue, op. cit.
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labor requirements, bedding requirements, prices and costs

of factors and products have been assigned initial values

which need only be changed if the user of the model dis-

agrees with these values " The data collected on the

planned co\¿ü-calf enterprise are input for the computer

simulation model which produces a detailed forecast of the

physical and financial results of the plan. The output or

forecasts consist of tables shor¡ing (a) rnonthly cattle
numbers, (b) annr:al cattle numbers, (c) a summary of

physical comporrents and dollar records of the cor,v-calf

operation, (d) management indicators, (") labor requirements

by month, and (f) an annual cash fl-ow forecast. The oper-

ation of one calenda:c yea'r is predicted from each run of

the computer sirnulati-on model"

The mocel is then tested for validity in three

steps. First, the model is tested for face validity, A

range of data situations (including extreme and unusual

cases such as very high rates of gain or death rates) are

input to the mcdel and the tu"Lla" are compared with ex-

pected results calculated independent of the model. If the

simulated results are unreasonable or ínaccurate the model

(and computer program) is modified accor<iingly.

The second step invol-ves the simulation of three

illustrative farm olans. The results are checked marl:ally

and compared with results obtained using the Cash Flow

Forecaster (developeci by the Ecanomics Branch of Manitoba

Ðepartment of Agriculture and the Canfarm Service Agency of
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Agriculture Canada) " The simulated results of the three

typical plans are further discussed and compared to demon-

strate the usefulness of the model for farm planning.

In the third step, a sensitivity analysis is per-

formed on one farm plan to investigate the relative re-

sponsiveness of model results to changes in the value of

selected parameters or variables" The corresponding

changes in the simulated results obtained by assigning

different values to parameters and variables qre checked

against e>cpected Cirection and magnitude of change" These

three steps are followed in order to establish the degree

of validitv of the model.

E" Sources of Data

Two sets of data were required in this study" Data

!üere collectecl to assign initial parameter values and to

establish the relationships in the model. Data \^/ere also

coilected to formulate the illustrative farm and i-ts three

alternative plans.

Data \^iere obtained from various agricultural publi-

cations and research reports. Appendix C lists the specific

sources of the values initially assigned to the model

parameters. In Appendix B, the equations used in the simu-

lation mcdel are developed, The illustrative farm plans

\r7e¡¿ built from the authorrs experi-ence in the co\¡J-calf

indusEry and from several rnanuals v¡hlch gave recommended

practices f.or a co\,v-calf enterprise in Manitoba"



Outline of this Studv

Fotlowing this introductory chapter, a critical

evaluation of silnulation as a technique (analytical pro-

cedure) in evaluating alternative col{-calf farm plans is

presented" It includes a comparison of simulation with

other techniques and reasons for choosing simulation in

this study. A review of previous studies using simulation

is also included, Chapter III develops the general

structure of the methodology vrhich is essentially the use

of a simulation model. Model design considerations are

discussed, follov¡ed by u description of the major and

specific concepts of the simulation model. Chapter IV

tests the model validity in three stages, The model is

first tested for face validity, Second, the results of

three typical farm plans are simulated, checked manually,

and cornpared with results obtained by using a related

model-. Thir:d, a sensitivity analysis is performed on one

farrn plan to test the model behaviour. The simulated

results of the three farm plans a-re further examined to

demonstrate an example of the modelts use in farm planning.

Fu.rther uses and applications of the model are also given.

Chapter V discusses limi.tations and possible modifications

of the model. Chapter VI presents the summary and con-

clusions of the study.

Five appendices are included. Appendix A consists

of a user iranual f.or the co!t-calf budgeiary simulation

L7
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model" rt should be referred to whenever the inputs to the

model are discussed" Appendix B gives a detailed de-

scription of each segment of the model and should be re-
ferred to whenever information on the operation of the

model is required. Appendix C lists the data sources for
the values initially assigned to some of the model para-

meters" Appendix D consists of three sample inputs to the

simulation model, while Appendix E contains the three

corresponding sample outputs from the simulation model.

The sample inputs and the sample outputs are those of the

three illustrative farm plans examined in Chapter IV,



A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF SIMULATION AS A TECHNIQUE(alqei,nrcAl TooL) rN FoRECASTTNG AÀtD nveruarrni
COüT-CALF FARY PT,ANS

In this chapter, the simulation technique is de-

fined and the steps involved in developing and using simu-

lation models are described. A comparison of simulation
with other techniques will be included, âs well as a review

of previous studies using simulation. Finally, ãfl evaru-

ation of simulation as a technique or an analytical tool
will be made,

CHAPTER II

The Definition of Simulation

'tSimulatli-on is a methodology for studying systems"il

NILze and cox rr. ".use simulation to mean the process of
conducting experiments on a model of a system in lieu of
either (r) direct experimentation with the system itself,
or (2) direct analytical solution of some problem as-

sociated with the system."z Through the use of a model-,

simulation provides the experimenter wíth a structurecl
means of varying the components of the model in orcler to

1.r. H, Mize
(Englewood Cliffs:

2rbid., p.

and J, G, Cox,
Prentice-Hal1,

l"

L9

Es sentials of Sirnulation
--^7¡il---L>Oö) , p. tðo.
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get better insight into the system and then to derive a

solution from the model or to attain an objective or
?purpose. "

Naylor defines simulation as tr" ".a numerical tech-

nique for conduc[ing experiments with certain t¡rpes of

mathematical models which describe the behavior of a

complex system on a digital computer over extended periods

of time,. " " The principal difference between a simu-

lation experiment and a rreal worldt 
"*periment is that,

with simulation, the experiment is conducted with a model

of the real system instead of with the actual itself",,4
According to Naylor, simulation essentially involves the

use of models of real systems to conduct experiments,

Prcfessor Halter views simulation as tt"""the oper-

ation of an abstract model or prototype of a real system

designed to trace out the dynamic interactions in order to
ansr^7er specific questions about the system",,r Similarly,
Driver finds that simulation entails "...conceptual

3rbid", p, 3.

National
Economic
Nó. 74 9, "dit.A by i" K, Ey"indson (ottawa: Canada
Department of Agriculture, T972), p. 36.

I-4. N, FIalter, rrSimulation Modeis in the Study of
ancì Regional Economi€s, " National ancl Regionâ!
Models of Agriculture, Economics Branch publication
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processes, operating models, a tool ,or constructing experi-

ments, describing or explaining the dynamic behaviour of a

system, and speciffing.data requirements in a multi-
o

disciplinary setting " "

In sumnary, although simulation cannot reproduce

the exact real system, it can however examtne the conse-

quences of a model in which all the basic components of

the system in question are present. /

B" The Simulation Technique

"'Ihe philosophy behind the

that we can learn to solve complex

model of the 'reaT world situation.'r

building a detailed model of a system one

understanding of the system"

Simulation is a way of testing alternative plans,

alternative decisions" or alternaEive oolicies without

/oH" C" Driver, rtDiscussi-on: Simulation Models in
the Study of National and Regional Economies r'r National an4
BggAglC$Lr""mic Mociels of Agriculture, Economics Branch
Pu6Tîõæîon Ñ -7-f|g@yvinds on ( ottawa :
Canada Department of Agriculture, L972), p, 61"

7D, B, Trebeck, Simul-ation of Extensive Beef Pro-

VJales Department of Agriculture, bivision of Marketing and
Econonicè, L972), p" 5.

x"Halte- ñr\ oi i- p. 36,

simulation approach is

problems by building a
B In the process of

gets a better
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tampering with the real sy"t"*,9 controlled e>çeriments on
the real system are sometimes expensive or even Ímpossibre
to conduct, and so mathematicar models can be used to simu-
late reality.

rn this study, only mathematical models suitable
for testing on the computer wilr be examined" constructing
such a mathematicar moder follows a process calred ab-
straction, whereby symbols are arranged into mathematical
and logical statements to express the relationships among
the components of a "y"t"*,10 This moder is then used to
simulate alternative prans, aLternative decisions. or
alternative policies,

n þlodels

simulation can be víewed as an í.terative problem-
solving process. The steps involved in the process ä.re:
(1) problem definition, (2) mathematical modeling, (3) model
refinement and testing, and (4) model application in
solving probreins. The process of dever-oping and using
simulation moders can be conceptual Lzed, as the process
shown Ín Figure rr-1' Arthough the process is- basicalry one
which flows from the probrem definition stage to the model
application stage (as indÍcated by the forward arrovrs), it

o'Nlize and Cox, op, cit., p, 6,
10Mi=" and Cox, op, cit., p. 6.
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Model Application in
Solving Problems

Figure II-l:

SOURCE:

0utput

Simulation as an ite.rative problem
investigating process.

A. N. Halter, 'rSimulation Models in the Study
of National anri Regional Economies, " National
and Regional Ecqnomic lulodels of Agriculture,
Economics Branch Publication No. 7219, edited
by R. K. Eyvindson (Otta.¡a: Canada'Dápartment
oÍ Agriculture, L972), p, 38, Figure l-"
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is also a learning process in that some of the previous

stages might be repeated if the information obtained in a

latter stage render this previous stage inaccurate or

contradictory (as indicated by the reverse arrows). This

learning process introduces a certain amount of model re-
finement. The resulting output of a simulation model con-

sists of a set of indicators associated with a specific plan
or strategy" rn examining the results of alternative plans,
the decision maker can weigh heavily only the indicators
that he considers importanL and choose the best plan using

his own decision criteria.ll
Following this rather general description of the

simulation process, each stage of Figure rr-l will norv be
L2examr_nec:

q r,â ûê alrlê" -*þ-
answered,

es timated 
"

1, Proble¡n Def initi-on:

attempts to identify the major questions to be

the hypotheses

One needs to

L7_-*'-EXCê-f- t^rlroro nt-ha¡trgisg indiCaled, the basiC ideaS
for the 

"$ï;;ã;i;;-;¡ 
;;;h croca ^F Ê'j.

taken directrv from H¡r,-erl 
sLage or rrgure TT-1 ho-'a been

menrary inro,ilall:ï :å':;å',:äJåi;åro3; ;];Í:t, li*r"- 
-

cleveloping and using simulation models v.zas- obtained fromJ. R" Anderson, "simulation: Methrcdology and Application
in Agricultural Eccnomics," Revr-ew of i'lãrketing- änd Aeri-
cultural Economics, Vol , 4?r- ;an@Eïi", pp, 1l--36"

1lH"la"r, op, cit., p, 37.

In the problern definition

to be tested, oÍ the effects io be

"o o oclearly specify the functions
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and mechanisms of the system, what measures of system per-
formance are appropriâte, and what alternative means are

available for achieving f tf-,"1 ob iectivês. , ",,13L J J ------

2. iviathematical Modeling and simulation: This stage

requires a symbolic specification of the important vari-
ables and the structural interrelationships" The direction
of causation must be determined, as must the functional
forms o'f the technological or behavioral relationships that
seem to fit the situation being examined" Furtheïmore, the,

parameters must be specified and estimated to provide the

tentative shape of the functional rel-ations " rt is also
necessary at this stage to decide whether the model should

be probabilistic or deterministic in nature. A computer

program is then formulated to conduct simulation experiments

rvith Che model"

3. Model Refinement and resting: The purpose of this
stage is to check for gross errors in the model and for
inconsistent parameter values or structural r:elationships.
rf such erroTs are detected, they are correctecl" A ttsensi-

tivity analysis" procedure can be used to test the impact

on model behavior of changes in modei parameters,' These

tests indicate what variables are most important in af-
fecting simulated outcomes " This serves âs a guide to
furiher data gathering and helps to identify plans which

13Fh1t"t, op, cit., p" 37"
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might improve the results or the performance of the system.

The parameters which appear to be more sensitive are in-

vestigated and tested further, The model is also verified

to rnake sure it serves its purpose.

After preliminary tests, the validity of the model

must be investigated, A model describing an existing
system can be tested for valiciity by comparing the behavior

of the model with the past behavior of the real world

system or by examining how well the noclel predicts the real

system. Prediction requires a waiting period which may not,

be possible. In a model describing a non-existent system,

validation by deduction must be relied upon whereby one

closely exa.mines the basic assumptions and reasoning behind

the construction of the model"

4" I'lodel Appiications in Solví.ng Problems: Once the

user is convinced that the model represents the.most accu-

rate and complete picture of his system, he can now use the

rnodel to examine and compare the various plans and manage-

ment decisions that are of interest to him, In effect,
r r f .1'"". "lqn" simulation procedure permits us to trace the changes

in system state through simulated time and under varying

rules of operation. This gives us.,,a means of- rtrying

out t alternative policies without actually tampering wiih
the physical system.,. " The success of a simulation rnodel

in providing correct and useful results depends upon how



adequately the model represents the real
studied ,"L4

D. Simulation lviodel Classif ications

There exist many types and forms of simulation
models" The impcrtant thing is that the moclel adequately
represents or abstracts the real world system being ex-
amined. That is, the simulation technique is more of a

process which utilizes a model to anaLyze the results of a

number of alternatives for the real world 
"y"t"r" 
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rn this study, the real world system is a cow-calf
farm' rn order to study the effects of various management

alternatives wi.thout actually putting the decisions into
practice, a model will be built to represent or abstract
the real farm system. The model used for simulation could
be based on a linear prograiruning model, an econometric
model-, a budgeting model, or other types of models. once

the model abstracts the farm properly, it coulcl be adjusted
to represent alternative managemenL decisions and then re-
run to determine the results of these changes.

The question which arises then, is what tlpe of
model to use to simulate alternative farm practices, There

system being

27

- 
15i,, V. Mandercheíd and G, L, Nelson, r'A Framev¡orkfor viewing simulation," canaclian Journal of 'Asr:i.cùiirrrat

Economies, Volume T7 , No"-T-Geæ

L4rqi"" arrd Cox, op. cit" , p " 6.
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exist three main types of simulation models which could be

used for this study, The model could be based on a linear
programming approach, oD an econometric approach, or on a
systems approach. Each of these approaches is discussed

briefly below,

Linear programrning has the following weaknesses

for forecasting farm plans:

l" Linear progranìming has a single objective function
and assumes constant input-output coefficients over the
entire range of output possible for an individual farm unit,
The fact that different operators will have different ob-

jectives and different farms will have different input-
output coefficients means that the model will have to be

reformulated for each farm plan or for each objective,
2. rt would be useful to know some of the sub-optimal

or near-optimal solutions for a fa*,16 This i-s difficult
to obtai-n with linear programming.

3. A linear program does not indicate when the par-

ticular results of a farm plan will occur or even if the

results can occur during the time period examined.

4. Non-l-inear production relationships and scale ef-
f ects cannot easily be handled with linear prograrün rng.L7

16C, F, Donaldson and J. p. G, trrlebster, ,,A
lation Approach to the selection and combinatión ofEnterprisesr" Farn EconomisË, Voi, ll, No" 6 (f969)

L7_..Ibid", pp, 220-22T.

Simu-
Farm

, po 22L.
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5. StochasEic variability cannot easily be incorporated

rn a rrnear Program.

Because of th.ese weaknesses, a linear programming approach

would be unsuitable for this studY,

A simulation model based on the econometric approach

could also be built. This type of model would not be

suriLable in this sturdy because the real farm system of each

individual cannot be r.ePresented adequately by a set of

statistically significant mathematical equations based on

econometric analysis. This is because each farm has a

clifferent structure and a different set of decision rules

änd it is difficult to incorporate many decision rules into

a set of mathematical equations. Also, the econometric ap-

proach requires a large quantity of data to formulate sta-

tistically significant mathematical equations 
"

Finally, there are simulation models based on a

systems approach" 'rThis type of model does not neces-

sarily start off with any given structure, but rather is

based on \,rhat experts know about the system, The structure

of the model becomes evident through branches and loops as

included in the computer proSïam" It may noË be possible

to describe the structure in terms of a complete set of

18;" B, Hardaker, I'The

in Farm Manageinent Researchrtt
(toot¡ , p, rõ3.

Use of Simulation Techniques
Farm E_conomist, Vol. II, No. 4



mathematical equations . "19

be the best way to examine the result of alternative
management decisions for a number of reasons. For example,

a budgeting analysis can easily be fitted into a systems

approach. Also, the results of alternative farm plans can

be forecasted by incorporating various decisions and de-

cison rules. These results can be compared and evaluated,

Finally,, the systems approach is flexible and allows any

type of farm system to be examined and any decision rule to

be included,

I¡Ihile it is true that simulation is usually defined

in a systems context and normally refers to a much freer

iorm of computer modeling without ápriori restrictions, this

section has shown that techniques such as linear programming

models and econometric models can be viewed as simulation

models. However, the term Itsimulation modeltt will, from

this point ofl, refer to simulation based on a systems

approach,

The systems approach seems to
30

Applicability of a Computerized Simulation Model Based
on a. Sys [ems Approach for this Study

This section will deal

vantap¡es, and aPPlicabilitY of

L9,, 1 I i 'W, J" Craddock, rrlnterpretation and Use of the
Results Obtained with I'lational and Regional Economic
Model"," National and Regiona-l_Econoinic llodel-s of Agri-
culture, Economic Branch Publication No. 72/9, edited by
R, K" Eyvindson (Ottawa: Cana.da Department of Agriculture,
L972), ó, L43"

with the advantages, disad-

a computer simulaiion model
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based on a systems approach for this study. The advantages

of a computer simulation model are:
-f-tI " rrThe 

[simulation modef ingJmethodology is iterative
and hence consistent with scientific procedures and the

accumulation of knowledge "'"20

2. A computerized simulation model is not intended to

make decisions for planners or to provide only orre solution
to a problem, but rather to provide a structured means of

investigating the various plans of interest" The approach

provides the user with the versatility to select his orün

decision criteria, the possibility of examining mu1-tiple

objectives simultaneously, a method of examining the conse-

qLrences of a decision through time, and the possibility of

having more than one solution to choose f.to*.ZL

3, Almost any kind of relationship, such as any

combinations of step functions, conditional rel-ationships,
nttgl i h¡t-ir¡a .'ariables, indivisibilities, continuous andf Or

-22l-inear equations can be incorporated into Lhe model.- A

more realistic farm planning model can be constructed using

simulation since other techniques impose important

22y. L. Ladue" "A ComputerLzecl. Far:m Bus j-ness Simu-
lator for Research aná Fa.rm Pianning" (unpublished Ph.D
TLresis, Michigan State University, DeparEment of Agri-
culturál Econõmics, L97L), p. 4L-,

2oHrltut, op. cit,, p, 55"

2lHult*r, op. cit., pp" 55-56.
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restrictions on the kind of relationships which may be in-

cluded" Farm planning under conditions of variability and

uncertainty can easily be accomodated since stochastic

variables can easily be included in a simulation *odu1,23

4. Unlike linear programming, simulation can (i)

handle lumpiness of ïesources, (ii) allow for preference

of some acLivities in the selection process, (iii) use

multiple actir¡ities as well as prescribed activity ranges

to allow for scale effects and non-l-inear relationships,
(iv) output those generated plans having the highest gross

24margin from which the decision maker can choose.

5. Systems which are not mathematically tractabl-e can

be represen[ed with a simulation mode L.25

6 . Simulation shows tthow to get there from here" " A

linear programming solution, on the other hand, gives an

optimal organization and allocation of resources without

sholing how to attain this optimum state or even whether

this state is possible. With a simulation model, which

moves through time step by step, the decision maker knows

how the final state is reached by "imply printi-ng out the

values of the va.riables at each steD or at each time
26

Der]-ocl,

23Hardaker, op, cit. , p. L6lr.
2 4Donardson

2 5I,rdrru, op ,

26rbld., p,

and Inlebs ter , op , cit. , p , 222 .

cit., pp" 34-35.
/,2.
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7. A budgeting analysis of a system can be easily
performed using a computer simulation moclel because a simu-

lation model can easily trace through the expenses and re-
turns of an operation.

8" A simulation model is flexible enough to arlow the

various farm plans and the objectives of different oper-

ators to be realistically incorporated into the model and

simulated without having to reformulate the model for each
27

S:LtrUAE]-ON"

The main disadvantages or weaknesses of computer

s:i-mulation models are :

1" A general form does not exist for a simulation
model' one must develop a new model to realistically
represent the system under investigation. To do this,
greater familiaritv u¡ich the econornic system is probably
requíred than would be the case f or programming moclels.

2, One has a tendency to try building a model to
answer all questions, whereas the model should be oriented

)9,
tov¡arrJs specific quescions,-" one has to decide how much

of the real system to leave out of the simulation model

since th.e cost of sirnulation, not only with respect to com-

puter tine but also hurnan time to set up the model, in-
creases i:ap:lcily as the complexity of the model increase 

".29

-' Ibid, , pp, 39-40.

29Hardaker. oDo cit"

¿öHalter, op, cit", p" 56.

, pp. 16B-L69 ,
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3" Although simulation provides greater realism, it
does not have an optimizing algorithm" r'The attainment of
a better plan by simulation methods depends on a process

of trial and error, and with complex models it is most un-
likely that an optimum solu-tion can ever be obtained" The

planner must generally be satisfied with an improved
. ,,30DIAn" "

In vier¡ of the advantages of simulation, it was

decided to develop a simulation model to represent a co\,v-

calf enterprise. simulation is quite suitable as a tool
to simulate cow-calf plans because a co\,v-calf enterprise is
a complex system which is different from one farm to an-

other' A realistic representation of an inclividual farm

can best be done using simulation.

The next section will review previous studies which

used the simulation approach"

Ea Previous Related Studies Usi.ns Simulation

The methods of simulation do not .only apply to
agriculture but are eqr-rally applicable to social systems,

engineering systems, scientific systems, business systems,

military systems, and governmentar 
"y"t"*".31 This section

?1'"Mize and Cox, op, g.it, , Chapter g , pp. lg6-20Coffer a brief exposure to a Largé> variety oË !ì_muláci.r,
strrdies and indicate appropriaté referen-ces fcr detail-s,The studies are grouped- into three generar categories:

<t I""fbid", p. L64"



will be limited to a review of studies

of simulation

Halter

a large California feedlot integrated with extensive

grazLng in an effort to improve the managerial decisions

of the ranch" The'two major sources of uncertainty were

the r,veather and the prices of factors and products. The

authors \rere able to study the decisions involved in the

purchasing of feeder cattle for the range and feedlot by

to agriculture as a farm
ô^</

and Dean-- constructed

simulating the

conditions.
.33LAOUe

35

giving applications

planning tool"

a simulation model of

farm business analysis model which could be used in both

::esearch and farm planning,
ItThe model r¡as conceived within a systems frame-

worl< with the farm business viewed as a set of acting
and interac[ing systems, Simulation was selected
as the most appropriate modeling technique to be used.
The major focus of model construction was development
of a model which could realisticallv sinulate thè
important physical and financdgl châracteristics of
an individual f arm business, rrJ¿l

above under various orice and weather

developed and testecl a computerLzed dairy

industrllal and business applications, engineering and scien-
tific applications, and military and governmêntal- ap-
plications,

32^--4. N" Halter and G, f^I" Dean, Simulation of a
California Range--Feedlot Operation, (Davis: University of
California Agricultural Experir¡ent Station. Giannini
Foundation Research Report^No, 282, f965 ).'

??
Laclue, op , cit 

"

al--Ibid., Abstract, pp. L-2"
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The dairy enterprise as well as crop enterprises usually
found on dairy farms can be handred by the model. A key
feature of the model is that it was developed for use by

management in a rrwhat if" context. The simulation model

is designed to forecast the consequences of choosing an

alternative plan" The model does not indiðate which al-
ternative plan is the best pran but leaves it up to the
user of the model to decide which plan is best. The re-
sults indicated that specific farm situations can.be ade-

quately represented and the data generated can be considered
a useful information to assist in making farm planning or
nranagement decisions, The ideas developed in the above

study r'vere used to a great extent to design the cow-calf
simulation model of this studv.

- ?5Ryan"- in Australia demonstrated the u-se of a simu-

lation model for feedlot operators in evaluating alter-
native selling criteria, culling practices, and the benefits
derived from increased management ability as indicated by

g::owth rates and death rates. The model was also used Eo

examine the effects of unstable cattle prices.and ration
costs' The results of the study indicated that animals
should be sold on an all in, alr out basis" Also, the gross
margins were noi affected by changes in the culling and

soi:tirrg pra.ctices.

f\-"T. J. Ryan, 'rA Beef Feecilot Simulation Model"rt
Journal of Agricultural Economics- Vol" 25 No^ 3
;-ã- --;---\ a ¡--Í-----7:-?--t \êñl-êmhôv I q\vv"ueÀ,,ver -.7 1+), pp.'¿65-¿-7-Ç:-'
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Blackie and Dent36 have deveroped a simulation
model for hog production "",,as part of an information
system which may assist hog farm managers both in choosing

between competing management strategies and also in imple-

menting any chosen plan""37 The authors have attempted to
make the hog simulation model and the accompanying infor-
mation system easy to use, Meaningful resul-ts are produced

and can be used to investigate impacts of alternative
management policies

Many other studies using simulation models to fore-
cast and evaluate management practices could be mention"d"38

These studies which have used simulation indicate that it
he.s a good potential as a practical farm planning tool for
farm managers and farm advisors.

The present study develops a simulation model

capable of forecasting results for alternative cor,v-calf

2.â-"M" J" Blackie and J" B. Dent, "Analyzing Hog
Production St:rategies with a Simulatioñ Model." Añerican
T^'.--- 1 ^€ ^ ^-'i ^,.'l +..-^ 1 F ^.*r.-,..ra.' ur nËrici-tltural Economics, Vol,58, No. T-(FêSruary
L976), pp. 39-46

37_..-' rbid,, p. 39,

{x_""Trebeck, op_, _ cit. ; Hardaker, op , cit, , pp " L62-L7L; and J. B. Dent, "LivesÉock perfoimance and'cäbicar
rnvestment in Farin Enterprises," systems Analysi-s in
Agricultural Management, edited by J" B" Dent-and J, R.
Anderson (Sydney: John tr^Iiley , L97L) , pp, 267-294"
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farm plans, Such a model would aid decision makers in

choosing among alternative cold-calf plans using their o\,vn

decision criteria, In the next chapter, the methodology

and the simulation model will be developed.



This chapter will attempt to fulfill the maÍn ob-

jective of this study, which is to develop a methodology

for evaluating alternative cow-calf farm plans.

General Structure of Methodology

METHODOLOGY AND I"ÍODEL

CHAPTER III

The logical steps foilowed in the methodology de-

veloped to forecast and er¡aluate alternative co\.d-calf farm

plans are summarized in Figure III-1, The first siep is to

define the alternative co\,v-ca1f farm plans to be examined

for a number of years. Secondly, each plan is examined

year by year as follows, A computerized coÞ;-caLl simu-

lation model, which is described beloiv, then forecasts the

results of a plan for a certain year. The results for each

plan for each year include: a printout of inputs; mrcnthly

cattle numbers sumnary; annual cattle numbers summary;

surunary of physical and dollar record; management indi-

cato::s; labor requirements by month; and an annual cash

fl-ow. Once all plans have been simulated for each year,

the third step is to compare the results of each plan year

by year and decide r^rhich one is most suitable.
EssentiaLLy, the methodology uses a budgeting ap-

proach where alternative der-'-í'larl nl.anc of future cov"7-calf

39



Define ì4 Alternative Cow-calf Farm Plans

Qr^raon 'llrrnr'-l-r ltl YeafS f Of Plan X

Supply the Required Inputs to Reflect the Farm
Conditions and Future Expectations for Plan X
and Year Y

Run the Cornputerlzed Cow-calf
Simulation Model

Output the Following Forecasted Results for Plan
and Year Y:

- Printout of Inouts
-Monthly Cattle Ñumbers Sr-unmary
-Annual Cattle Nu;nbers Summary
-summary of Physical and Dollãr Record
-Management Indicators
-Labor Requirements by Month
-Annual Cash Flow

40

Reached'
l-h

l\ Year

Compare the results
in each year being
drarv conclus ions

Fígure III-l:

M Farm

Yes

of each plan
examined and

Framework
evaluate

Yes

or mettrodology to forecast and
alLernative cor,v-cal.f farm Dlans,
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operations are being examined, The resources required and

expectations on prices and calving percentages for each

plan for each yea'r are provided to a simulatÍon model which

calculates and prints the results of the farm plan. The

computerLzed simulation model speeds up the budgeting pro-

cedure" The remainder of this chapter will discuss the
I

simulation model developecl for use in this framework'

R Model Desisn Considerations2

Before presenting the details of the simulation

model, several considerations in the design of the simu-

lation model will be discr-rssed,

Prior to developing the simulation model, one must

decide on the time interval to be used to simulate the col,v-

calf enterprise, That is, shoulci the cow-calf enterprise be

simulated on a yearly, monthly, weekly or daily basis ? The

advantage of having a shorter tirne interval is that the

]- Time Interval

rlt shoul-d be noted that the simulation model is
computerLzed but the methoclology which uses the simulation
model is not, That is, the farm plans must be developed
manually in a form acceptable to the computerized simu-
lation model, The forec.asts generated by the sirnulation
model must also be evaluated individuallv.

,)

'The model design considerations discussed in this
section were also discussed in the thesis: E" L, Ladue,t'A Computerized Farm Business Simulator for Research and
Farm Planningtt (unpublished Ph.D" Thesis, Michigan State
University, Department of Agricultural Eôcnomics, L97L) .
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simulated results are more accurate and more realistic.
The disadvantage of a shorter time interval Ís that the

model is more complicated and more difficult to computer ír*3

In the co\^7-calf simulation model used in this study,

the time interval is a combination of years and months.

That is, the financial results of the operation are reported

on ä. yearLy basis but many of the calculations are based on

monthly values" The repairs, depreciation, investment,

gross returns, and total costs calculations are made on a

yearly basis, while livestock numbers on the farm, labor,

feed, and bedding are calculated on a monthly basis. In

general, all r¡alues which vary greatly over a yea-r weïe

calcuilated on a monthly basis and all others were calculated

on a yearLy basis" Appendix B describes the details of the

calcul.ations made i-n the simulation model,

It should be noted that the overall results of the

simulation model are based on a calendar year operation.

However, as \.,üas shown in the methodology, the farm plans

can be simulated for as many years as one desires by simu-

lating each consecutive year 
"

3
The adr¡antages

intervals are discussed
pp" Br-84.

and disadvantaEes of short time
further in Ladúe, op" cit.,

4fftlrtrvrns;

0F i¿A}ål?ÕBA

4¡e n;,^P,"rL9



¿!,2. Computer Languaqe to be Used '

The programming language to be used in developing

the model depends on the features of the programming

language and on the knowledge of the researcher" Many

general purpose and special purpose langr-rages for simulation

are available. Examples of the former incl-ude FORTRAN and

ALGOL, i,vhile CSMP and DYNANIO are examples of the latter"
I^Iith regard to special purpose languages, it was felt that

they tend to force a certain clegree of form on the model

construction and design which appears inappropriate in a

coÌ^7-calf simulation model. Of the general purpose

languages, FORTRAN is the one which is most widely used and

most well-known.

It was decided that the FORTRAN language would be

used in this study for a number of reasons: (i) it has the

required fle><ibilíty, (ii) tne author is familiar with it,

and (iii) it is available at most computer centers.

43

?

on farm

used by

þ'arm Plannine Versus Research Emphasis

Although the

nl ¡nni no tha

both farmers

/,*The ideas in thi,s section are taken from P. J,
Charlton, îrComputer Languages for System Simulation, "
Systems Analysis in ABricrrltural Management, edited by J, B"
Dent and .I. R, Arrderson (Sydney: John Wiley, L97L),
pp, 53-70 and La.due, op " cit. , pp. 7B-Bl where this topic
is discussecl in sreater detail.

emphasis in constructing the model was

simulation model is designecl to be

and researchers, The minimum input
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requirements of the computer program are simple enor:gh to
be provided by most farm managers, and the program also al-
lows enough flexibility to suit almost any cow-calf oper-

ation, At the same time, the model would also be quite
useful for researchers since the co\^7-calf si-mulation model

is quite detailed and almost all the model relationships
can be changed by the user"

4,

deterministic in nature except for the allocaEion of deaths

to the various months and ages (for growing animals), as

explained in Appendix B.

The main advantage5 of a deterministic model, âs it
applies to this study, can be stated as follows:

ItFor extension application a deterministic nrodel has

:iå"i:l:f:'oioIåH3?: 3lo'îl3H.ll'""'nat 
more easilv

(for uu"ñ*,ãå ;Ë'î;å"*åä3r'Ëf;i:,1;n il;"í"o"Ë":î:åååii
lot being manipulated makes compãrisons appear more
direct. In order to evaluate an alternative. a
stochastic [or probabilistic] model must be n-rn several
times and Èhe results summarized, The sunrnarized
results of several runs are usually more difficult to
understand than a single determiniêtic run,"o

Deterministic Versus Probabilistic in Nature

The cold-calf simulation model in this studv is

)The advantages and clisadvantases
and stochasti.c (probãnilistic) model" ãt"
detail in Ladue, op. cit,, pp, 85-90"

h"Ladue, op, cit., p" BB,

of deterministic
discussed in
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A deterministic model rvas used in this study for

the feasons stated above, and also because deterministic

models are easier to buiLd and usually require less data

since fewer parameters have to be estimated, 0n1y the

allocation of deaths is handled in a probabilistic way

because it is impossible to know when deaths will occur"

Since the ntrmber of deaths can be estimated from past

experience, the distribution of deaths throughout the year

is determined by assuming that each animal is as likety to

clie at any month of the year as another animal of the Same

category.

courage farmers or farm aclvisors to use computer models to

evaluate farm plans include cLarLty, speed, and reliability9

Blackie and Dent state this need succinctly:

'tFor a model to be used ef fectively by farm managers,
it neecls not only mimic accurately the real_system
but also to be aôcessible to rnanagêIS""," The data
required must be readily obtainable by the manager

Desirable Characteristics of the Model

The characteristics which are necessary to en-

/Pararneters of probabilily distributions for vari-
ables do not have to be'estimated'in a deterministic model.

aoThese three characteristics in relation to com-
puter models for farm planning are discussed in i^1" CanCler,
M. Boehlje, and R" Saathoff, "Computer Software for Farm
PlanagemeñC' Extension,rr American Journa-l of Agricultural
Econornics, Vol. 52, No, I (February L970), Pp, 72'73,



and the information returned from the information
system must be in a fprm that is easily understood
by the farm manager""Y

l,iaior Concepts of the Simulation Model

A general outline of the model will be given by

describing the f ollowing major concepts: '(f ) Input

Requirements , (2) General Structure of the Model, (3)

Isolation of the Cow-Calf Enterprise, and (4) Assumptions

Regarding the Availability and Iviobility of the Inputs to

the Cow-Calf EnterÞrise"

The main feature of this model is the flexibility of

ihe inputs required. The input requirements of the model

cen best be described by indicaLing how the values of the

parameters of the model are to be specified, The values of

the parameters of the model can either be built into the

model or specified by the user. It folloi^¡s that the para-

meters will be divided into two groups, with the first

group being user specified and the second Sroup including

those parameters which are built into the model" The inpt:t

reguirements are thus divided into necessary inputs and

optional inputs.

t" Inout Reouirements

46

a'M, J. Blackie and J" B, Dent, "AnalyzLng Hog Pro-
duction Strategies with a SimulaLion Model," 4r9ii9!
Journal of Agricultural E"go*lgr, Vol' -58, No" 1-

\t ebruary Lv / o ) , p, JY o
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In an effort to reduce the necessary inputs, this

model will use what Candler, Boehlje, and Saathoff have

called I'input by exceptionrr, which are the optional inputs"
I'Rather than calculate all the needed coefficients, the

user has only to indicate with which of our coefficients

he disagrees and substitute his own coeffi'cient for it"

This is a much less demanding exercise, and the stimulus

of looking at our figure may suggest a more realistic
' 1rì

coefficient to the farmer"t'-- This idea has also been

adopted by Ladue in his computerLzed farm business simu-

lation *od"l. l1

Parameters of. the first group (necessary inputs)

are those specific to each farm such as: number of live-

stock which initially exist on the farm; feeding, building,

and pasture systems; rations and expected rates af gain;

and other management practices, The user of the model must

assign values to each of these group one parameters and in-
ntil- them to the simulation model for each rrn, Thew rerlr-ê-t,*-

sent the minimum inputs required to simulate a particular

farm plan,

Parameters of the second group (optional inputs)

are those f<¡r which values will be alrearjy included in the

parameters has been taken from Ladue, op, cit,, pp. 99,
108- 1r0.

1n"'Candler, Boehlje, and Saathoff, op" cit", p, 75.

llthu idea of having two groups of inputs or
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model, that is, those for which values will initiarly be

assigned, These parameters include the following: dates

of livestock transaction; labor requirements for fence

repair, for health care, for checkj_ng the herd while on

pasture, for feeding, and for bedding and manure removal

under various systems; bedding requiremeni:s; average days

c¡n various types of ration; average weights of new born

calves and mature animals; average interest rates by year;

and average prices and costs of. outputs and inputs by year.
The initial values given to these parameters are average or

representative values based on various sources such as:

research and extension publications , f.arm management manuals,

and other related studies" Agricultural representatives,
livestock specialists, companies manufacturing various
livestock inputs, and other research workers providec

initial values for parameters having no âverage val'*re

documented in any speciiic 
"olrt"",t2

The user of the model can change any of the values

of the group two parameters if he so wishes, while leaving
the varues of all other parameters r-inchanged. Thus the

program is ready to run by changing the valtre of any

number of group two parameters, rn this way the user can

1)-'The sources from which the initial values of
çach parameter of the second group are obtained are lí.stedin Appendix C.



change only those group two parameter

considers inappropriate in the model

to a particular situation or rvhich he

from data soecif ic to his otn fu.t*"13

The cow-calf simulation model follows the general

structure presented in Figure III-2 and is broken down into
'tL

five sequential steps:

Step l: Input the group one data, that is, the data

specifie to each farm plan. This includes: (a) livestock

numbers information, (b) buildi.ng inventory, (c) machinery

ancl equipmeni (including handling facilÍties), (d) feeding

and manure ancl bedding removal system used, (.) health care

2, General Structure of the Model

values which he

or which do not apply

nrefers to estimate

134 líst of the necessary or group one inputs is
given in Part I of Appendix A and a list of the optional
ór group two inputs and their initial values is -given inPart II- of Appehdix A" Part III of Appendix A describes
how the user- -can change the initial values given to the
group two inputs.

1/,tÎhe three last steps are performed by a computer
program developed for the simulation model. In steps one
änd*t',vo, the u-ser of the model provides t4. inputs required
for the'computerized simulation model to forecast the re-
sults of a èpecific farm plan" It should be noted that
the computer program handles step three and step four
simultaneously" For example, as soon as the computer pr_o-
gram has calctlated the total pounds of feed required, the
ãssociated cost of the feed is calculated' Since the
physical characteristics are always calculated before the
ãsêociated costs and returns for each input and each output,
the physical characteristics calculations are grouped i¡
step three and the cost and return calculations are gror:ped
in step four"

/,Q
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and breeding practices, (f) pasture resources, (g) rations
fed, (h) expected rates of gain, and (i) type of bedding

used. (See Appendix A ParC I),

Step 2: Input the changes made to the initial values

Ërvcr.r L\r Lrr.c group two parameters. (See Appendix A Parts

II and III),

Step 3: Combine the group one inputs and the adjusted

group two inputs and generate the follor,ving physical

characteristics of the farm:

a) animal numbers by category, agê, weight, and

value in each calendar month,

b) total number of livestock transactions--purchases,

sales, deaths, and births--in each calendar

month ,

c) total- pounds of each tl'pe of feed required ciuring

the year,

d) total pounds of bedding required du::ing the year,

e) total number of vaccinations, vitamin injections,
and A. I. services by month,

f) total number of hours of labor required by month

for each task of the corv-calf ente::prise, and

g) quantity and quality of tire follolving resouï.ces

useC by the corv-calf enterprise: buildings,
machinery, equipment, and pasture"
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Step 4: From the physical characteristics of the farm

and the cost and price list contained in the adjusted

values of the group two parameters, calculate the following

(1) costs and Q) returns for the entire year of operation.

(1) Costs of:

a) feed and pasture

b) bedding

. 
c) health care

d) A. I. services

e) miscellaneous articles
' ^\ -f) labor

g) repairs, investment, and depreciation

for: buildings

machinery

equipment

handling facilities

breeding herd.

(2) Returns from:

a) net livestock sales

b) net change in livestock inventory.

Step 5: Output the following six forecasts of the cow-

calf enterprise from the simulation model:

f ) monthly caËtle numbers stunrnary,

2) annual cattle numbers surnmary,

3) surnmary of physical and dollar record,



4) list of management indicators,
5) labor requirements by task by month, and

6) annual cash flow.

Appendix B gives a detailed discussion of each of the above

s tePS .

J,

This model simulates a cow-calf enterprise in iso-

lation from the other enteprises on the farm, As defined

in the model, the cow-calf enterprise entails rearing calves

to weaning age. The model examines the inputs required for
that enterprise and the outputs produced. If a farm con-

tains more than one enterprise such as crops, forages,

dairy, stocker-feeders, or hogs, any inputs transferred to

the corv-calf enterprise from one of these enterprises is
costed (at market value) and Ereated as an input to the covü-

calf enterprise as if the input was purchased from another

individual. Similarily any output transferred from the covs-

calf enterprise to another enterprise is costed (at market

value) and treated as an output from the cow-calf enterprise.
For example, if tame hay is fed to the livestock, tame hay

is treated as an input to the co\.r-calf enterprise whether

it was produced on the same farm or bought from another

farm. rt follows that the farmers t cost of grain and forage

production is not considered to be a feerl cost for the co\.d-

calf enterprise. Instead, the cow-calf enterprise will
purchase ail of the feed required aË market price whether

Isolation of the Cow-Calf Enterorise

53
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the crop or forage enterprise is on the same farm or on

another farm. By isolating the co\^i-calf enÈerprise in this

way, all the returns and the costs of this enterprise are

taken into account. In this way, the complete budget of

the isolated cow-calf enterprise is being analyzed by the

simulation model.

of the Inouts to the Cow-Calf Enterorise
4, Assumptions Regarding the Availability and Moþilily

In the simulation model no restrictions are Placed

on the availability of labor and other resources' If extra

labor, pasture, building space, feed, or other inputs are

required, it is assumed that there are some available at

market price,
It is also assumed that the operator is financially

atrle to purchase all the inputs required for the planned

operations. This differs from other computer budgeting

models where the financial situation of the operator is

taken into r""ol.rrrt, l5

L6
D. Soecific Conceots of the Simulation Model

Only the specific
to this simulation model

15An example of this is found in the model derzeloped
in K. T. Sanderson and A. T, G. McArthur. C_omputer Methods
for Development Budgets, Agricultural Econonrics Research
Unit Publication No. 45 (Lincoln College, Agricultural
Economics Research Unit, L967) 

"

165o*" of the conceÞts used in this study have been
developed in the model used^ to evaluate the Farm-DevelopmenE

concepts which are most important

are discussed below" A detailed



description of the calculations involved

of the co\,v-calf simulation model is given

A distinguishing feature of this model is that the

livestock numbers are treated on a monthly basÍs instead of

a yearly basis. That is, from the information given in the

group one and the group two data, the simulation model fore-

casts or generates the exact number of animals by category,

1. Animal MonthslT

age, weight, and value that
18 m,.month. - 1'his allows exact

labor, health care requirements, and livestock value by

month. The livestock transactions, that is, purchases,

sales, births, and deaths, are also specified by month.

Each of these transactions are assumed to occur on the last

day of each month.

in each segment

in Appendix B.
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Program. That model is described in: Maurice Senkiw and
Alvin Pokrant, "A Cost/Return Simulator for Dairy, Cow/Calf
and Stocker/Feeder Enterprises'r (unpublished paper, Uni-
versity of Manitoba, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Lg7 6) .'

17en animal month is defined as one animal of a
certain category, êge, and weight kept for one month on the
IArm.

will be kept on the farm in each

calculatÍons of feed, bedding,

18th" model used in this study is the only model
rvhere the conputer program generates the exact number of
animals by category, age, wêight, and value that will be
kept on the farm in each month fron information on the
livestock beginning inventor-rr and the various livestock
transactions-given in Appendix A (Part f ln5) and Part II
1þr) "



Estimates of labor required per animal by category
for feeding and for manure and bedding removal under

various systems are provided in the group two daËa. Three

feeding systems, namely, hand feeding, self feeding, and

mechanized feeding, and two bedding and manure removal

systems, namery, manual and mechanical are allowed" Esti-
mates of labor required for health care, fence repair, and

checking the herd while on pasture are also provided in the
group two data. rt should be noted that labor requirements

are calculated and reported on a monthly basis. This al-
lows the user of the model to estimate how many labor hours
must be hired or allocated in each month for the planned

co\d- calf enterprise.

3, User Defined fnputs

2, Labor Requirements

The model is made more flexible by allowing inputs
to be specified by the user of the moder. For example, the

user could specify his own feed and its corresponding cost
per pound or his own vaccination type and its corresponding

cost per treatment"

56

Group two data contains a list of average prices
and costs for L973, L974, and L97s. The user of the model

can chcose the year for the prices and costs he wishes to
use in calculating the costs and returns for his operation.
The user can also examine the results for his farm

Choice of Prices and Costs
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operation if the price of any product or factor had been

different by specifying the price or cost he wants to use.

The procedure for changing the initial values of any of the

group tvro parameters is given in Appendix A Part III"

Model Structure, Model Use, and Economic Theor¡1

Economic theory (mainly production economics) was

used to design and develop the model. Economic theory has

indicaLed the kinds of relationships, the types of para-

meters, the magnitudes of the parameter estimates, and the

variables to include in the simulation model, so that it can

represent and simulate practically any Manitoba cow-calf

plan. For example, a producer planning to increase his herd

can consider different types of feeding systems to take

advantage of the scale effect. If he is using a hand feed-

ing system, hu can plan to switch to a self-feeding system

when he increases the size of his herd. The labor required

per animal would be lower in a more mechanized feeding

system. The model was designed to handle this kind of scale

effect. The labor required for feeding can be described

graphically as shown in Figure III-3. Three sysEems of

feeding are allowed, namely, (1) hand-feeding, (2) self-

feeding, and (3) mechanized feeding' Hours of labor re-

quired are specified as a function of the feeding system

and the number of animals fed in each month' Mathe-

matieally,



where:

X:a1Y fori-1,21 3

i - 3 represents the mechanized feeding system

and X represents the number of hours required for feeding

in a certain month, Y represents the number of animals on

the farm during that month, and the coefficients ãL, ã2,

and a3 are assigned initial values such that af a2) a3.

fn Figure III-3, OA represents the hand-feeding system, OB

represents the self-feeding system, and OC represents the

mechanized feeding system. The values of uL, ,2, and at

i - I represents the hand-feeding system

L : 2 represents the self-feeding system

Hours of
labor re-
quired for
monthS

(x)
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Figure III-3: Effects of feeding systems on labor
requiremenËs.

Livestock on Ehe
farm in month.(v) -r
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can be changed by the user of the model, in which case the

diagram shown in Figure III-3 would also change. Labor

required for manure and bedding removal is treated in a

similar manner except that only two systems are allowed.

Details of the other equations involved, the handling of

parameters and the initial values assigned to the para-

meters in the simulation model are given in Appendix B,



This chapter is divided into three sections. The

first section will discuss the procedure used to validate

the model, The second section will demonstrate the useful-

ness of the model as a farm planning tool with an appli-
cation of the model. The application will consist of

simulating the resulËs of three alternative cor^r-calf farm

plans, The application will also serve the purpose of

testing the model I s logic and checking for any computer

programming errors. A sensitivity analysis procedure

performed on one farm plan will further validate the model.

The third section will discuss further uses of the modei

as an analytical tool for farm managers, farm advisors, or

researchers.

VALIDATION AND APPLICATION OF MODEL

CFTAPTER IV

A. Validating the Model

A computer simulation model must be verified and

validated before it can be used to analyze the real system

which it is designed to. represent" Naylor and Finger

indicate that ttoo"simulation models based on purely hypo-

thetical functional relationships and contrived data which

have not been subjected to empirical verification are

60
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void of meaning,'rl In reviewing simulation, Anderson also

indicates that the major weakness of simulation lies in

the fact that there does not exist a fixed and agreed

validation procedure which can be applied to all simulation
)models.- The reason for the difficulty in validating

simulation models is that there exists no single specifie

set of criteria for differentiating between those models

which adequately represent the real system and those models

which do not. In addition, many of the criteria available

are not appropriate

In spite of

approaches to the problem of validation have been de-

veloped. One approach developed by Naylor and Finger

consists of a three-stage procedure incorporating the

for validating certain models.3

Computer Simulation Models,'r

the difficulLies involved, two general

No. 2 (October L967), p. B-92"

21. R. Anderson, ttsimulation: Methodology and
Application in Agricultural Economics," Review of Marketing
anã Agricultural Economics, Vol, 42, Ño.@
p. L7.

3Fot r further discussion on the problems involved
in validating simulation models, see C. .F. Herman, rrVali-
dation Problems in Games and Simulation with Special
Reference to Models of International Politicsrì' Behavioural
Science, Vol . L2, No, 3 (May L967), pp" 2L6-23L or e . I- .
Ladue, "A ComputerLzed Farm Business Simulator for Research
and Fa::m Planning" (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Michigan
State University, Department of Agricultural Economics,
L97T), pp. L42-L45.

1T. H. Naylor and J. M" Finger,
Management

'rVerif ication
Science, Vol.

of
L4,



methodology of rationalism, empiricism, and positive

economics. The first stage involves the use of theories,

general knowledge, and experience which are available

about the system to specify the components, select the

variables, and formulate the functional relationships to

be included in the model. The second stage involves an

empirical verification of the assumptions on which the

model is based using the best available statistical and

non-statistical tests, The third stage consists of testing

the model t s predictive ability, Instead of testing the

model t s validity at the end of model construction, this

approach suggests a validation process which starts aË

the problem formulation stage and ends at the model appli-

cation stage, Although the above does not guarantee a

problem-free validation procedure, it does ease the task

of model building.4

The second approach developed by Hermann suggests

a combination of five types of validity criteria to form

a unified approach to validation. The first type, face

validity which can be applied in the construcËion stage,

is used to verify that the model output is at leasE suPer-

ficially reasonable" During preliminary trial runs,

internal validity may be checked to make sure that the

62

4Fo, a more detailed discussion on this approach
see Naylor and Finger, op. cit., pP. B-95 - B-97 or Ladue,
op, cit., pp. L46-148,
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model is relatively stable, EvenË validity, which involves

comparing observed events or patterns with those occurring

in the simulatÍ.on, and research hypothesis validity, which

entails attempting to distinguish similar performance from

that of systems independent of the model I s programmed

structure can both be employed while the research is being

performed to check the outputs produced by the model. If

the previous validity checks indicate unacceptable di-

vergence between model results and real world results,

variable-parameter validLty, which tests individual model

relationships against known counterparts, and programmed

hypothesis validity, which involves predicting researchable

or empirically verifiable hypotheses can then both be
.5engaged

From the above discussion, one can see that the.

reality of certain aspects of the model can be tested,

One should keep in mind, however, that the validation of

a model is always a matter of degtee.6 It should also be

remembered that validating one aspect of the model tells

us nothing about the validity of other aspects of the

model. Given the difficulty in establishing a definite

)For a critique and a more detailed discussion of
each of these five validity criteria and the method in-
volved in combining these five validity criteria see
Hermann, op. cit., pp. 220-226, 23O or Ladue, op. ciË.,
pp. L48- 151 "

6_,-Hermann, op. cit,, p. 225.
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set of rules or validation criteria it does not seem un-

reasonable to follow Karl R. Popperrs suggestion, as

interpreted by Naylor and Finger that:
tt. . .\dê concentrate on the degree of conf irmation of
a model rather than whether or not the model has been
verified" If in a series of empirÍcal tests of a
model no negative results are found but the number
of positive instances increases then gur confidence
in the model will grow step by step,ff /

That is, the model should be subject to as many tests as

possible and as many validation criteria as possible. The

more tests it passes and the more difficult the tests are

the more valid the model will be. Only if the model fails

a Ëest should it be changed.S

In this studyrPopperrs philosophy was followed,

in that Ëhe model was tested in various ways or sËeps. In

the first step the model was tested for face validity. A

series of given input data situtations \,vere simulated and

Ëhe results of the model were checked against expected

results calculated (manually) independent of the model.

If the resulting values were not as expected, the model

vüas examined and corrected, This process was actually

done in two parts. First, the segment of the model which

generates the number of animals on the farm in each month

his study

/Naylor and Finger, op. cit., p. B-93.

Ladue has also adopted ihe Popper philosophy
as shown in Ladue, op. cit., pp. 151-L52.

1n
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was constructed and tested. This first segment was tested

by assigning.extreme or unusual values to the input vari-

ables and input parameters. For example, the number of

deaths was increased drastically to test if deaths Ìriere

properly distributed. Then, the si'ze of herd was increased

to check for any unreasonable results. Following this, the

size of herd was reduced to only a few animals to test how

the model would handle small integer values. In a similar

manner, many decision and size variables \^7ere changed to

test if the model could be used to anaLyze any reasonable

co\,v-calf farm plan in Manitoba. All results \^iere checked

by doing hand calculations and if the results were vürong

adjustments or modifications were made to the model (and

computer program). That is, omitted variables \,vere added '

and misspecified relationships vüere corrected. This first

part was the most complicated because an infinite number

of patterns of animal numbers is possible.

The second part was the construction and testing

of the cost and return segment of the model. This segment

\.vas connected to the first segment of the model and tesËed

for face validity. Several runs r.dere required before the

model gave expected results" Again, extreme values were

used in the model. The results were then checked manually

for accu'racy, and any necessary corrections were made. All

features and facilities of the model such as the various

user defined inputs, the different feeding systems, the

different manure and bedding removal systems, and the use
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of prices and costs for different years were tested to

see if they T^7ere operational, (See Appendices A and B.)

Also, the ability to enter management decisions such as

sales and purchases and the ability to change the value of

the group t\,ro parameters we.re- tested.
Although the input data to the computerLzed model

should be error free, several checks for the errors ex-

pected to be most common were included in the computer

program. These error checks were tested by purposely

feeding in data with errors.

The results were always the same whenever the model

was run more than once with the same input values. This

occurs because the model is deterministic in nature except

for deaths, Even for deaths, the results are always the

same from run to run because the number of deaths is

specified by the user, and although the distribution of

deaths is determined by the model, the same set of decision

rules is used in each run to distribute the deaths. Random

numbers are noE used in the process of distributing Ehe

deaths throughout the year.

The second step in model validation involved the

simulation of three complete illustrative farm pl-ans

described in the next section. The results of the three

farm plans were also calculated manually and compared wiËh

the computer outputs " Errors in the computer outputs were

found and the computer program was modified to correct



these errors. This providecl a way oÍ. testing and cor-

recting the complete model.

Furthermore, the three illustrative farm plans

were simulated using the cash flow forecaster (developed

by the Economics Branch of Manitoba Department of Agri-
culture and the canfarm service. Agency of. Agriculture
canada). The cash Flow Forecaster generated a summary of
animal numbers and transactions (deaths, births, purchases,

and saies) by month, a feed and bedding utÍl izatLon sum-

mary, and various cost and return calculations from inputs
similar to those of this study.9 The resurts were compa-

rable to those obtained from the simulation model of this
10

study.-' This verified the following segments: the

generation of animal numbers and transactions by category

in each month of the year, the feed calculations, and the

bedding calculations. other segments of the moder were

not adequately verified because the cash Flow Forecaster

required inputs such as prices and costs of various
products and factors, labor requÍred in each month, and

expected repair cosËs which are included in or calculated
by the model of this study.
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9fhu inputs had Lo be manipulated to a form ac-
ceptable to the Cash Flow Forecaster.

10th" main discrepancies in the resurts obtainedfrom the cash Flow Forecaèter and the model of this studvare due to the fact that all calves are assumed to be bo?nalive in the cash Flow Forecaster whereas the model of thisstudy allows the user to specify the percentage of calvesborn- alive.
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The third step in model validation consists of a

sensitivity analysis on one farm plan to investigate the

relative response of the model to changes in parameter

values and variables. The sensitivity analysis results

are presented and discussed in a further section.

Each of the above tests. served to check for com-

puter programming errors and to check the modelrs logic.

Since the values of many of the model parameters can be

changed by the user of the model, the validity of the model

results depends partly on how well the user of Èhe model

specifies the values of these parameters. The iniLial

values assigned to the parameters in the model are chosen

to represent an ttaveragett col,r7-calf enterprÍse in Manitoba.

(See Appendix C for the sources of the values assigned. )

They were examined by farm advisors and people acquainted

with Manitoba cow-calf operations and judged to be ap-

propriate. These initial values could be changed as more

information on these values is obtained from various

sources. As such, the initial values assigned only serve

as guidelines or benchmarks for users of the model since

they can be changed to fit any specific farm plan.

Other tests and checks of validity could be im-

posed on the model, but as more and more farm plans are

símulated, errors in the model or in the computer program

will inevitably be found and corrected. By this process

the model will attain a higher degree of validity. The

validation procedure discussed in Ehis section and the
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example given in the next section, attempt to show that
the model can adequately represent any reasonable Manitoba

cow-calf enterprise and can also simulate the consequences

of alternative cow-calf farm plans'

B.

In this section, the simulation model will be

further tested and the usefulness of the simulation model

as a farm planning tool will be demonstrated by apPlying

it to an illustrative L973 cow-calf operatÍ-on" The appli-

cation of the model will consist of simulating or pre-

dicting the results of three alternative operations planned

at the end of L973 for the next calendar year (L974) for

the illustrative cow-calf enterpri"".ll Following the

methodology described in Figure III-1 in Chapter III, the

plans will be simulated one at a time by filling out the

input forms shown in Appendix D and running the computerLzed'

cow-calf simulation model for each y"^t.LZ Then, the

Itbest" farm plan will be chosen by comparing the results

of the plans. The three farm plans will also represent

An Application of the Model as a Farm Planning Tool

Lztt should be noted that although only one year
is simulated in this example, the farm plans could be
simulated for more than one future year. This could be
done simply by filling out the input forms shown in Ap-
pendix A and running the computerLzed co\,r-calf simulation
model for each year for each plan,

11--The vears are arbitrarilv chosen.
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three reasonable options or strategies that the manager of

the cow-calf enterprise would be considering for the L974

operation,

The remainder of this section is divided into

five parts" The first part will describe the illustrative

covü-calf farm and the three alternative plans. The second

part will give the resulEs of the three alternative il-

lustrative farm plans. The third part will indicate the

choice of th.e "besttt plan. The results of a sensitivity

analysis performed on one farm plan to further investigate

the modelts validity will be summarized and discussed in

the fourth part. The fifth part will present implications

of this application of the model.

The first alternative plan for the L974 operation

consists of a continuation of exactly the same operation

as the L973 operation. Therefore, the deseription of the

first plan for the L974 operation applies equally to the

L973 illustrative cow-calf enterprise. The cow-calf

enterprise will be structured as follows' The herd con-

sists of f00 cows, 4 bulls, and 2L replacement heifers.

The cows which are cullêd or die are replaced in October

by heifers raised on the farm and bred at 15 months of age

to calve at two years of .g.,13 Calves are born in April

L" Description of Illustrative Farm Plans

13tn october,
placement heifers are

when entering the cow herd, the r€:
eighteen monEhs of age (thiee months
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and \,veaned in october. Fifty percent of the heifer calves
are retained on the farm as replacement stock and all
other calves are sold at weaning. Details on the inpuEs

required for this plan and all subsequent plans are given
in Appendix D in sample input numbers l, Z, and 3 re_

spectively. The L973 calendar year "aver:agerr prices and

costs are used in the cost and return calculations when the
results of the Lg74 operation are simulate d..L4 The Lg73

prices and costs are chosen to forecast the results for
L974 on the assumption that the best indicators of future
priêes and costs are the average prices and costs which
exist during the year when the cow-calf farm plan is being
made.

rn the second farm plan being considered for Lg74,

the farm manager wants to know if iË is more profitable Ëo

buy replacements instead of raising replacement heifers.
The farm manager therefore prans to sell all the replace-
ment stock which exists on the farm in January of Lg74 and

after breeding age). rt should be noted that zL replace-ment heifers atq.retained, but onry L6 actually ""tã, thecow herd. one dies and fóur are cútte¿ before'""iãiir,gthe cow herd because-the.y are non-breeders, Dot heavyenough, or because of other reasons.

4rh". average Lg73 carendar year prices and cosËs
Í.o* par! of the. grõup two dara rrticí-t ãie use¿ to simulatethe results of- thã faim plans. As discussed earlier in
lhapter rrr,. rhe inirial^ varues assigned iã-tnã-!;;;p-trodata are listed in Appendix A part Ii"
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buy bred replacement heifers when they are required.15

The farm manager also intends to increase his cow herd by

l0 percent in January of L974" The same resources

(buildings, pasture, equipment, labor, etc.) which were

used to raise the replacement heifers can be allocated to

the cow herd. Therefore, the cow herd ca¡r be increased

by approximaËely l0 percenL to make use of the resources

which would be otherwise unused. The main advantages that

the farm manager sees in this farm plan are the following:

a) Feed costs would be reduced.

and

tain

and

b) Resources such as buildings, pasture, equipment,

labor would become available and could be used to main-

more co\,vs. Theref ore. the cow herd could be increased

more calves would be weaned per year.

c) All calves would be sold at weaning.

would have to be kept as replacement stock.

d) Investment in replacement stock would be zeto.

Although the farm manager sees the above advantages, he

wants to know if this farm plan will be more profitable

than the previous plan.

The transactions required to initiate the second

plan occur on January 31, L974. That is, at the end of

January cows are purchased to increase the cow herd by 10

1<
"ReDlacement heifers

which are culled in October or

That is, none

are required to replace covts
which die during the year.
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percent and all replacement heifers are sold. The herd

will then consist of 110 colvs, 4 bulls, and no replacement

heifers" As in plan one, calves aÍe born in April and

weaned in October. The calves are all sold at weaning,

In October, the cows are culled and replaced by bred

eighteen month old heifers which are purchased, The L973

calendar year ttaveragerf prices and costs are again used to

calculate the costs and returns in forecasting or simu-

lating the L974 results of this second plan.

In plan three, the farm manager intends to expand

the cow-calf enterprise by 50 percent in January .of L974.

The herd then consisËs of 150 cows, 6 bulls, and 32 re-

placement heifers" The replacement stock is raised on

the farm as was the case in plan one, All calves not

needed for replacements are sold at weaning. The timing

of events is the same as in plan one, Fifty percent of

the heifer calves are retained on the farm as replacement

stock and all other calves are sold at weaning" The cows

are culled and replaced by bred eighteen month old heifers
(raised on the farm) in October. The additional pasture

required is rented, additional feeding equipment is bought,

additional labor and feed is provided, anC the additional

shelter space and grain storage bins are built. The

transition date is again January 31, L974. At the end of

January, cows and bulls are purchased to increase the

breeding herd by 50 percent and replacement heifers are

purchased Ëo increase the replacement stock by 50 percent.
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Average L973 prices and costs are used to calculate Ëhe

costs and returns for L974 in this plan also.
It should be again noted that the details of the

three planned cow-calf farm operations discussed above are

given in the three completed input forms given in Appendix

D combined with the adjusted initial values assigned Eo

the group II parameters" Each input form contains the

inputs required by the simulation model to forecast the

results of a cow-calf operatíon for one year. The fore-
casts or the simulated results are given below.

2. Simulated Results of Illustrative Farm plans

Appendix E contains the computer output for each of
the three illustrative cow-calf farm plans. This output

gives detailed simulated results for each of the three il-
lustrative farm plans, which are summarized in Tables rv-l
to IV-5.

From Table IV-l, the farm manager gets an overall
picture of the size of the farm operation and the trans-
actions, such as births, purchases, sales, and deaths,

which are predicted for each pl.r.16 one observes thaË no

16fh" computer output which corresponds to Table fV-lgiven in Appendix E, gives the same informàtion but on a
mon-thly basis from which the farm manager gets a more de-
tailed picture of the size of the farm-opeiation in each
month and from which he can find out on what monËh of the
year each transaction takes place. The computer output
also gives an annual summary of livestock numbers. ^



Animal
Category

L974 Summary of Annual Livestock
Numbers for Each Plan

Bulls

Cows

Calves

Heifers
(z-rs

Heifers
(over

Table IV-1

Begin-
ning

4

r00

0

mos) 2L

18 mos) O

Born

--- Plan /É1

0

0

90

Bulls

Cows

Calves

Heifers
(z-rs

Heifers
(over

Bulls
Cows

Calves

Heifers
( z-rs

Heifers
(over

Bought

75

4

100

0

mos) 2L

18 mos) O

4

100

0

mos) 2L

18 mos) O

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

L6

0

2

50

0

11

Sold

0

0

Plan

0

0

99

0

0

Plan

0

0

r35

0

Died

0

L2

63

End

0

4

6

1

lÊz

4

4

100

0

2L

0

0

L2.

92

0

0

4

7

0

lþ3

0

2L

4

110

0

0

0

0

18

94

0

0

0

6

9

2

0

6

150

0

32

0 0 0
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heifers (over 18 months) were kept in either of the plans.

In plan 1, the co\,,üs, bulls, and heifers (Z-fS months) re-
mained the same in nu-mber; 90 calves were born; L2 cohTs

and 4 replacement heifers were culled; 63 calves ü7ere

sold; 4 cows, 6 calves, and 1 replacement heifer diec

during the year. fn pLan 2, the bulls remained the same

in number; the number of cows increased by l0 percent and

the replacement heif ers \,vere all sold on January 31 ; 99

calves \,üere born; L6 bred replacement heifers T^7ere bought

on October 31st to replace the cows which lvere culled or

which died t L2 col.^7s were culled t 92 calves r,vere sold; 4

cows and 7 calves died during the year. In plan 3, the

number of bulls, cows, and replacement heifers increased

by 50 percent; 2 bulls, 50 cows, and 11 replacemenË

heifers were purchased on January 31; 135 calves \^7ere born;

18 cows and 6 replacement heifers lvere culled t 94 calves

lvere sold; 6 cows, 9 calves, and 2 replacement heifers
died during the year. It should be noted that the be-

ginning inventory was the same in each illustrative farm

plan.

From Table TV-z, the farm manager can compare the

physical and dollar components of the alternative farm
17plans.-' The results of each of the alternative plans

1-7''The computer output
given in Appendix E, contains
mation on each of the physical
records for each farm plan.

that corresponds to TableTY-2t
much more detailed infor-

comÞonents and dollar



I. Costs of Pr:oducElon

I) Repalrs
- Bu i ld ings
-Fences and Corrals
-Machinery and Equlpment

2) Feed
--Taxes
-RenL
-Fertill zer
-'fame Hay
-Native Hay
-Grain
- Srrpp lement
-Silage
-User Defined
-tlser Deflned
-Salc
-M ineral s

3) Bedding
4) Health Care

-V i tamins
-Vacc inations

Table IV-2

1974 Summary of Dollar Record for Each Plana (1973 $)

Plan /É1

349.99
56. 58

113. 73

332.64
0.00
0.00

6896.70
0.00

1581.48
0.00
0. 00
0.00
0.00

94.25
500.70

35.47
1.6 .7 4

5) Artiflcial Insemlnatlon
6) Miscellaneous Expenses

Total OuL of Pocket Costs

Feed lÉ1
Peed ll2

7)

8)
e)

520. 30 s20.30

Labor
Depre cla Elon
InvestmenE

Total CosEs of ProducElon

9405.77

PIan lf2

349,99
56.s8

113. 73

332.64
0. 00
0.00

6727 .95
0.00

9s3. s8
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

93.26
495.03

37.40
't2.87

L690. s6

52.2L

0.00
s5s.39

8602.4s

Plan /É3

523.25
84. 86

131.23

332.64
2L46.22

0.00
9876. r5

0. 00
230s.98

0.00
0.00
0.00
0. 00

138.46
7 3s .42

53.24
25.23

L2224.2L

3220.98
14s4.08
9s24.39

26423.66

739.34

1634.40
s0.27

0. 00
605.88

15s34.86

LL4r3.29

3',¿28.43

1454.08
9406.09

2 ssor . 89

2423 "s2
78,47

q. 00

807.84

19584.04

4603.87
207 4.9L

L25L7.05

38779 .86
( conEinued)

!\¡



II. Gross Returns

1) Beginning Invencoryb
2) Sales
3) Purchases
4) Closfng Inventory

Total Gross Returns

*The format..fo]lowqg fn Ehls_Egble lg slmilar Èo the formatand Alvln Pokranr, "Ã-eõð[lReEürñ^'Simurator foi-Dãtiy, cow¡c:alf anduniversiEy of Maniroba, DeparÈmenË of Ag;i¿"r¡;rãi-Ë"o.,o*i"", Lg76).
bBeglnntng-^1lY:lt?ty 1s glven a negative value because in calculat-i-ng total gross reÈurns net inventory isrequtred. Net rnvenrory egúals Ëlostng r;;;;ü;y'ñi.,,r" begrnning invencory.

Table IV-2 (contlnued)

Pl-an /É1

-46604.00
L9265.52

0. 00
46604.00

T926s.52

PLan lf2

-46604,00
29249.68

-T0293. s2

45952.38

18304. 54

used. fn,the compuEer oqtputs .Ín Maurice Ser¡liiw
s to cke r/Feede r E nre rp riðãõ;- ("n'püËii äÈão-iIiä1,

PIan lÊ3

-46 604.00
2877L.L5

-23640.00
70016.56

28s43.7L

!
0o
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given in Table. rv-2 may be compared because each one rep.re-

sents forecasts for Lg74 based on the average prices and

costs for L973, rn Table TV-2 o a breakdown of the various

costs and returns is given. The total costs of producEion

are approximately 3 percent lower in pLan 2 than in plan 1

and 47 percent higher in plan 3 than in plan l. The total
gross returns are approximately 5 percent lower in pLan 2

than in plan I and 48 percent higher in plan 3 than in
18plan I.

Vühen comparing plan I and pLan 2, one f inds that
just as the farm manager expected, the feed cost is lower

in plan 2 than plan l. This occurs because it is cheaper

to feed r0 extra cows than to feed the replacement stock

required for replacing the cows which die or which are

culled. The investment cost is lower in plan 2 than in
plan I because the investment in l0 extra cows is lower

than the investment in the replacement stock required by

plan 1. The feed cost and the investmenË cost are the

main factors which cause the costs of production to be

lower in plan 2 than in plan l. IrJhen comparing the

returns, however, one finds that although more calves are

sold in pLan 2, the gross returns for that plan are lower

than for plan 1. This occurs because the addiEional value

of the calves sold is lower than the cost of purchasing the

1a'"Appendix B
return comÞonents are

describes how each of the cost and
cal culated.
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replacement heifers in plan 2 plus the loss Ín the sales

of culled replacement heifers which occur in plan I,
In comparing plan I and plan 3, one finds that all

cost components except feed and investment costs are ap-

proximately 50 percent higher in plan 3 than in plan 1.

Feed costs are approximately 65 percent h.igher in plan 3

while investment costs are approximately 3l percent hígher

in plan l. The main reason for this is that additional
pasturä required in plan 3, is rented. The cost of

renEing one acre of pasËure is equal to the taxes per

acre and the investment cost per acïe as e>çlained in Ap-

pendix B. The cost of renting and owning one acre of
pasture is therefore the same. However, the cost of

renting pasture shows up in the feed cost under the cost

of rent, whereas the cost of owning pasture is split up

between taxes, which show up under feed cost, and invest-
ment cost for pasture" This shows up in the investment

cosL component. In plan I all pasture is owned, whereas

in plan 3 the additional pasture required for expansion

is rented. This is the main reason why feed cost is more

than 50 percent higher in plan 3 while investment cost is
less than 50 percent higher in plan 3. In comparing plan 1

and plan 3 iC should be sufficient to say that both total
costs of production and total gross returns are approxi-

mately 50 percent higher in plan 3 than in plan 1.

Table IV-3 is the most important table since it
contains many of the criteria for choosing among several



A. PHYSICAL MANAGEMENI INDICATORS

1) I"ieaning weighc (lbs.) 404.0 404.0 404"0

2) Percentage calves born
alive (%) 90.9 90.8 90.6

3) PercenË.age calf crop
weaned-(%) 93.3 92,9 93.3

4) Dailv rate of sain of
caives (lbs.) l.so 1.80 1.80
heifers (7-18 mos) (l-bs.) L.50 1.50 1.50
heifers (over 18 mos) (lbs.) N/A N/A N/A

5 ) Percentage deaÈh l-oss of
cows añd bulls (%) 3.9 3.6 4,0
calves (%) 13.7 L4.5 L3.7
heifers (7") 5.3 0.0 7.2

B. OVERALL FTNANCIêL MANAGEMENT
TNDTCATORS (1973 $)

1) Returns to 1abor, lnvestmenË
and management 5587 "23 5437.L7 6884"76

2) (a) Returns to labor ancl
manasemenE -3937.L6 -3968.92 -5632.29(b) Retuins to labor and
management (per hour
of lãbor) -2.57 -2.5E -2.57

3) (a) Returns to investment
and manaeement 2366.25 2208.74 2280.89

(b) Returns Ëo investmenË
and managemenE (as a
percentage of lnvestmenË) 2.24 z.LL L.64

4) Net returns Èo managemenc -7L58.I4 -7197.35 -10236.16

1974 Summary of ManagemenE IndicaËors for Each Plan

Table IV-3

Plan #1 PLan 1ì2 Plan #3

81
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p lans .

the physical management indicators and the overall fi-

nancial management indicators of the alternative plans.

The former are physical parameters giving an indication

of the level of physical efficiency of the operation,

while the latter are financial measures which forecast or

give an indication of how profitable the operation will be.

The physical management indicators of Table IV-3

indicate that the weaning weight, percent calves born

alive, percent calf croP weaned, daily rates of gain, and

percent death losses are approximately the same for each

of the three farm plans. The only apparent different indi-

cator is percent death loss for heifers. A zeto deaËh

loss occurs in plan 2 because there are heifers on the

farm for only one month of the year. The zeTo death loss

is therefore not too significant. In plan 3 a slightly

higher percent death loss for heifers compared to plan I is

observed. Therefore, since the physical management indi-

cators of Table IV-3 are approximately the same for each

of Ëhe three farm plans, one can conclude that each plan

has the same level of physical efficiency. The calcu-

lations involved to obtêin each of the management indi-

cators found in Table IV-3 are described in Appendix B.

From this table, the farm manager can compare

82

l9thu computer outputs whÍch corresponds to Table
IV-3, given in Apþendix E, contains the samê information
for each of the plans.
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The overall financial management indicators of

Table IV-3 indicate four independent criteria for choosing

among the several plans. The returns to labor, investment,

and management indicate the profits from the cow-calf

operation if the labor, investment, and management costs

are not considered. The returns to labor, investment, and

management actually represent the amount available to pay

for investment, labor, and management. On that basis, plan

3 is betËer than plan 1 and plan I is better than plan 2.

The returns to labor and managemenË alone indicate

the profits from the covr-calf operation if labor and

management costs are not considered. The returns to labor

and management actually represent the amount received by

the operator for paying either himself or hired help for
the time spent working on the enterprise and for bearing

the responsibilities of management and risk after having

paid an interest allowance on enterprise investment in
buildings, fences and corrals, equipment, pasture, and

?(rlivestock.-" On the basis of the overall returns to labor

and management, plan I is better than plan 2 and pLan 2 is
better than plan 3. Calculated on a per hour of labor

basis, the three plans give approximately the same returns

to labor and management.

simulation model is 9 percent.

t^
'"The rate of interest on investments used bv Ëhe
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The returns to investmenL and management indicate
the profits from thg cow-calf operation if investment and

managemenË costs are not considered" The returns to in-
vestment and management actually represent the amount

received by the operator for paying the opportunÍty cost

of the capital invested in the enterprise and for bearing

the responsibilities of management and risk after having
2L 22paid for the labor used on the farm,-- On the basis of

the overall returns to investment and management, plan 1

is better than plan 3 and plan 3 is better than pLan 2.

Calculated as a percentage of investment, the return to
investment and management is higher in plan I than in plan

2 and higher in pLan 2 than in pl"n 3.23

The net returns to management indicate the profits
from the cow-calf operation if all costs are considered.

The net returns to management actually represent the amount

2T, r--Labor could be either hired labor or time the
operator spent himself working on the farm.

22rn" average farm wage rate used by the simu-lation model is 2.LÕ dollars þer hour.

23\ot example, referring to Table IV-3 one could say
that in_plan 1 the operator would receive 2,366,25 dollars'
to pay for the oppoltunity cost of the capiÉal invested in
the enterprise and for bearing the respon-sibilities of
management and risk and 2. l0 dollars for each hour sÞent
working on the farm. calculated as a percent of invèstmenÇ
!h" operator would get 2.24 percent return on his capital
invested in the enLerprise, nothing for bearing the re-
gponsibílities of manãgement and rIsk, and Z,Tó dollars
for each hour spent working on the faim,
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received by the operator for bearing the responsibilities
of management and risk after having paid labor used on the

farm the average farm wages and after having paid an

interest allowance on investment. on that basis plan 1 is
better than plan 2 and plan 2 is better than plan 3,

From the four overall financial management indi-
cators discussed above, one can say that plan I is superior
to plan 2 in all cases " Plan 1 is also superior to plan 3

except in the case of the returns to labor, investment, and

management. That is, only if investment, labor, and

management costs are not considered is plan 3 better than

plan 1.

From Table Tv-4, one can observe the expected labor
requirements for each plan for each *orrth.24 From this
information, the farm manager knows how much labor must be

hired or allocated to the cow-calf enterprise in each

month for any of the plans. Plan I requires slightly less
labor than pLan 2. Plan 3 requires approximately 43 per-
cent more labor than plan I or pLan 2.

rv-4,, given in Appendix E, indicates where- the rabor i
used in each month,_ tÞ?t is, the number of hours requíin each month for feedirrs^ manure and bedding removál,

TV-4, given in
used in each month,_ tÞ?t is, the number of hours required
health care, fence_repaii, and checking the ñerd while onpasture for each of the aiternative plãns.

'Orng computer ouEput which corresponds to Table
endix E, indicates where- the labor is



L974 Summary of Labor Requirements for Each Plan

Month

January

February

March

April
May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Table IV-4

Plan iÉl

Total Hours of Labor Required

222.3

201.8

242,8

200,7

275.8

2"O

2.0

2,0

2.0

6.2

183.6

L92.5

86

PLan lþ2

222.3

203.9

247 "2

20L.4

283.3

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

L79.7

189 ,6

T otal

Plan lÉ3

222 "3
302.4

364.9

301.6

413.8

3,0

3.0

3.0

3,0

9.4

27 5.2

290.9

1533.8 L537.3 2L92.3
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From Table IV-5, the farm manager can compare the

annual cash flow of the cow-calf enterprise in each pl"rr.25

As was discussed in Chapter III, the cow-calf enterprise

is isolated from all the other enterprises on the farm"

All the inputs to and outputs of the covü-calf enterprÍse

are bought from or sold to other enterprises on the same

farm or other individuals. Therefore all inputs to the

cow-calf enterpríse appear as expenses and all outputs

from the covü-calf enterprise appear as sales in the cash

flow table. Furthermore, neither the current debt situ-
ation nor the financial resources of the operator are used

in the cash flow table. It is assumed that all capital
purchases are cash purchases, Therefore all purchases

appear as an expense in the cash flow table, Thus, the

annual cash flow given in Table rv-5 actually represents the

amount of cash required during the year for each of the

farm plans. It is left up to the farm manager or the user

of the model to determine whether or not the cash will be

borrowed and to calculate the amount of interest and

principal that will have to be paid during the year. From

Table IV-5, it can be seen that plan I requires slightly
mo:re cash than plan 2 and plan 3 requires much more cash

than either plan I or pLan 2. The main reasons for higher

25rh" computer
W-5, given in Apþendix
for each of the plans.

output which corresponds Eo Table
E, conËains the same information



Expenses

Repairs
Feed

-Taxes
-Rent'-Fertilizer
-Tame Hay
-Native Hay
-Grain
-SupplemenE
- Silage
-User Defined Feed f1
-User Defined Feed ll2
- Sal Es
-Minerals

Bedding

Health Care

Artificial fnsemlnaElon

Mis cel-laneous Expenses

Cash Purchases
-LivesEock
- Buildings
-Fences and Corrals ^
-Machinery and Equipmento
-Pas Eure

Total- Expenses

Sales

1974 Annual Cash Flow of Each Cow-Calf Plan (1973 9)

Table IV-5

Plan #1

s20. 30

332.64
0.00
0.00

6896.70
0.00

1581.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

94.25
500.70

1ó90.56

52.2L

0.00

s55.39

0.00
0.00
0.00

50.00
0.00

L2.274.2L

L9265.52
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

t926s.52

699 1. 30

B8

PLan l|2

520. 30

332.64
0.00
0.00

6727.95
0.00

953.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

93 "2649s.03

L634.40

50.27

0.00

60s.88

L0293.s2
0.00
^n^V. Vv

s0"00
0.00

2L7 56 .8L

29249.68
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

29249 "68

7492.87

Livestock
Buildtngs
Fences and Gorrals .
Machinery and EquipmenÈÞ

PasÈure

Total Sales

Net Cash SËatemenË

Plan f3

739 "34

332.64
2L46.22

0.00
9876.r5

0.00
2305.98

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

L38.46
7 35.42

2423.52

78.47

0.00

807.84

23640.00
9900.30
220.00

1050. 00
0.00

s4394.34

2877L.L5
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2877L.L5

-25623.L8

aOnly the portion allocaEed to Èhe cow-cal-f enEerprise is included
in Ehls flgure"

bOr,ly the porËlon allocated to the cow-calf enterprlse Ís included
in this flgure.
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cash requirements in plan 3 are an increase in investments

and an increase in breeding stock inventory. It should be

noted that the net cash statement does not represent the

profit. The overall financial indicators of Table IV-3

discussed previously give an indication of the profits,
From the results presented in these five tables,

the farm manager can decide on one of the three plans or

develop other plans to be simulated. This will be dis-
cussed in the next part of this section.

The best plan can be chosen by comparing the re-
sulsts which were presented in the previous section and

giving the advantages and disadvantages of each plan,

Plan I and plan 2 require approximately the same amount of

labor, have similar physical management indicators, and

require approximately the same amount of cash to operate.

But, the profits as shown by the overall financial manage-

menÈ indicators, were slightly smaller in pLan 2 than in
plan 1. This means that the advantages of decreasing the

feed costs, having no investment in replacement stock

being able to have 10 percent more cows and wean more

calves per year with the same capital resources and the

same labor are outweighed by the cost of buying replacemenE

heifers. In short, Ehe costs associated with raising one

replacement heifer till it is ready to enter the cow herd,

are lower than the average market price of 18 month old

replacement heifers. It is more profitable to allocate

3. Choice of the Best Plan
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enough capital resources to raise replacement heifers than

to allocate all capital resources to the cow herd in the

illustrative co\,v-calf farm.

By comparing plan I and plan 3, one finds thaE

although the physical management indicators are approxi-

mately the same, plan 3 requires 43 percent more labor and

approximately five times more cash" In addition, plan 3

is less profitable than plan I as shown by three of the

four overall financial management indicators " Plan I is

therefore better than plan 3 as we1l. ThaË is, it is not

profitable to e>çand the cow-calf enterprise by 50 percent.

Although plan 1 is the "bestrr of the three plans,

it is only profitable if investment in Ëhe capital re-

sources are not based on their

is, plan 1 is profitable only

not all considered as shown by
27

Table IV-3.-. The farm manager could tesË out other farm

26_--Full market value of the resources actually
represents the current value of the resources which in
this study is calculated as present replacement value minus
depreciatêd value. The detailed calculations are given in
Appendix B.

a1¿ /AnoLher way of stating this is: plan I is profit-
able if the farm manager considers the opportunity cost of
his capital resources to be lower than the investment cost
of his- capital resources where investment cost is equal to
current rate of interest on investments times current value
of investments in the coÌ,ü-calf enterprise. This could be
due to factors such as difficutty in- moving the resources
or difficulty in finding alternative uses for the re-
sources. As shown by the returns to investment and manage-
ment (calculated as a percent of investment) given in

)A
full market value.-" That

if the investment costs are

the financial indicators of



plans using the simulation model until a more profitable

one is obtained. To develop his plans he could use the

five tables and the corresponding computer ouEputs as a

guide to find out where improvements could be made.

The model and the farm plan results were further

tested by performing a sensitivity analysis to examine

the model response to changes in parameter values and

variables. Further simulations using the first farm plan

as a base \,vere conducted to find out the relative effects

of changing the value of one parameter or one variable

4. Sensitivity Analysis

keeping all others constant.

which appeared to be more sensitive from the initial runs

were investigated further by parametrically changing their

values and verifying the corresponding direction and

magnitude of change in the simulated results. The sensi-

tivity analysis results are summarized in Table IV-6 and

discussed brieflv below.

9L

Table IV-3, it can be seen that for plan I the operator
gets 2.24 percent return on his capital invested in the
ãnterprise, and 2.10 dollars for eäch hour spent working
on the farm (where no amount is allocated for bearing the
responsibilities of management and risk). If the operator
is êatisfied with a lowei return on his investments or if
his capital resources would have no alternative use, plan
1 would be profitable for him because he woulcl get some
return on his capiËal although it is lower than-the aver-
age market return estimated to be approximately 9 percent,

The oarameters or variables
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Srrrnary of SenslEivity Analysts Results on Selected
ParämeEers and Varlablesa

1) Number of calves born
al ive

Table IV-6

2) RaEe of gain of calves
( rus. /ðay)

3) Nurnber of cow deaths

85

88

9ob

93

95

L.20

I .40

I .60

1.80b

2.OO

4b

4) Averase l1ve ereishE of L
co'*ã (rbs") - 1200"

1400

5) Percent of hetfer calves
reÈained for replacement 40

5ob

92

-8L7t.27

-7589.46

-7158.14

-6576.32

- 6 145 .00

-9886.34

-8889.99

-7 553 .65

-7L58.L4

-64?8.38

-6823.4L

-7L58.L4

-7r58.14

-7026.82

- 7103.95

-7L58.L4

+1307.99

+249,72

-808. 55

-2925.08

-5041.61

-7L58.14

-927 4.66

-6237.86

- 7158. t4

-7L34.35

-7158.14

-6081.81

-7L58.t4

6) Rate of lnËeresË on invest-
menÈ (%)

-2.1_?

-2.6L

-2.58

-3.19

-0.69

-t.22
-0.46

-1.02

+0.17

7) Labor cosÈ (g/hr.)

$) Repl¿cement value of steel
graln scorage bln (9/bu.> ,25

.34b

9) VaLue of 1¡¡proved land ln
crop disritcE 4 (g/acre) 120.00

165.30b

I .00

2 .00

3 .00

5 .00

7.00

9. OOb

11.00

1.50

2.10b

-o.L2

+0. 08

- 135.87

+37 8.74

+56.69

+26.57

+L7.35

+L2.88

+0.41

+0.01

+0.51

( concirn¡eo )
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Examlned ParameEer (or

Variable)

10) LivesEock prices
($/cwc. )-

Table IV-ó (conttrn¡ed)

Il) Fee¿ cosÈsc($/rb. )

207" lower than Plan #l

107" lov¡er chan Plan #1

Values used in PIan #1

10% higher Èhan Plan #l
20% higher than Plan S1

207" lowet than PIan S1

l0% lower Èhan Plan Sl

Values used ln Plan #1

l0% higher than Plan #1

20% hlgher chan Plan #l

10% lower than Plan #1

Values used ln Plan #1

10% hfgher Èhan PIan #1

Hand feedfng

SeIf feedfngb

Mechanized feedlng

Manual

Mechanfcalb

12) wincer Racionsd
(lbs. fed per day)

Net ReEurns Eo ulasEiciEy CoefficlenÈ
Marragemenc (Percent change ln(S) nec reEurns Ëo

managemenE for a
one percent change
in value oF para-

meEer or vartãble)

l3) Feeding SysÈem

93

14) Marn¡re and beddlng
removal sysEem

- 10166.98

-8661.20

- 7158. 14

- 5653.32

-4149.30

-5343.51

-6250.82

-7r58.L4

- 8065 . 45

-8972.77

-6310.3r

-715E.14

- 8005.9 5

-7972.L4

-7158.14

-6342.84

-7802.50

- 7158.14

aThe sensicfvtty analysis r¿as done wlth
L"Ihis value was assigned in plan rn¡mber

cExcluding salË and mlnerals.
dÊxcludlng pasture.

-1.b0

-1.90

-2.35

-3.O7

+ 1.57

+ 1.35

+1.19

+ 1.07

+ L.26

+ [.12

N/A

N/A

N/A

resPecc co

one.

farm plan number one.
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The relative effect each variable or parameter has

on the model results are demonstrated by showing their

effect on the net returns to management. Elasticity

coefficients giving the percent change in net returns to

management for a one percent change

parameter or variable are calculated
The parameters or variables which affected net

returns to management the most were number of calves born

alive, rate of gain of calves, rate of interest on in-

vestment, livestock prices, feed costs, and winter
2qrations.-- The elasticity coefficients indicating the

direction and magnitude of change in net returns to manage-

ment show that the model behaves correctly when each of the

parameters or variables examined is assigned different

values. As the number of calves born alive increases by

one percent, the net returns to management increase by

in the value of the

in Table Tv-6.28

28rh" absolute change in net returns to management
can be easilv calculated fróm the second column of Table
IV-6. The câlculated elasticity coefficient actually
measures the relative resÞonsiveness of net returns to
changes in the value of the parameter or variable examined.

29nr- empirical study, by B. A. Hackett I fgOS
Alberta Cow-Calf Enterprise_ Anal5ie, Publicatibn No. 816-

and Animal Industry
Division, Alberta Department of Agriculture, f966)l alêo
found that the variation in profit depended on calving
percentage, value received per calf weaned, amount of feed
fed and feed cost per cow, and investment in buildings
and equipment.
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2,6 percent30 over the range examined.

A one percent increase in rate of gain of calves

increases net returns to management by approximately 0.8

percent. As indicated by the elasticity coefficients, a

transition occurs when rate of gain is increased from 1.60

to 1.80 pounds per day. A raËe of gain of 1,60 gives a

weaning weight below 400 pounds, A rate of gain of 1.80

gives a weaning weight over 400 pounds. Since the price

per pound for calves is lower if the calf weighs above 400

pounds, the net returns to management are affected less by

a change in rate of gain above 1.60 pounds per day.

The elasticity coefficient associated with the raLe

of interest on investment ranges from -135,87 to 12.88 as

this rate was increased from 1.0 percent to 11.0 percent"

A transition occurs when the interest rate increases from

2"0 percent to 3.0 percent because net returns to manage-

ment changes from a positive to a negative value.

A one percent increase in livestock prices in-

creases net returns to management from 1.60 percent to 3.07

percent over the range examined. The magniËude of the

elasticity coefficient increases as livestock prices in-

crease,

3oÏiüh"r, ,r"t returns to management is negatÍve, a
negaEive elasticity coefficient indicates that losses are
reduced, while a positive elasticity coefficient indicates
that losses are increased.
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A decrease in net returns to management from L"57

percent to L.07 percent results when feed costs increase

by one percent over the range examined. The magnitude of

Ëhe elasticity coefficient decreases as feed costs increase.

As the quantity of feed fed per day during the

winter increases by one Percent, net returns to management

decrease by L"26 percent to 1.12 percent. As in most of

the cases, the magnitude of Ëhe ela'sticity coef f icients

decreases as the magnitude of net returns to management

increases. An increase in winter rations increases the

magnitude of the net returns to management and decreases

the magnitude of the elasticity coefficient"

The two last parameters examined verify the fact

that a different feeding system or a different manure and

bedding removal system affects labor requirements, and thus

net returns to management. By examining the absolute

values of the net returns to management, one finds that

the model behaves correctly when a different system is

specified.
The other parameters or variables examined af.fect

net returns to management in the right direction but, âS

was e>çpected, aPpear to be relatively insensitive as indi-

cated by the magnitude of the elasticity coefficients.

The sensitivity analysis described in this section

has served the purpose of testing the relative response of
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the model to changes in parameter values and varÍ"bl"".31

The fact that the model behaves properly helps to confirm

the modelrs validitv.

No specific plan or management practices can be

recommended based on the results of this application be-

cause, although the farm plans developed are realistic,

they are illustrative farm plans and the results are useful

only if the assumptions used in the farm plans aïe va1id.32

The cow-calf farm plans described in this chapter are three

possible alternatives that the farm manager was considering.

It would be difficult to calculate the results of the

three plans without the simulation model since many

factors and calculations are involved" Many alternative

co\,v-calf farm plans for as many years as desired can be

quickly evaluated using this computerLzed simulation model.

5. fmolications of this Application of the Model

31- .--It should be noted that an infinite number of
tests could be performed to check the model responsiveness
when different combinations of parameters or variables are
assigned various values" This is left for future exer-
cises.

32---t-or example, further runs by the simulation model
have shown that if the herd performance and calving per-
centage vüere e>çected to improve in pLan 2 by 5 percent
because replacement heifers would be purchased, then plan
2 would become more profitable than plan 1. The returns
to labor, investment, and management would have been 7 per-
cent hieher in pLan 2 than in plan l. An increase in
calving-percentäge and output þer cow would imply an in-
crease in technical efficiencv.
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Different decision criteria Eor choosing the best plan

can be followed by the user of the model by examining any

of the five computer outputs. For example, an operaËor

might not necessarily wanË to maximLze prof.its. His

decision criteria might be to choose the farm plan which

gives a greater cash flow or the farm plan which requires

the minimum amount of feed or the minimum amount of labor

or capital investments. Ot, if the operator values the

opportúnity cost of his labor to be zero, h. might want

the plan which maximizes returns to labor and management

rather than net returns Ëo management. Many different
decision criteria could be made. It is left up to the

user of the model to make his own decision criteria. No

one plan can be the best for all operators.

The application of the model has also served the

purpose of testing and correcting the complete model as

indicated in a previous section. The sensitivity analysis

done on one farm plan has further validated the model.

The example given in this chapter has shown that
deterministic simulation models can serve as a sophisti-
cated budgeting technique for evaluating several different

33farm plans.-- The calculations done by the simulation

model can be done by hand, but the use of the model makes

lator for Research and Farm Planningr' (unpublished Ph.D.
Thesis, Michigan State University, lglt)r^p. 87.

?a'-8. L. Ladue. rrA Computerized Farm Business Simu-
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whaË would otherwise be a long and difficult task, a fast

and relatively error free operation. For these reasons,

one can conclude that the cost of developing and using a

simulation model such as the one descrÍbed in this study

can be justified.

C, Further Uses and Applications of the ùodel

The simulation model has many uses and applications

other tn"n the one given in the previous section. For

example, the farm manager could use the simulation model

to achieve technical efficiency or allocative efficiency.

This could be done by using the model to show the effects

on technical efficiency of increasing the calving per-

centage by using more fertile bulls" A further run of the

simulation model has shown that an increase in the calving

percentage of 5 percent in plan 1 would increase Ëhe

returns to labor, investment, and management by 18 percent'

The simulation model could also be used to show the

effect of increasing the number of artificial insemination

services and decreasing the number of bulls in an attempt

to become more allocatively efficienE, A further run of

the simulation model was done to show the effect on plan 1

of selling 2 bulls and replacing them with 50 artificial

insemination services, The calving percentage and the

physical output was assumed to remain the same. The simu-

lated results have shown an increase in the costs of pro-

duction of 0.8 percent, with output constant' IÈ would
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therefore be allocatively inefficient to reduce the nurnber

of .bulls and reolace them with artificial insemination

services.

The model could be used by farm managers, farm

advisors, or researchers to find out what happens to the

operation when any of the parameters take'on differenL

values. For example, one could simulate the results of a

plan if the prices increase by 10 percent or decrease by

10 percent. The effects of a change in death rates could

also be simulated.

Many other farm management or economic questions

could be answered using this model. Some of these are:

(a) Is it profitable to f.ertiLíze pasture or to feed grain

during the pasture season or to creep feed calves? (b)

Should different rations or bedding type be used? (c) I^fLrat

kind of manure removal system or feeding system should be

used? (d) How much feed and bedding will be required

during the year? (e) I^Iill labor have to be hired?, or

(f) Is zero grazÍ-ng profitable?
In the process of using this model the user would

get a better understanding of the cow-calf enterprise be-

cause he would be forced to find and examine Ëhe values of

the parameters of the model representing the cow-calf

enterprise. It would therefore be useful as a learning

tool.
Furthernnore, the cow-calf simulation model can be

used to predict, and thus aid in evaluating the effects of
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a program such as the Farm Development Program (fOe¡ on

the co\,v-calf enterprise of a specific farmer by assuming

that a set of outcomes determined by the objectives of the

program will occllr. For example, if one assumes that the

FDP program will achieve the following objectives:
(i) increase the cow herd of the fa.rmer by 10 percent,

(ii¡ increase the calving percentage of the farmer by

5 percent,

(iii) increase the carrying capacity of the pasture by

25 percent by adding fertilizer,

then the cow-calf simulation model can be used to evaluaEe

the program by:

a) simulating the co\^7-calf enterprise without the

changes due to the program,

b) simulating the col.^7-calf enterprise with the changes

due to the program,

c) comparing the results of the cow-calf enterprise in
(a) and (U), drawing conclusions about the results
of the program, and deciding if its objectives for

the specific farmer are valuable or desirable.

The model could also be used to do an analysis of

the covü-calf enterprises in Manitoba. Data on the planned

cow-calf enterprises which would serve as inputs to the

model of this study could be collected from representative

co\.,r-calf producers in Manitoba, The model could be used

Ëo generate the physical and financial results of each
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cow-calf enterprise being sampled, From these results,

the variation in profits among cow-calf enterprises and

the major management factors affecting this variation

could be studied, Reconrrrendations could then be given to

co\t-calf producers. The next chapter will discuss limi-

tations and possible modifications of the model.
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CHAPTER V

chapter, two related topics will be dis-
the main limitations of the model will be

several possible modifications to improve

widen the uses of the model will be dis-

A. Limitations of the Model

In order to keep the model reasonable in size and

complexity, the following limitations lvere imposed. FirsË,

the model does not check whether or not the resources used

in the co\^7-calf enterprise are sufficient for the sLze of

the enterprise to obtain the expected physical returns

from the enterprise, For example, the model does noE

check if the buildings are satisfactory for the number of

head wintered or whether the pasture is sufficient for the

number of head grazLng in the summer months. Also, the

user of the model must specify the rations fed and the

expected rates of g"irrl'for each category of animals. The

computer program does not check whether the rations given

lrh" 
user

rates of gain for
of the model must specify the e>pected
growing animals only, -

103
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or the e>pected rates of gain are reasonable or not. In

short, the model (ot the computer program for the model)

assumes no errors in the input data. Thus, the user of

the model must make sure that the detailed farm plan which

is input to the simulation model takes into account all

the requirements of the cow-calf enterprise.

A second limitation is that the model does not

consider the other enËerprises on the farm. The user of

the model must see how the results of the co\,v-calf enter-

prise affect the other enterprises on his farm' For

example, the user of the model must calculate from the

forecasted labor requirements whether hired labor will be

required or whether family labor will be sufficient.

Similarly, from the estimated total feed and toËal bedding

requirements, the user of the model must calculate if feed

or bedding will have to be bought or if feed and bedding

produced on the farm will be sufficient.

A Ëhird limitation, which was mentioned in Chapter

IV, is that the financial capabilities of the operaËor are

not taken into account. The model only indicates how much

cash will be required for the year of operation. The farm

manager must calculate how much money will have to be

borrowed in each month and what the repa)¡ment terms will

be. These limitations were imposed in order to keep the

input requirements small and to reduce the model size

and complexity,



B. Possible Modifications of the Model

Many modification of the model could be made. The

model could be refined to include many other aspects of

the farm operation. However, the fÍrst three modifications

mentioned are actually changes to remove the limitations
of the model discussed in the previous section.

The first modification would be to include certain
checks on the inputs supplied by the user of the model"

For example, the model could check if the buildings sup-

plied, the rations supplied, and the pasture available is
sufficient to meet the needs of the livestock numbers on

the farm during each month of the year. This procedure

would be complex because there exist many types of
buildings, many possible rations, and pastures with differ-
ent carrying capacities.

A second modification would be to include and

anaTyze information from other enterprises on the farm

being simulated, The information could include such

things as amount of feed produced on the farm and amount

of labor available. This would make the analysis more

complete but would require more calculaEions from the

model,

Thirdly, the model could be modified to handle

all borrowing, debt repayment, principal and interesE

calculations. The model could supply this information on

a monthly basis if the initial financial status of the

105
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farm operator was known and if the month, in which payment

for each expense is made, was known. This informaËion

would be useful for the farm manager and for the lending

institutions to assesS the farm managerrs financial

standing and ability to repay loans. In implementing

these changes to the model, one should also include the

income and exPenses from all other enterprises on the farm

since income from any of the enterprises can be used to

pay expenses incurred or loans made for any purposes.

Financial calculations of this kind would be easier Eo

make if all the enterprises on the farm I'vere simulated.

The fourth modification deals wiËh changing the

prices and costs. The prices and costs of producËs and

input factors were given iniËial values as shown in Ap-

pendix A Part II f.or L973, L974, and L975. The user of

the model can choose one of the three years for the level

of prices and costs. If one wants to use different price

levels or cost levels, the price or cost level of each

item must be changed individually as shown in Appendix A

ParË III" This is acceptable if the user of the rnodel

wants to change only a few of the price or cost levels of

a certain year. If the.user of the model wants Ëo change

all the cost and price levels by a certain percentage, then

the task becomes quite time consuming. In that case' a

useful modification to the model would be Eo include a

routine which would allow Ëhe levels of different groups

of prices such as those of al1 types of livestock, or
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costs such as those of all types of buildings, to change

by a certain percentage. In this way, one entry in the

input data form could facilitate a change in the levels of

a group of prices or costs by any desired percentag",2

A fifth possible modification would be the in-

clusion in the model of various reconìmended rations for

mature and growing animals, along with expected rates of

gain. This would reduce the amount of information needed

in the required input data form (Appendix A Part I). The

user of the model would only have to specify the ration

number for each category of animal which comes closest Ëo

the expected ration instead of indicating how much of each

feed is provided in each of the planned rations.

A sixth modification would be the addition of

another table in the output of the model" It would be

useful to know the amount of different feeds and bedding

required in each month instead of only the total physical

amount of different feeds and bedding required during the

whole year which is given in the physical and dollar record
3

sunmary output. This would be useful for the farm

2A modification similar to this fourth one was sug-
gested as an extension to Laduers simulation model in:
E. L. Ladue, "A ComputerLzed Farm Business Simulator for
Research anð Farm Planning" (unpublished Ph,D. Thesis
Michigan State University, L97L), pp, L76-L78.

3tt should be noted that feed and bedding re-
quirements are already calculated on a monthly basis but
ónly the annual requirements are printed in the physical
and dollar record stuffnary output as shown in Appendix E'
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operator who wants to know the month(s) for which he will

have to buy extra feed,

A seventh modification or addition to the model

would be to add production functions Eo the model to reduce

the number of exogenous variables. An example of one pro-

duction function which could be incorporated in the model

is the rate of gain of replacement heifers as a function

of rations fed, pasture available, health care, bedding,

and shelter.
An eighth modification or extension to the model

would be to build a simulation model similar to the one

developed in this study for each of the enterprises which

are usually found on a farm, namely, forage enterprise,

crop enterprise, stocker or feeder enterprise, dairy

enterprise, and hog enterprise. Then the simulation model

of each of these enterprises could be linked together to

form a complete farm planning simulaLion model. In

examining co!ü-calf enterprises it would be especially

valuable to include the forage and the cropping enterprises

because most cor^7-calf operators have a forage and a

cropping enterprise from which they obtain their feed"

In making the above modifications or other modi-

fications to the model the analyst should consider the

model síze versus model realism relationship. The costs

of developing the model usually increase more than pro-

portionally to the size of Ëhe model, so that the analyst
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carefully the value of the added realism against

cost. The analyst or researcher should consider

not a smaller and less costly model can be used

Ëhe type of questions askedo



After discussing the importance, the financial

situation, and the need for better management of the col,i7-

calf enterprises in Manitoba, âS well as the value of

management development information and the complexity in-

volved in making management decisions, the need to develop

a methodology f.or evaluating alternative co\^7-calf farm

plans was stated" The specific objectives of this study

were to:
(f) develop and computerize a cow-calf farm simulation

model which (a) can reasonably represent and simulate a

Manitoba co\,v-calf enterprise, (b) requires a minimum amount

of inputs, (c) can be adjusted to simulate individual cow-

calf sttuations, (d) requires very little computer program-

ming knowledge, (e) can be quickly and easily used, (f)

speeds up and facilitates the work involved in partial

budgeting, and (g) is flexible in input requirements,

Ehat is, the user of the model can change the initÍal

values of as many or as few parameters as he wishes.

(2) show the usefulness of the model by (a) confirming

the modells validiEy and demonstrating an application of

the model as an analytical tool to assist farm planning,

and (b) discussing further uses and applications of the
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model f or f arm manage-r,$, farm advisors, ang researchers.

(3) critically evaluate simulation as a potential

technique for use in this study.

In attaining these objectives, the following steps

\,vere undertaken. First, a description of the simulation

technique and a review of previous studies'using simulation

were made. A comparison of the simulation technique with

other techniques, such as linear prograJnming and êcono-

metrics. led to the conclusion that simulation was most

"ppropri.a" 
for this study.

A procedure for evaluating alternative colit-calf

farm plans was developed and described in Chapter III.

Essentially, the results of each plan are determined using

the simulation model. These results are then compared and

used to evaluate the alternative cow-calf plans.

The development of a suitable simulation model forms

the major part of this study. Although designed for re-

searchers, farm advisors, and farm managers, the model was

built mainly as a farm planning tool. For this reason, the

input and output formats are straightforward. The flexi-

bility in input requirements is the key feaLure of this

model, which is essentially a sophisticated budgeting tech-

nique where data about the planned operation are fed to the

model and physical and financial parameters are determined

by the model.

The validiEy of the model was confirmed in three
stages. The model \,vas first tested for face validity and

accuracy" Extreme and unusual cases \,.üere tesEed Ëo see
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how the model and the computer program would accomodate

such situations. Second, three illustrative farm plans

were simulated to test the compleËe model" The third

stage consisted of a sensitivity analysis on one farm plan

to demonstrate the relative response of the model to

changes in parameter values and variables.

From these three tests the model was judged to be

valid within a certain degree of confidence. In the first

stage , ãny necessary modifications r,vere incorporated into

the model (and computer program) to ensure that the simu-

lated results from a range of given data input situations

corresponded with results generated independent of the

model" By simulating three typical farni plans, checking

the complete results manuaLLy, and comparing part of the

results with those obtained from the Cash Flow Forecaster

(developeo by the Economics Branch of Manitoba Department

of Agriculture and the Canfarm Service Agency of Agri-

culture Canada), the model was found to be realistic and

reasonably accurate. The third stage of validity testing,

sensitivity analysis, indicated that the model behaved

properly. That is, when selected variables and parameters

were assigned different values in the model, the corre-

sponding changes in the simulated results paralleled the

expected direction and magnitude of change.

In spite of the above validation procedure, the

following inaccuracies or omissions in the model were

pointed out by examiners of this study: (i) labor
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requirements for feeding are too high, (ii) income tax

calculations are not included, (iii) no interest on oper-

ating capital is calculated, (iv) carrying capacities and

forage species of the various fields of pasture are not

identified, (v) births of all calves usually do not occur

during the same month as assumed in the model, (vi) labor

required for assisting cows in calving, for checking cows

for pregnancy, for branding, and for clipping eartags are

not computed, (vii) heatth care costs are too high, and

(viii) age distribution of mature animals is not taken into

account. By adjusting the model to include the above

suggestions, the model would be more valid and complete,

The usefulness of the model as an analyËical tool

to aid farm planning is demonstrated by simulating the

three alternative illustrative cow-calf farm plans

mentioned above. Briefly, in the first plan the replace-

ment stock is raised on the farm; in the second plan all

replacement stock is bought when required, all calves are

sold at weaning, and the cow herd is increased by ten

percent; and in the third plan the cow-calf herd is in-

creased by fifty percent, The results indicate that plan

number one is more prof.Ítable than plan number two or plan

number three. It was also found that even plan number one

is profitable only if the resources are not valued at full

market value. Many other farm plans could be tested.

Several limitations of the model and possible modifications

of the model were suggested.
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Users of the model should remember that the model

is deterministic or mechanical in nature. Many management

aspects not handled by the model must be considered in

obtaining the results that Lhe simulation model indicates.

For example, the timeliness of actÍ-ons, such as, months

during the year that bulls are available 'for breeding,

time interval between each check of the herd while on

pasture, frequency of manure and bedding removal, âssisting

co\^7s and heifers at time of calving, and routine health

care treatments are important in determining the produc-

tivity of the operation. Selecting the proper cows to

cull and the proper heifers to keep as replacements are

important decisions exogenous to the model. Many other

factors such as adequate nutrition, breeding practices,

and pregnancy testing should be considered when using the

model._ The simulated results of a farm. plan become more

useful if one remembers the management practices thaË must

be followed to obtain the calving percentages, the rates

of gain, and the death rates specified in the model.

In conclusion, the purpose of this study was

mainly to develop and demonstrate the usefulness of a new

model to be used by farm managers, farm advisors, and

researchers to forecast and evaluate alternative cow-calf

farm plans. Since the objective of this study was not to

give advice on various management practices but to develop

a new analytical tool to aid in farm management, the model

demonstrations indicated the usefulness of the simulation
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model, even though no farm management practices can be

recommended because the farms examined \,vere illustrative

constructions. In effect, this study describes a frame-

work which indicates all the required inputs to forecast

the results of a cow-calf farm plan and the comprehensive

data collection which is required for a computerized

simulation model. The simulation model serves as a

laboratory to quickly conduct experiments on various farm

plans wÍthout using actual Physical farm enterprises. The

simulation model can be used to forecast the results of

alternative farm plans and the user of the model can choose

the "best" farm plan using his own decision criteria.

SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The model developed in this study could be used

by farm advisors to help transfer information to individual

farmers and to help develop and evaluate their cow-calf

'farm plans. It could be used to show the ef fect of

adopting better or new techniques on their covü-ca1f

enterprise, A study could then be conducted to find oul if

the farmers who used the model to gain information for

planning their farm have increased their efficiency and

have adopted better or new techniques faster than other

farmers who did not use the model.
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I.
This appendix consists of a user manual for the

computerLzed coT/r-calf simulation model. Part I gives the

required inputs which are specific and unique to each cow-

calf enterprise. It consists of the first group of inputs

which contains the parameters rePresenting the character-

istics of the specific cow-calf farm plan to be simulated'

The inpuLs of Part I represent the minimum data required for

simulating a cow-calf farm plan for one calendar year.

Part II provides the group two parameters which

have initial values specified by the model " The values

assigned to these parameters, also given in Part II, are

the initial values which are assumed by the model unless

they are changed (that is, input by exception) using the

methods shown in Part fII. The user of the model should

examine all of the values assigned to the parameters in

Part II and change those which are incorrect or unsuitable'

The initial values qiven in Part II are intended to be

USER MANUAL FOR THE COW-CALF BUDGETARY
SIMULATION MODEL

Introduction

APPENDIX A

1'The procedure followed in this
to the procedLre followed by Ladue, oP.
PP' 2LL-297 " 
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appendix is similar
cit,, Appendix A,
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"averagert values or "normarrt practices which serve as

benchmarks or guidelines for users of the model. Appendix
B details the calculations performed by the model while
Appendix c indicates the sources of the initial values as-
signed to the parameters given in part rr of this appendix.

Refer co Appendix D for the three sampre inputs
required to simulate the three illustrative farm plans.
The group one parameter values as well as the changes made

to the gto.tp two parameter values are indicated for each

farm plan. Appendix D also indicates the card number and

the column number to use to input each of the parameLer

values.

To use this model, one shourd filr out the input
form as shown in Appendix D" From this, the cards can be

punched and the computer program for the simulation model

can be run" Three sample outputs (those of the three il_
lustrative farm plans) from the computer Lzed simulation
model are given in Appencix E.



PART I-- Required Input Data (Group one data)

1. General Information

a) Name

b) Crop Distriêt

2, Output Header Information

a) No. of alternative plans to be simulated is

3rd, or other).
b) Other identifying information to be prinËed:

3. Year of Operation

The operation of calendar year L9- is being simulated.

4. Year of Prices and Costs

Prices and costs from year 19 are to be used.

of which this is the (tst, 2nd,

L20

5. Livestock Numbers Information

a) Beginning Inventory (Number on Jan. lst by category)

No. of bulls
No. of cows



No. of calves by age (months)

Age

Number

0

No. of replacement heifers by age (months)

1

\ge

2

$umber

3 T

7

5

8

6

9

Age

Number

10

L2L

11

l5

Age

L2

T6

Number

l3

L7

23

L4

18

24

L9

25

20

26

2L

27

22

28 29 30



Category of
Livestock

b) Natural Occurrence Expected

Bulls

Cows

Number Born
Alive

Calves (O-0 mos. )

Reolacement
fi.erIers

Number of
Deaths

6 " Buildings Used for the Cow-Calf Enterprise

a) Sheds or Barns

No. of Culls
( sold )

Size ("q" ft. )

L22

Age
¿

()

iAg" refers to the age at the beginning of the year,
rPut a rrltr if building is wired and insulated and

a tt2tt if building is not wired or not insulaËed.

I^.Iired and"
Insulated-



Size (tons)

b) Hay Storage Facilities

Ase

c) Grain SLorage Facilities

Size (bu. )

L23

Age

Size (tons)

d) Silos

Type code4

Age

acodes are 1--wood, 2--steel.
5-Codes are 1--bunker, 2--concrete, 3--sealed'

Type code'
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7, Fences, Pens, Corrals, and [rlorking Chutes Used for
Cow-Calf Enterprise

a) Fences

Perimeter
length (mi.

Age

b) Pens, Corrals, and !üorking Chutes

Perimeter
lensth (ft.

Age



8. Machinery and Equipment

Des crip tion" Aoa
(y"äi" )

Life
(years )

Present
Rep lace-
ment _
Value i (g )

9.

L25

Portion
Used in
the Cow-
Calf En-
terprise
(frãcrion)

Systems (choose the

a) Feeding System:

6D""cription of machinery or equipment should begiven using less than 20. letters.-
7'Present Replacement value refers to the currentcost of. replacing the machine or piece of equipment with a

new machine or piece of equipment of the sanie èize andtype.

most suitable number)

/t. Hand feedins \
| 2, Self feedinÃ I

\3. Mechanized FeedLngl



b) Manure and

10, Summer Activities

Category

Bedding Removal System:

{t. Manual \
\2, Mechanical f

(in¿icate with I for yes
no).

Bul ls

Cows

Calves (O-0 mos, )

Heifers (Z-fg mos.)

a) Sent to
pas ture
during
surnmer

Heifers (over lB mos.j

11. Vi tamin 
" f niected or
I the regular
\#r5 and lfL6.

b) Fed a
ration
rirlrí no-*- ---Ò
SUITìINET

L26

No. of treatments

and 0 for

c) Kept in-
s ide
during
suÍtrner

fed aoart from those
rations given below

Month given

8vit"*in codes:

Vitamin codeS

providecl i"l
in QuestLons)

l- -vitamin. A, D, E
animals ) .

2--vitamin. Á, D, E
^*;*^1 ^ Iclll' rld,J- Þ /, ,3--user defined

(for growing

(for mature

vitamin,
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No. of vaccinations

Vaccinations

Month given

13. Artificial Insemination

No. of cows bred with A.I.

Vaccination code9

L4, Pasturing Practices

a) Pasture Resources Available for the cow-calf
Enterprise

L'¿7

No. of acres Improved- - I
Unimproved--2

o'Vaccinations Codes:

Owned--1
Rented--2

1--IBR; 2--Blackleg;
l--lJ"tiel"l! Edemaf '4-- 3-way;
5--User defined vaôcination.



codelo

b) Fertil Lzer Applied on Pasture Grazed by the
Cow-Calf Herd

Total No. of tons

L28

l0Fertil rzer Codes: 1. 11-55-0
2. 1l-48-0
3. 34-0-0
4" 46-0-0
5. 24-0-0
6. User defined fertilizer.



15, Inlinter Rations (in pound per day)

Feed
Code

Feed

I

Bulls

Tame
Hay

2

Lac-
1-¡ ti no
Cows

Native
Hay

3

Ges-
tating
Cows

+

Grain

Supple-
ment

5

Dry
Cows

6

Silage

User
Defined

It-r eed 7¡l

Calves
(0- 6
mos. )

-7

L29

U ser
Defined
feed lnZ

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(z-ra
mos. )

I Salt
and
Mineral s

Codel 1

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(over
t8
mos. )

11S"1t and Minerals Code: 1--No salt,
2--Salt, no
3- -Minerals ,4--Salt and

no minerals
minerals
no salt

mineral s .
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L6. Summer Rations (in pound per day) Excluding Pasture

Feed
Code

Feed

I

Bulls

Tame
Hay

2

Lac-
tating
Cows

Native
Hay

I Grain

Ges-
tatin
Cows

Supple-
ment

n-,,
"LJ

Cows

6

Silage

User
Defined
feed /Él

lalves
(o- o
mos. )

7 User
Defined
f.eed lf2

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(/-Iö
mos. )

8 Salt and
Minerals
Codel2

Re-
p lace-
ment
Heifers
(over

18
m.'ìq )

125"1a 
and Minerals code: l--No salt,

2--Salt. nó
3--Mineials,
4--Salt and

no mÍnerals
minerals
no salt

minerals.
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L7. Expected Rates of Gain (in lbs. per day)

a) Average rate of gain expected for heifers
(z-rs mos. ) .

b) Average rate of gain expected for heifers
(over 18 mos, )

18. Bedding Used

Straw -- (Yes : L; No : 0)

User Defined (Yes : 1; No : 0)
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PART II-- Parameters with Initial Values Assuined bv the
Model (Group two data)

T; section lists the group two paramecers and

their initial values assumed by the model. The values whích

are underlined are the initial assumed values for the re-

spective parameters. The numbers in parentheses are the

identification numbers for the respective parameters which

enable the user to change any of the initial values as-

signed by the model as e>cplained in Part III of this ap-

pendix. Appendix c gives the sources of the values assigned

to these group two parameters.
1, Livestock Numbers InformaFion

a) Deaths are disEributed evenly by age for growing
animals and by month for mature animals.

b) Bulls are culled in month (fOO) 8,

c) Cows are culled in month (101) 10,

d) Heifers are culled in month (t0Z) 5.

e) Births occur in month (f03) 4.

f) At (104) 18 months of age all the heifers are

transferred to the cow category.

g) At 6 months of êge, that is, at weaning (105)

25% of the calves enter the replacement heifer
category, (t06) ZS"t of the calves are sold as

heifer calves, and (tOl) SOZ of the calves are

sold as steer calves.

2. Labor Requirements

a) Labor requirements for fence repair is (108)

5.0 hours per mile. All fence repair is done



in monrh (fOg) 5.

¡) Labor required for one dehorning is

.25 hour. In month (fff) S, (112)

calves born alive are dehorned.

c) Labor required for one castration is (113) "25

hour. In month (114) å, (ff5) 50% of calves

born alive are castrated.

d) Labor required for one vaccination or for one

vitamin treatment is (ff6) .10 hour.

e) Labor required to check herd while on pasture is
(ttl) 2.0 hour(s) per month,

f ) Labor requirements for feeding by rnonth per

animal for selected systems are presented in

Table A-1.

g) Labor requirements for manure and bedding removal

are described below. For a manual system (298)

2.0 hour(s) is (are) required to remove 100 cu.

ft. of manure and bedding. For a mechanical

system, (299) f.O hour(s) is (are) required to

remove 100 cu. ft. The volume of manure and

bedding produced daily by the different animal

categories are summarized in Table A-2.

Rates of Gain

(110)

1007" of

133

3"

a) Non-creep fed calves gain (305) L.67 pounds per

day.

b) Creep fed calves gain (306) L"87 pounds per day.



AnimaI
Category

Hancj Feedlng Systema

Bulls (118)
2.LL6

cows J1l9)¿.LLO

Calves (0-6 mos.) (L42)
.400

Heffers (7-18 mos. ) (fS+)
.977

Heifers (over 18 mos.) (166)
L.026

Self Feeding Systema

Table A-1

Labor Requlred for Feeding by Month per Animal for selected systems

Bu1ls (fZS)
1.588

Cows (190)
1. 588

Calves (0-6 mos.) (zg'Ð^
. JUU

Heifers (7-18 mos.) (2L4)
.681

Helfers (over 18 mos.) Q26)_
.tL>

(rrs ) (izo¡
I.764 2.424

(r:r¡ (r:z)
L.764 2.424

(
.400 .400

(rss) (1s6)
.780 .886

(121) (tzz¡
1.334 L,7L2

(t s:) (134)
1.884 L.7L2

(14s) ( r46 ).400 .400

(rsz) (1s8)
.862 .903

(16e ) (1i0)
L.0r4 L.07 5

(rsr) (rez)
L.4L4 L .285

(rg:) (Le4)
L.4L4 L. ¿ó5

(20s ) (206 ).300 .300

(2r7) (218)
.60r .630

(22e) (230)
.707 .750

(167) (168)
.922 1.093

(L7e) (180)
L.323 1.819

(rsr) (ßz)
1 ??? 1 Q'tO

(203) (204)
.300 .300

(z:-s) (216 ).544 .618

(tzt) (12q)
L.277 1.396

(13s) (136 )L.277 1. 396

(r47) (r+a)
.400 .400

( rse ) (160 ).845 .845

(171) (t.t'z)
.999 .997

(183) (re¿)
.958 L.017

(les ) (rgo ).958 L.047

(207) (208)
.300 .300

(zLe) (220)
.589 .589

(23r) Q32).697 .681

(12s) (l-26)
L.547 1 .630

(r:z) (138)
L.s47 1.630

( r4e ) (rs0)
..400 .400

(ror¡ (162)
.845 .845

(173) (nq)
1.075 1.116

(ras ¡ (rao )
1. 161 T.223

(le7) (rss)
1.161 L.223

(227 )
.643

(228)
.762

(rzt¡ (rza) .'zo¡L.329 r.464 L.727

(13e) (r+o) (i+r)
L.329 t.4b4 L.727

(rsr) (rsz¡ (rs:)
.400 .400 .400

(163) (toq) (ros)
.885 .885 1_.028

(17s ) (tto} (r77)
.9s2 .975 r.026

(2oe ) (210 ).300 .300

(22L) (222)
.589 .589

(233) (234)
.750 .778

(187) (rsa) (18e)
.997 1.099 L.295

(ros¡ (2oo) (2or)
.997 1.099 L.295

(211) (2L2) (2r3)
.300 .300 .300

(223) (224) (22s)
.6L7 .6L7 .7L7

(23s) (236) (237)
.664 "680 .7t5

( conctnued )

H
(^)s



Animal
Ca tegory

Mechanized Feeding Systema

Bul1s

Cows

Calves (0-6 mos.)

Heifers (7-18 mos.)

Hetfers (over 18 mos.)

(238 )
1.059

(250)
1.0s9

(262)
.200

(27 4)
. Jö)

(286 )
.404

Table A-1 (continued)

(23e) (240)
Rq? 1 t1 ?.

(2s1) (2sz)
.882 r.2L3

(263) (264)
.200 .200

(27s) (276)
.307 .349

(287) (288)
.363 .43L

Ah" ftg,'rtes gÍven are hours of labor requlred per animal by monÈh by animal category for feeding.

(24L)
o/,?

/, ( 1\

(26s)
. ¿UU

(277 )
.340

(28e)
.399

(242)

/rql,\
.857

(266)
.200

(27 8)

(2eo)
.424

(243) (244)
.638 .698

(2ss ) (2s6)
.6 38 .698

(267) (268)
.200 .200

(zte¡ (280)
.333 .333

(zer) (2e2)
.394 .385

(245) (246)
. t t4 .õI)

(2s7) (258)
. / /+ .öl)

(26e) (zto¡
.200 .200

( 2 81) (282)
.333 .333

(2e3) (2e4)
.424 .440

(247) (248) (24e)
.665 .733 .863

(zse) (zoo) (261)
.665 .733 .863

(27L) (272) (273)
.200 .200 .200

(283 ) (284) (28s ).349 .349 .405

(zes) (2e6) (2e7)
.375 .384 "404

H(,
(¡l



\ ¡.c) At weaning, steer calves

pounds more than heifer
Ration Lengths4.

a) If a winter lactation ration is specified, it is

fed to all co\,.rs \.vho nurse a calf for (308) !
month(s) in the winter from the beginning of

month (309) 5 to the end of month (3f0) 5,

b) If a winter gestation ration is specified, it is

fed to all covüs on the farm for (:ff ) ? month(s)

in the winter from the beginning of month (ZtZ)

3 to the end of month (313) !,
c) If a summer lactation ration is specified, it is

fed to all cows who nurse a calf for (3f4) å
month(s) in the summer from the beginning of

month (:fS) 0 to the end of month (:f0) 10.

Table A-2

weigh (307)

calves.

136

2s.0

Animal Category

Volume of l'{anure and Beddins Produced
Daily per Animal

Bulls
Cows

Calves
Heifers
Heifers

(O-0 mos . )'
(z-ra mos. )
(over 18 mos. )

Volume of Manure and Bedding
per Animal (cu. ft. /day)

(300)

(30r)
(:oz ¡
(303)
(304)

2.0
L.2
0.3
0"7
L.2
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d) rf a summeï gestation ration is specified, it is
fed to all cows on the farm for (317) q month(s)

in the stunrner from the beginning of month (3lg)

I ro rhe end of monrh (319) 0.

5. Bedding Requirements

see Table A-3 for the amount of bedding required per
head per day by the different animal categories.

6 " Animal Live tleights
'a) 

Calves weigh (SZS) AO pounds when they are born.
b) Cows have an average weight of (SZO) fZOO

pounds.

c) Bulls have an average weighr of (ZZl) f:OO

pounds.

Animal category pounds of Bedding per Head
per Day

Daily Bedding Requirements per Animal

Bulls

Cows

Calves (O-0 mos. )

Heifers (Z-fS mos")

Heifers (over 18 mos. )

Table A-3

(szo) s

(szt) s

(szz) 4

(zzt) ø

(324) I



Table A-4 indicates the average interest rates by

year.

8, Average Prices of Products and Factors by Year

7. Averaee fnterest Rates bv Year

The average prices of various products and factors

are listed by year and divided into 14 groups from (a)

to (n) in Table A-5.

9 " Salt and Mineral Requirements

The salt and minerals required per month per head

by the different animal categories are given in Table A-6.

Average Rate of Interest on Investments by Year

138

Year

Table A-4

L973

L97 4

L97 5

Rate of Interest on
Investments &)

(zzs) 9.oo

(329) 10.00

(¡:o) lo.oo



a) Livestock prices

Steers ¿ 300 lbs.

er-oa-o Þ 3oo lbs." É 400 lbs.

Çr-oarc > 400 1bs.
É 575 lbs.

Heifers > 300 lbs.

HaÍ Forc à ¡oo tb".
" É.400 lbs.

Êro i €o-"Þ 4oo rbs."É 550 lbs.
Heifers > 550 lbs.

Heifers (culls)

D3 cows

I tem

Average Prices and Costs by Year

Table A-5

Units

$/cwE

$/cwË

$/cwt

$/cwE

$/cwc

$/cwt

$/cwt

$/cwt

$/cwt

$/cwt

$/cwË

$/cwÈ

$/cwt

Pri ce s
L973

139

(331)
6 3.68

( 334)
60.2L

(337 )
54. 85

(340)
57 .4r
(343)
5I.76

(346)
45.94

(34e)
42.27

(:sz )
38.04

(3ss)
33.28

(3s8)
30"14

(361 )
38.90

( 364)
35.01

(367)
s0.05

(370)
114.00

(:z: )
r_03.00

(tto)
70.00

(37e)
83.00

(382)
52.OO

D4 cows (culls)

Bulls

ancl Coscs ($)
L974 1975

Bulls (cu11s)

Vealers (t"tedium

b) Fertilizer cosË

(332)
37 .94

(¡¡s )
36.84

( 3-?8 )
4L.90

(341)
¿ó. ö>

(344)
36,46

(347 )
36 .09

(350)
33.24

(ss¡)
29 "92

(:so )
25.99

(¡ss)
?o.60

(362)
33.66

(36s )
30.29

(368)
4L.OL

(371)
144.00

(37 4)
132 .00

(377)
98.00

(:so )
12 I .00

(383)
76 .00

(333)
2L,29

(336)
¿t.)>
(33e)
32.4L

(342)
18. 15

(34s)
2L,28

(348)
25.43

(3s1)
?7 .07

(3s4)
24.36

(:sz)
L9.32

(360)
15.90

(:ol¡
22.I2

(366)
19 .91

(36e)
2L.83

(372)
184.00

(37 s)
169.00

(378)
125.00

(ser)
r55 .00

(384)
97.00

( continued )

11- 55 -0

11-48-0

34-0-0

46-0-0

24-0-O

and common)

$/con

$/ton

$/ton

$/con

$/ton



User Defined

c) Labor costs

Labor (farm wages withouE
board )

d) Feed costs

IEem

Table A-5 (conElnued)

,arame nay

li"ti.r. n.yb

cUTAIN

SupplemenË
d

Þ r Iage

UniËs

$/con

$ /hr

Pri ce s
r973

User defined feed /É1

i-lser defined î.eed ll2

Sal t

Minerals

(:as )

(388)
2.L0

(3e1)
.015

(3e4)
.011

(3e7)
.055

(400)

(+o¡)
.006

(+oo ¡

(40e )

(4L2)
.o27

(+rs )
.072

( 4r.8 )
L0.7 5

(42L)
.008

(424)'

(427)
3.98

(q:o)
3. 13

(433)
775.80

(+:o)
1.10

(43e )

(442)
.34

$ /lb

$ /lb

$ilb

$ /lb
$ /lb

$/ lb

$/1b

$/rb

$/1b

$ /cow

and GosEs ($)
L974 L975

L40

e) Artificial Ínsemination

(386 )

(38e)
2.52

(3e2)
.018

(:ss )
.013

(3e8)
.051

(401 )

(404)
.007

(+ot ¡

(410)

(413)
.030

(+ro )
.L27

(41e )
r1.83

Gzz)
.009

(42s)

(128)
4.43

(43r )
3.48

(434)
1158.00

(+zt)
L.64

(++o)

(443)
.38

f) Bedding costs

Bedding- - s traw

Bedding--user deflned

Buildine and fences costsçl

(387)

(3eo)
3.05

(3e3)
.018

(:go )
.013

(3ee)

(+oz)

(40s )
.007

(+oa)

(¿,11)

(4L4)
.030

(4L7 )
.L27

(420)
13.71

(qzz)
.009

(+zo¡

Insulated and wired barn

Non:insulated and non-wired
barn

Fence

Pens, corrals,
chuEes

Graln sEorage

Grain storage

$ /lb

$/lb

$/sq. ft.

$/sq. fE.

$/mi

$ /fc

$/bu

$/bu

and working

(v¡ood)

(steel )

(qzg)
4.7 7

(+tz)
3.7 4

(43s)
1286 .00

(+:s¡
L.82

(44L)

(444)
.4L

( continued)



Hay .storage

Bunker silos

.Concrete sflos

Sealed silos

h) Vitamin costs

Item

Table A-5 (continued)

Vitamin A. D.
animals )

ViEamin A, D,
animal s )

User defined

Units

$/ton

$/ton

$/Eon

$/ton

i) Vaccination costs

FÞt

P ri ces
L97 3

(for growing

(for mature

IBR

(44s)
11. 37

(448 )
14.22

(asr)
5L,L7

(+s+)
108.00

(4s7)
.07

(460)
.L7

(463)

Blackleg

and Costs ($)
L974 1975

L4L

MalignanE edima

3-way

$ / Erea E-
menE

$ / treat-
menf

$ / treaE-
menf

$ / trea t-
ment

$ / Ereat-
menE

$ / treat-
menE

$ / treat-
ment

$ / treat-
ment

$/cow

(c+o)
12.65

(+trg)
15. 81

(4s2)
56.92

(4ss)
r20.20

(+sa )
.07

(+or)
.18

(464)

User defined

j) Mis cellaneo,r, "*p.t""""

(++z )
t3.62
(4s0 )
L7.02

(as¡)
6L.28

(+so)
L29,40

(+ss )
.08

(+oz¡
.20

(46s)

k) Value of improved land

Crop districÈ 1

Crop distríct 2

Crop disËrict 3

Crop distrLcE 4

Crop dlstrtcE 5

(466)
11

(46e)
.13

(+tz¡
.tl

(47 s)
.4L

(47 8)

(481 )
5,61"

(484)
98.L2

(487 )
L22.70

(4e0)
158.60

(4e3)
16s. 30

(+g o)
1_37.LO

(467)
.18

Gto)
. L¿+

(qt s)

(+to)
.44

(47e)

(468 )
.20

(47L)
.15

(47 4)
.lJ

(477 )
.48

(480 )

(483 )
7 .26

(486 )
153.80

(48e )
186. 70

(4e2)
2s9.40

(qgs)
272.90

(4e8)
23L.40

(conEinued)

$ /acre

$ /a cre

g /acre

$/acre

$ /acre

(482)
6 .57

(48s )
L26.O0

(488)
150. 20

(4e1)
709.50

(4e4)
245.80

(qgt )
2L2.30



Crop distrtct 6

Crop district 7

Crop districË 8

Crop districË 9

Crop disErict 10

Crop district 11

Crop disErtcE 12

Crop disErict 13

Crop distrlct 14

fËem

Table A-5 (contÍnued)

UniEs

g /acre

I /acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

g /acre

g /acre

Prices
L973

l) Value of uniTproved land

Crop district 1

Crop disErLct 2

Crop distrtcE 3

Crop disErtct 4

Crop districË 5

Crop disErict 6

Crop districË 7

Crop disËricÈ 8

Crop dlstrtct 9

Crop district 10

(4ee)
95. 33

(s02 )
88.65

(sos )
L26.40

(s08 )
L22.OO

(s11 )
100, 10

(sl 4)
LL7.90

(s17)
90.L4

(szo )
104.80

(s23)
L25.90

(s26 )
32.70

(sze)
40.9L

(szz¡
52.85

(s:s )
55.09

(s38 )
4s.69

(s+r)
3L.7 7

(s44)
29.55

(547 )
42.L4

(s50)
40.65

(ss3)
33,37

and Costs ($)
1974 L975

L42

(soo)
116.00

(s03)
100.80

(soo ¡
L49.90

(sos )
L47 .40

(s12 )
L24.00

(sls )
135. 30

(s18)
98.43

(s2r )
L24.60

(s24)
t42.80

(s27)
41.98

(sso)
s0.05

(s33 )
69.82

(s:o )
8L.94

(s:s)
70.76

(s42)
38.66

(545)
33.59

(s48)
49,96

(s51 )
49.L2

(ss4)
4L.34

( sol)
132 .10

(so4)
LL9.20

(soz)
L57.40

(s10 )
167.90

(sr:)
L4L.40

(sro )
134.00

(srg )
101. 70

(s22)
151,40

ls?s)
L46.70

(s2s)
s1.28

(s:r)
62.23

(s34)
86 .45

(szt)
90.97

(s40)
77 .L3

(s43)
44,04

(sqo)
39.74

(s4e)
s2.46

(s52 )
s5.96

(sss )
47.L4

( concinued)

g/acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

g /acre

$ /acre

$ /a cre

$ /acre

g /acre

g /acre

$/acre



Crop districË 11

Crop district 12

Crop district 13

Crop districE 14

Icen

Table A-5 (contlnued)

m) Ta:<es on improved land

Crop disEricE 1

Crop district 2

Crop districL 3

Crop distrlct 4

Crop district 5

Crop districE 6

Crop clistricE 7

Crop disËricE 8

Crop districE 9

Crop districÈ 10

Crop districE 11

Crop disEricE 12

Crop districE 13

Crop dÍsErict 14

Unl Ës

g /acre

$/acre

$/acre

g /acre

Pri ce s
LJIJ

(s56 )
39.29

(sse )
1^ 

^1,

(soz)
34.93

(sos )
4L.97

(saa)
1. 19

(s71)
1. 39

(57 4)
2,00

(s77)
L. ¿þ

(s80)
2 .48

(sa:¡
.97

(586 )
L.47

(sas )
r.23

(se2)
L.20

(ses)
1 

'O

(se8 )
1.00

(601 )
.58

(oo+l
L.2ô

(60 7)
.43

(610 )
.39

and CosLs ($)
L974 L975

L43

g /acre

$/acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

g /acre

$/acre

$ /acre

g /acre

$/acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

$ /acre

(ss z)
45.10

(s60 )
32.81

(so: )
4L.52

(soo )
47.61

(ss8)
44,66

(sor¡
33 .90

(s64)
50.47

(s67)
48.9L

(s70)
r.91

(sts)
2.23

(s76)
3.ZL

(57e)
2.00

(sez )
3.96

(s85 )
L"46

(s88)
2.34

(se 1)
r.97

(5e4)
L.92

(se7)
2.07

(600)
r.58

(603)
.91

(606)
2.00

(oos )
.69

(otz)
.64

( conttnued )

(s6e)
L,44

(stz)
1.68

(s7 s)
2.4L

(s78)
1.51

( s81)
2.98

(s84)
1.13

(>az)
L.77

(se0 )
1.48

(ss: ¡
1.45

(ssa ¡
1. 56

(see )
L.20

(ooz ¡
.69

(6os )
L.52

(608 )
.52

n) Iaxes on unimproved land

Croo districE 1 $ /acre (611)
.48



Crop dlstricts 2

Crop dlstrict 3

Crop districË 4

Crop districE 5

Crop districE 6

Crop district 7

Crop district 8

Crop district 9

Crop districE 10

Crop district 11

Crop disÈrict L2

Crop districE 13

Crop district 14

Item

Table A-5 (continued)

UniËs

$ /acre

g /acre

g /acre

g /acre

g/acre

g/acre

g/acre

$/acre

g/acre

$ / acre

$/acre

$/acre

$,/acre

Prices
T97 3

(613 )
.45

(616 )
.66

(61e )
,42

(azz¡
.82

(62s)
a?

(628)
.49

(631 )
.4L

(634)
.40

(o¡z)
.43

(640 )
.33

(643 )
10

(646)
.42

(64e)
.L4

and Costs (g)
L974 L975

L44

(614)
.56

(ott )
.80

(620 )
.50

(623)
oo

(626)
.38

(62e)
,59

(632)
/,o

(o¡s )
.48

(638)
c?

(64r )
.40

(644)
.23

(647)
.51

(6s0 )
.L7

aContains 51 percent TDN and 15.2 percent protein (as fed).
bContains 50 percent TDN an<I 7.8 percent protein (as fed).
cGrain is composed of one half oats, one fourth barley, and one

fourth v¡heat by weight.
dsil"g" is composed of corn silage.

(6ls )
.74

(618)
r.07

(62L)
.67

(624)
L.32

(627 )
.49

(630 )
.78

(633 )
.66

(636 )
.64

(63e)
.69

(642)
.52

(645)
.30

(648)
.67

(651 )
.?3

foiscellaneous expenses include veterinarian services, treaEment for
warbles, lice, and flies, Bâs, oi1, and miscellaneous overhead exPenses such
as hydró, telephone, fire insurance, accounting fees, bank charges, dues, box
renÈâls, buying and selling fees, etc..



Animal Category Consumption in lbs./animal/month
Salt Minerals

Monthly Salt and Mineral Requirements
Per Animal

Bulls 2s/Lz : |u.to:r' , olLz : [:?])
(654) (6ss)

Cows 25 /LZ : 2.08 50 /LZ : 4,L7

(oso) (6s7)
Calves (0-6 mos. ) L3 /LZ : 1.08 25 /Lz : 2.08

(6s8) (6se)
Heifers (7-rS mos.) f9lL2 : 1,58 38/L2 : 3.L7

(660) (661)
Heif ers (over 18 mos , ) 25 /Lz : 2 .OB 50 /LZ : 4.L7

Table A-6

L45
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PART rlr-- 

,c-h"rgirg Arg*"d,.prr?T"t"r v.rr"" r'd Ert"ri'g
Management DecisionsrJ

This section describes how the user of the model

can change the assumed parameter values given in part rr of
this appendix (i.e, the group two data) or how the user of
the model can enter management decisions such as purchases
or sales of livestock and capital resources. There are
five possible types of changes or decisions that can be

made. They are:

Code

01

02

03

04

05

An explanation and

given below.

Change in value of a parameter

Livestock purchase

Livestock sale

Capital purchase

Capital sale

an example of each of these changes

Type of change

1. Change in Value of a parameter

Data required:
(a) Type of change code (columns 1 to Z).
(b) Identification

(columns 3 Ëo

3rhu procedure and ideas
from Ladue, opl cit., Appendix A,

(c) New value of parameter (qolumns 6 to l0).

number of parameter changed

5).

is

of this secËion are
pp. 285-296.

taken



Example:

Explanation: Columns I and ?. contain the code number

indicating the type of change being made, In this

case a rtOlr' indicates that a change in the value of

a parameter listed in Part II of this appendix is

being made. Columns 3, 4, and 5 give the identi-
fication number of the parameter being changed.

These identification numbers are found in Part II

of this appendix. They are given in parentheses

immediately before or above the initial assumed

values of the parameters as explained in the be-

ginning of Part II of this appendix. Columns 6 to

10 indicate the new value assigned to the parameter

by the user of the model. In the example given,

the user tells the model to change the month of

birth of calves from April to May. One card is

required for each change.

2 " Livestock Purchase

I o. r .1..,-6 ,3 ,

L 2 3 4 5 9 10 e- column number
,5,

L47

Data required:
(a) Type of
(b) Month of
(c) Category

lfurt" f o11owi
category of animals:
4--hãifârs (z-rg mos.

change code (columns 1 to 2).

purchase (columns 3 to 4).

of u.ri*.114 (column 5).

g codes are used to'l --hrrl1e 2 --,9OwS,
,5--heifers (over

identifv the
3--calveê (o-0
18 mos. ).

mos, )
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(¿) Age of animal in monthsl5 (columns 6 to 7) "

Example:
I

l0t2 t0 t2 t4 tOt9t0t0,2r ,

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 €-columnnumber

Explanation: Columns 1 and 2 contain the code number

indicating the type of change being made. In this
case a 't02f indicates that a livestock purchase is
occurring (i.e" being planned :o occur). Columns 3

to 4 give the month of the purchase. As will be

explained in the next appendix, all transactions
are assumed to occur at the end of the months.

Column 5 indicates the category of animal being prjr-

chased" Columns 6 to 7 indicate the age (in
,16months)-" of the animal being purchased, Columns 8

to 10 indicaËe the number of animals of that caËe-

gory (and age) purchased in that month. In the

example given, the user indicates that two nine

month old replacement heifers will be purchased at
the end of January. One card is required for each

different purchase.

(e) Number of animals (columns 8 to 10).

15thi" applies to growing animals only,
16rhi" applies to growing animals only.



J.

Data . required:

Livestock Sale

(a) Type of change code (colurnns I to 2).
(b) Month of sale (columns 3 to 4).
(c) Category of animallT (column 5),
(d) Age of animal in monthsl8 (columns 6 to 7).

Example:
' f 9,Jr01612 r r -,0r0,5r r

L 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 910 Fcolumnnumber

Explanation: Columns 1 and 2 contain the code number

indicating the t)pe of change being made. In this
case a r'03rr indicates that a livestock sale is
occurring (i.e. being planned to occur). Columns 3

to 4 give the month of sale" As will be explained

in the next appendix, all transactions are assumed

to occur at the end of the months. Column 5 indi-
cates the category of animal being sold. Columns 6

Lo 7 indicate the age (in montfrr)l9 of the animal

being solo. Columns 8 to 10 incticate the number of

(e) Number of animals (columns I to l0).

L49

17th" following codes are used to identify
category of animals: i--bulls , 2--cows, 3--calveÉ
mos. ), 4--heifers (Z-rS mos. ), 

-5--heifers (over lB
18rhi" applies to growing animals only.
l9fhis applies to growing animals only.

the
(o-o
mos. )



animals of that category (and

month. In the example given,

that five colvs will be sold at
One card is required for each

Capital Purchase

Data required:
(a) Type of change

(b) Tlpe of capital

Example:

10,4 03,4, 0¡0r0r,r0r0r r

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9f0 É-columnnumber

Explanation: columns 1 and 2 contain the code number

indicating the type of change being made. In this
case a trO4rt indicates that a capital purchase is
occurring (i.e. being planned to occur)" Column 3

contains the code number indicating the type of
capital being purchased" fn this case a rr3ff indi-
cates that a machine or a piece of equipment is
being purchased, Columns 4 to l0 indicate the cost

/ \ ?1(c) Cost oi purchase-- (columns 4 to 10).

1s0

age) sold in that
the user indicates

the end of June.

different sale,

code (columns I to 2).

being prt"hr""d2O (column 3).

2Ofh" 
- 
following codes are used to identify the Eypeof capital being purchased: l--buildings, z--fenêes and-^corrals, 3--machinery and equipment, {--pasture,

2lonly the value of the portion used bv the cor,.7-calfenterprise is-included in this figure. This afplied-es-pecially to.a machinery or equipment purchase bècause many
machines and pieces of equipment used^ in the cow-calfenterprise are also often used in other enterprises.
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of the purchase, In the example given, a machine

or a piece of equipment is purchased and the cosË

allocated to the cow-calf enterprise is $4000.00"

One card is required for each different purchase.

5. Capital Sale

Data required:
(a) Type of change code ("o1t*1"_1_!o_?).

(b) Type of
(c) Value of

Example:

capital being toLdz2 (column 3).
23sale (columns 4 to 10).

Explanati-on: Columns 1 and 2 contain the code number

indicating the type of change being made. In this

case a tt05r' indicates that a capital sale is oc-

curring (i.e. being planned to occur)" Column 3

contains the code number indicating the tyPe of

capital being sold. In this case a r'1rr indicates

ln,5 ,l . 1, 2 r 0, 0 r o ,0 r 0l
/,<

22th" following codes are used to identify the type
of capital being sold: l--buildings, 2--fences and corrals,
3--machinery and equipment, 4--pasture,

23orr1v the value of the portion used by the colt-
calf enterpriãe is included in this figure. this applies
especially to a machinery or equipment sale because many
machines and pieces of equipment used in the cow-calf
enterorise are also often used in other enterprises"

9 10 t- column number
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that a building is being sold. Columns 4 to l0

indicate the value of the sale. In the example

given, a building is sold and the value of the

sale allocated to the cow-calf enterprise is

$1200.00. One card is required for each different
sale
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EACH SEGMENT OF THE
COI^].CALF BUDGETARY SIMULATION MODEL

IntroductionI.

The purpose of this appendix is to describe each

segment of the model used in the methodology for simulating

cow-calf farm plans. This model is somewhat similar to the

model developed for evaluating the Farm Development Program

in the Interlak. Ar"",l The description given in this
appendix includes both the changes made to the model and

the ideas taken directly from the model used to evaluaËe

the Farm Development Program.

This appendix illustrates how the simulation model

uses the inputs described in Appendix A to anaLyze a coT¡7-

calf operation. Following this introduction, this ap-

pendix is further subdivided into five sections which are:

(a) general discussion of the model; (b) generation of

monthly animal numbers by category, agê, weight, and value;

(c) generation of physical characteristics and associated

APPENDIX B

lso*" of the ideas used in this model have been
developed in the model used for evaluating the Farm De-
velopment Program which is described in: Maurice Senkiw
and Alvin Pokrant, "A Cost/Return Simulator for Dairy,
Cow/Calf and Stocker/Feeder Enterprises" (unpublisheiJ
paper, I,rïinnipeg: University. of lvlanitoba, Department of
Agricultural Economics, L976) .

L54



costs of inputs;

(e) .outputs from

(d)

the

calculations of gross returns;

simulation model.

and

155



II, General Discussion of Model

Since Chapter III gives the major and specific

concepts of the simulation model, they will not be repeated

here. The intent of this appendix is to give the details

of the simulation model. A few general ideas will be

briefly discussed before going on to the details of the

model.

1. Assumed Model Parameter Values

It should be pointed out that all the model para-

meters of group two have been initiali.zed, to the values

given in Part II of Appendix A. These parameter values are

considered to be "average" values or "normaltr practices on

a Manitoba cor^J-calf operation, These initialized parameters

could serve as benchmarks or guidelines for a user in

examining his own situation. It also reduces the required

inputs, These parameter values can be changed as shown in

Part III of Appendix A if they do not match the situation

desired by the user.

2 " Summer and l,Iinter Months

L56

This simulation model operates on a calendar year

basis. To anaLyze the co\,,J-ca1f enterprise the simulation

model divides the calendar year into two seasons--the

summer and the winter. The summer is usually a pasture

season and the winter is usually an indoor season. The

sunmer is assumed to last five months which are June, July,

August, September, and October. The winter is assumed to



be the other seven months which are Januãry, February,

March, April, May, November, and December.

3. Animal Categories

This model is designed to handle a cow-calf enter-
prise which consists of a breeding herd whose function is
to rear calves to weaning age. The model includes breeding

stock, rêplacement stock, and calves (birth to weaning).

Five categories of animals are thus defined to simulate the

operation. They are: (a) bulls, (b) colvs, (c) calves (0-A

mos.), (o) replacement heifers (Z-fA mos,), and (e) re-
placement heifers (fg-¡O mos.), Bulls and cor¡7s are referred

to as mature animals. Others are referred to as growing

animals.

It should be noted that the animals are divided into
seven classes only for the feed calculations. The seven

classes are: (a) bulls, (b) lactating cows, (") gestating

cows, (d) dry cows, (") calves (O-0 mos,), (f) replacement

heifers (Z-fA mos.), and (g) replacement heifers (over 18

mos,), The only difference between classes and categories

is that in classes of animals the co\,vs are furlher sub-

divided Ínto lactating cows, gêstating co\.,üs, and dry cows.

The reason for this will be explained in the feed section.

T57

In calculating costs and returns, the user of the

model specifies in (Question 114 Part I) the year of prices

and costs to be used in the simulation model" The user can

4. Year of Prices and Costs
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choose from three years--L973, T974, or L975. The prices

and costs for these .three years are given in (Question /ÉB

Part II). The prices and costs of the year specified by

the user will be used by the simulation model to calculate

the cost and return components of the cow-calf enterprise.

It should be noted thaË the user of the model could insert

new prices or costs for any item for any year as indicaËed

in Appendix A Part III. These modified prices and costs

would then be used by the simulation model to calculate the

cost and return components.



III. Generation of Monthl
l,Ieight. and Value

)1" Animal Months- by Category and Age

The first major requirements of this simulation
model are: (a) the number of livestock by category and

age kept on the farm during each carendar month of the
year, (b) the number of transactions--i.e. births, pur-
chases, sales, and deaths by category and age3, and (c)

the beginning and ending inventory.

Animal Numbers

The number of livestock by category and age kept on

the farm during each calendar month of the year is generated

by the simulation model as shown berow. The number of
transactions and the beginning and ending inventory are also
calculated below. rt should be noted that all transactions
are assumed to occur at the end of each month.

For calves, the number by age in each month kept on

the farm, the number of transactions, and the beginning and

ending inventory are obtained using the forlowing steps or
decisÍon rules:

(i) The opening inventory by age is obtained di_
recËly from (Question lf5a part r). This determines the
number of calves by age in January.

Categor

159

Ase

2^-An animal month is
one month.

?"Age is only
mature animals is not
simulation model.

specified lor growing animals. Age ofrequired for the calculations of-this

one animal kept on the farm for



(Question /É5b Part I) and the month the births occur is
given in (Question lÉle Part II).

(iii) Any purchase of calves by number, agê, and

month is obtained from the livestock purchase section of
Part III. Otherwise no calves are purchased.

(iv) Any sale of calves by number, age, and month

is obtained from the livestock sale section of Part III.

(ii) The number of births is obtained frorn

Otherwise

age.

no calves are sold until thev reach six months of

(v) The number of deaths is obtained from

(Question lþ5b Part I) and the time of occurrence of the

deaths is determined by distributing the deaths uniformly

according to the number of calves of each age kept during
4Ene vear.

4Animal months are used to distribute the deaths
and to handle the integer problem. The procedure used can
be roughly described as follows. The total number of calf-
months in the year are first calculated and then divided
by Lhe number ôf deaths. The resulting figure gives an
interval, sây x calf-months. The first death is allocated
during the first x calf-months; the second death is allo-
cated during the next x calf-mónths; the third death is
allocated during the next x calf-months; and so on unËil
each death has been specified according to age of calf and
montþ of year. The calf-months are added using the follow-
ing formula:

fL2 16 ìt I ¡ number of calves of agei in month- | .

i:l li=l ' jf,LJ
Using this procedure the deaths are distributed uniformly
according to age of calf and independent of the month of
the year, This is desirable because the death age of calf
is more important than the time or month during the year in
which the death occurred.

160
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(vi) All calves that reach six months of age are

either transferred to the replacement heifers (Z-fA mos,)

category, sold as heifer calves, or sold as steer calves

according to the distribution given in (question lfLg Part
.5II).

(vii) Using all of the above stepsr'the simulation

model generates the nurnber of calves by age in each month

and stores the results in a 7 bv 13 matrix whose rovüs

rupr"r"rrt age and coh:mns rupt"""rrt month of the year. The

elements of the matrix are filled by transferring all calves

of age x in month y to calves of age x*l in month y+l after
all transactions have taken place. The number of calves in
the beginning of the month is the number of calves kept on

the farm during the month since all transactions occur at
the end of the month. The beginning inventory, the ending

inventory, and the total transactions of calves by age are

also stored in a vector.

For replacement heifers (Z-fS mos.) and replacement

heifers (over 18 mos.), the number by age in each month

- 
rAgain to handle the integer problem, the total

number of calves which reach six months of age during the
year are first calculated. Then the number of calveé to
be kept as replacement heifers, the number of calves to be
sold as steer calves. and the number to be sold as heifer
calves are determineá according to the distribution given
in (Question llTg Part II). Thõ f irsr calves which rõach
six months of age are kept for replacement heifers, the
next ones are sold as steer calves. and the last ones are
sold as heifer calves.



kept on the farm, the number of transactions, and the
beginning and ending inventory are obtained using the
following steps or decision rules:

(i) The opening inventory by age is obtained
directly from (Question lþ5a part r)" This determines the
number of heifers by age in January,

(ii) Any purchase of heifers by number, agê, and

month is obtained from the livestock purchase section of
Part III. Otherwise no heifers are purchased.

(iii) sales of heifers can occur in two ways in the
simulation model. First, the number of heifers given in
(Question /É5b Part I) are sold (i.e. culled) in the month
given in (Question lfTd part rr). The youngest heÍfers are
sold first" secondly, the livestock sale section of part
rrr can indicate any sale of heifers by number, ag€, and

month.

(iv) The number of deaths is obtained from (euestion
lf5b Part r) and the time of occurrence of the deaths is
determined by distributing the deaths uniformly according to
the number of heifers of each age kept during the year. The

procedure is similar to the procedure described in the allo-
cation of deaths of calves.

(v) calf transfer to the replacement heifer category
is explained previously in the calves section.

(vi) Ar rhe age srared in (QuesËion /Érf parr rr),
all Ëhe heifers are transferred to the co\,v cacegroy. The

L62
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heifers transferred to the cow cate gory are assumed to be

bred heifers"
(vii) Using all of the above steps, the simulation

model generates the number of heifers by age in each month

by using a 24 by 13 matrix in a manner similar to the one

described for calves " The beginning inventory, the ending

inventory, and the total transactions of heifers by age are

stored in two vectors--one for heifers (Z-fA mos.) and one

for heifers (over 18 mos.).6
For mature animals, that is, bulls or cows, the age

of each animal is not considered. This simplifies the

calculations since only the number of heads is required.
For cows and bulls, the number in each month kept on the

farm, the number of transactions, and the beginning and

ending inventory are obtained using the forlowing steps or
decision rules:

(i) The opening inventory of bulls and co$;s is
obtained directty from (Question lt5a part I). This de-

termines the number of cows and bulls in January.
(ii) Any purchase of cows or bulls by number and

month is obtained from the livestock purchase section of
Part III. Otherwise no cows or bulls are purchased.

6tt should be noted that heifers are divided in twocategories--heifers (Z-fg mos.) and heifers (over l8 mos.)--
bu,t, they are grouped together in doing the animar month
calculations to simplify-the simulatioñ model. This doesnot affect the results ôr the amount of information gener-
ated.
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(iii) Any sale of covTs or bulls by number and month

is obtained from the livestock sale section of Part III.

Otherwise no cows or bulls are sold, except for culls given

in (Question iÉ5b Part I) which are sold in month (Questions

/Élb and lc Part II).
(iv) Heifers transferred to the cow categoyy are

explained previously in the heifers section. No transfers

in the bull category can occur.

(v) The number of deaths of col,,7s or bulls is ob-

tained from (Question 1f5b Part I) and the time of oc-

currence of deaths is determined by distributing the deaths

uniformfy by number of cows and bulls respectively in each

month during the year.

(vi) Using all of the above steps, the simulation

model first generates the number of cows kept on Ëhe farm

in each month by using a vector of length 13 and trans-

ferring all cows in month y to cows in month y+l after all

transactions have taken place, Similarly, the number of

bulls kept on the farm in each month is generated. The

beginning inventory, the ending inventory, and the total

transactions of co\À7s and bulls are stored in two vectors--

one for cows and one for bulls.

From the procedure described in this section, we

can therefore obtain the total number of animals of each

category kept on the farm during each month" This is re-

quired for three purposes" First, it is used to calculate

the total amount of feed required during the year.
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Secondly, it is used to calculate the total amount of
bedding required during the year. Thirdly, it is used to
calculate the total monthly labor requirements for feeding

and manure and bedding removal.

The beginning inventory, the ending inventory, and

the total number of transactions of each category of animal

which are also calculated in the procedure described in the

above section are required for two purposes. First, it is
combined with the weight by age of each category of animal

and the value by age of each category of animal (described

in the following two sections) to calculate the gross

returns from the cow-calf enterprise. Secondly, it is used

to calculate the following management indicators: (a) per-

cent calves born alive, (b) percent calf crop weaned, and

(c) percent death loss for each caEegory.

The weight of each animal by category and age is
required Co calculate the value of each animal by category

and age as shown in the next section,

The weight for the mature animals (cows and bulls)
is assumed to remain constant during the whole year and to

be the same for each "or7 and for each bull. The assumed

weight of each cow is found in (Question lf6b Part II). The

,) Animal Inleights by Category and Age

/A replacement heifer transferred in the cor^7 cate-
gory might weigh less than the average co\,vs but the other
cor,vs of the herd have quite possibiy been gaining weight
and thus keeping the average weight of the cows constanË
during each month of the year.
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assumed weight of each bull is found in (Question lt'6e Part
II). These standard weights also apply to any animal which

is bought or sold.
The weight of growing animals is calculated differ-

ently" A weight by age for each category of growing

animals for each co\,v-calf enterprise being simulated is
established from the parameter values of the model as

explained below" It is then assumed that all animals of

the same age and category in Ehe cow-calf enterprise being

simulated are of the same weight. Any animals purchased

are assumed to be of the same weight as the other animals

of the same age and category already in the co\,J-calf enter-

prise. Therefore by establishing a standard weight by age

for each category of growing animals on the farm, one can

determine the weight of any animal on the farm just by

specifying its age and category"

The standard weight by age and category of the

growing animals is established from the group one and group

two data as follows:

assumed to weigh (Question /É6a

8of gain" per day is expected to

(a) Calves (0-6 mos. ):

a"It should be noted that the average rate of gain
obtained throughout the year is used for calves. It is
assumed that it remains constant throughout the year. The
same thing is assumed for the rates of gain of the other
animal categories.

At birth all calves are

Part II) pounds. The rate

be (Question 1þ3a Part II)
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pounds per day if the calves are non-creep fed, that is

only nursed by their mother. The rate of gain per day is

expected to be (Question /É3b Part II) pounds per day if

the calves are creep fed. (Questions/Él5 and /É16 Part I)

indicate if calves are creep fed ot not.9 From this infor-

mation, the simulator calculates the weight of calves by age

as follows:

!'leight of calves at age 0 : birth weight

I^Ieight of calves at age i : weight of calves at age i-l
+ 30 x daily rate of gain of
calves

for i - 1, ..., 6, where i: age in months, and Ehe

constant 30 converts daily rate of gain to monthly

rates of g"it. lo

Steer calves and heifer calves are grouped into one

category--the calf category--from birth to weaning (ø

months of age). The average weight of all the calves is

used as the weight by age from zero to six months of age,

At weaning time (6 months of age); the simulator is given

information on the percentage of steer calves and the per-

centage of heifer calves in (Question lÊLg ParE II). Only

then it becomes useful to allocate different weights to

9C.1,r"" are assumed to be non-creep fed if all
seven feeds (codes L-7) in the calf summer and winter
rations have a value of zeTo as indicated in (Questions lfLs
and lÉ16 Part I).

10,_-rE is assumed that each month contains 30 days"



steer calves and heifer 
"r1rr"".11 

At six

the weisht of heifer calves is calculated

than the weight of steer calves by an amount given in
(Question /É3c Part II) " The calculations are done as

follows:

I,rIeight of steer
calves at :
weaning

üIeight of heifer
calves aL :
weaning

rate of gain for replacement heifers (Z-fS mos.) is ex-

pected to be (QuesÈion lþL7a Part I) pounds per day. From

this information, the simulator calculates the weight of

replacement heifers (Z-fg mos.) by age as follows:

lJeight of heifers at age 7 : weight of heifer calves at
weaning +30 x daily rate of
gain ol heifers (i-ß mos. )

168

months of age,

to be different

(b) Replacement Heifers (Z-fS mos.):

Average weight of
calves aE 6 mos.
of age

I Average
I calves
L of age

weight of
at 6 mos.

.f

trleight of heifers

(Question /É3c
Part II)

gain of heifers- (7-L8 mos. )

for i : 8, .. o, 18, where i : age in months.

2.0

(Question
Part II)

llfhi" can be iustified bv the fact that all calves
are usually kept on thð farm and torm part of the cow-calf
enterprise until weaning time when they are either sold as
steer calves, sold as heifer calves, or kept.as replacemenË
heifers Ii... enter the replacement-heifer-s (Z-fA mos. )
category.f . Then it becomes importanl- to differentiate
between steers and heifers because steer calves usually
weigh more and are worth more per pound than heifer calves
which therefore affects the returns to the enterprise.

2,0

at age i : weight of heifers at age- i-l + 30 x daily rate of

The daily

lþ3c
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(c) Replacement Heifers (over lg mos.)12: The

daily rate of gain for replacement heifers (over lB mos. )
is expected to be (Question lfLTb part I) pounds per day.
From this information, the simulator calculates the weight
of heifers (over 18 mos,) bv

üIeight of heifers at age

trleight of heifers at ase

for i : 20, o.., 30, where i : age in months

The standard weight by age for each category of
animals on the farm is thus found by following the pro-
cedure shown above,

3.

From the standard animar weights by category and

age (calculated in the previous section) the simulation
model calculates the standard animal values by category and

age using the procedure described in this section. The

value of each animal by category and age is required to
calculate the gross returns from the enterprise during the

age as follows:

L9 : yiieh! of, heifers ar age
18 + 30 x daily rate oFgain of heifers (over 18
mos. )

i - we-ight^of heifers at age
i-l + 30 x daily rare õtgain of heifers- (over lg
ños. )

LZtt should be noted that heifers over rg months ofage a_re in the coy category if the user of the nrã¿ãi-'¿o.,
î?ç change ff" vatue of-thä_ paramerer in (q"ä"riã"-7rr parr
LL) " only if the user of thè model increases the 

"á; aËwhich heiîers are transferrecr to the 
"or category wirl therebe animats in rhe replacemenr heifers-(;"ã;-iã-;å";i-

category"
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calendar year and to carculate the investment in breeding
stock.

The standard weight of each animar by category and

"gu13 is calculated in the previous section, (euestion
/É8a Part rr) gives the prices for a hundred weight of each
category of animals (by weight range for growing animals).
From this information the simulation moder calculates the
value of each animal by category and age as folrows:

Value of
a bull :

Value of a
bull which :
is culled

oN;'å*;,,Ilt*n. (in rbs.

Value of a
cow

Value of a
cow which
is culled

o;;'å*;,,ITtrn. (in rbs.

100

1tLValue-' of
a calf of :
age i mos.

Average weight
Of a COV\7

f¡
t-^

t-
L

) I
I x 

þ;r": Íl{r"]

verage weight
ot a coTd

for i : 0, o.., 6

13^Age is only specified for growing animals.
4Th.". varues appry to alr purchases and sares ofcalves from zero to six months of agä which the user ofthe model specifiãã ;i;"ä rhe simuiãtion model does nor

!now.1f they are steer carves or heifer carves. The twoequations v¡hich forrow are used to determine the varue ofsteer calves ai weaning ånd the varùã of heifer carves atweaning 
"

I,rIeighr (¿nWeight (¿n
lbs. ) of a

f-price 1ç/cwt) 1xl ofabull I

I whi-ch.is 
II culled 

J

x Ie'i". ($/cwt) I
Iora co!ü I

calf aged i

100

mcnths

(in tus, )

t
¡-t
I¡

J
100

x
rice ($/cwt
of a heifer
calf corre-
sponding to

I pri ce
xlof a

I whíc

I cul1

its r¿eieht

($/cwt)
cow

his
ed

pra
OI
lv ct

SP
iË

l
J

ce ($/cwt
a steer



Value of a
steer caLf :
at weaning

Value of a
heifer calf:
at weaning

Value of a
replacement
heifer aged
i months

Value of a
replacement
heifer aged
i months
which is
cul led

for i:7,

|t^reight (in tus.) I
I of a heifer calfl x
I aE Lreanrng I

t 

-l

Ir00J

\,,Ieight (in lbs.
of a steer cal
at weani

100

I,treight ( in lbs . )
of a replace-
ment heifer aged
i months

100

Ialeight (in f¡s.)
of a replacement
nerler agec t
months

r00

,n, 30

)
f
I

X

L7T

fprice (g/cwt) of a I
I steer calf corre- |

I sponding to its 
I

I wergntr r

þrice (g/cwt) of a I
I heifer calf corre{
I sponding to its I

I weighË J

for i :7, oc., 30

þrice (g/cwt) of j
x I heifer corre- I

I sponding to its I

I weight J

þrice (g/cwt) of tl
I heifer which is Ix I curled 

.|

By using the above procedure, a standard value by

t5age-- for each category of animals on the farm is €s:

tablished. The simulation model can then determine Ehe

value of any animal on the farm just by specifying its

category (and age). SimitarLy, the simulation model can

determine the value of any animal which is bought, sold, or

born just by specifying its category (and age) ' This

follows from the assumptions made in the previous section

which indicate that (a) all animals on the farm of a

certain category (and age) are of the same weight and

1<"Ag. is only specified for growing animals.
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(b) all animals purchased or sold are assumed to be of the

same weight as other animals of the same caLegory (and age)

on the farm.

Information on the standard value of each animal by

category (and age) will be used in the following sections

to calculate investment in breeding stock and to calculate

gross returns from the enterprise during the calendar year o
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IV. Generation of Physical Characteristics and Associated

. This section will describe how the simulation model

obtains or generates each of the physical inputs of the coT/ü-

calf operation and how the model calculates the costs as-

sociated with each of these inputs. Each input and its

cost to the cow-calf operation will be examined individually.

l. Buildings

Four types of buildings used by the cow-calf

enterprise are considered in this model. They are: (a)

barns or sheds, (U) hay storage facilíties, (c) grain

storage facilities, and (d) silage storage facilities.
(Question lf6a Part I) indicates the sLze (in square feet)

and age of the barn and whether the barn is wired and insu-

lated or non-wired and non-ínsulated. Up to five barns can

be included. (Question lf6b Part I) indicates the size (in

tons) and age of the hay storage buildings. Up to three

hay storage buildings can be included. (Question lt'6c Part

I) indicates the size (in bushels) , âgê, and type (wood

or sLeel) of grain storage buildings. Up to three grain

storage buildings are allowed. (Question /É6d Part I)

indicates the si-ze (in tons), agê, and type (bunker, con-

crete, or sealed) of silos" Up to three silos are allowed.

The procedure employed in estimating the costs of

these buildings can be segregated into three parts--namely,

repair cost, depreciation cost, and investment cost.

Costs of Inputs
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All of the three cost calculations are performed on

the.current value of the particular buildings. The current
,r.1rr"16 is defined to be the present replacement value, less

the depreciated value. The present replacement value oE a

barn or shed is calculated as the product of square footage

of a barn and the current price per square foot (of an

insulated and wired barn or a non-insulated and non-wired

barn) found in (Question /É8g Part II). The present re-
placement value of a hay storage building is calculated as

Lhe product of storage capacity in tons and current price
per ton of storage space found in (Question //8g Part II).
The present replacement value of a grain storage building
is calculated as the product of storage capacity in bushels

and current price per bushel of storage space (of a building
made of woocl or steel) found in (Question lÊ8g Part II). The

present replacement value of a silo is calculated as the

product of storage capacity in tons and current price per

ton of storage space (of a bunker silo, a concrete silo, or

a sealed silo) found in (Question /É8g Part II). According

to the Farm Data Handbo_ck, a 3 percent to 4 percent of one

half of the new value of the buildings and equipment is

16tt should be noted that current value refers Ëo
value at the beginning of the year being analyzed. It is
also assumed thãt all-building-purchaseã (or ôon"tructions)
occur only at !h" beginning of the year and all building
sales occur only at the end of the year. This avoids tñe
_complications involved in calculating the costs for
buildings which are at an age which ñas a fraction"
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required for repair and maint"rr"nce.17 The repair cost of

buildings is therefore calculated to be 3"5 percent of one

half of the present replacement value, Depreciation is

calculated on a straight-line basis--five percent of the

present replacement value Per year. (Life expecËancy of a

building is estimated to be 20 years). The investment cost

is calculated to be the rate of interest on investment times

the value of the building in the middle of the year' For

each building the current value and the cost calculations

associated with the building for the co\,v-calf enterprise

are estimated as follows:
(1) current - þr"""r,t l- feresent ^ ìvalue - lreplacementl lreplacement x age x 'U5 |

lvalue J fval-ue 
J

for buildings < 20 years of age

: 0 for buildings > 20 years of age

(2) Repair _ lPresent replasement valuel* 0.035cbst : 
J

(3) Depreciation - [eresent replacementl* .05cost I value J

for buildings < 20 years of age

: 0 for buildings >20 years of age

(4) rnvestment f*tau of I [cr.rtt"r,t depreciationJ
cosr : 

låî.îi:".¡x[varue , ]
[vestmentJ

lTM"rritoba Department of Aericulture. Farm DaEa
Handbook (Winnipeg: Èconomics Braãch, ManitáUa oepartment
of Agriculture, L972), page III-38,



Rate of interest on investment is found in (QuestÍ-on lþ7

Part II).

Fences, corrals, pens, and working chutes are

handled in a manner similar to buildings.
(Question lfTa Part I) indicates the perimeter

length of fences (in miles) and the "g"18 of the fences

used by the cow-calf enterprise. Three sets of fences are

allowed. Corrals, pens, and working chutes are grouped

together since they are usually constructed of similar

materials" (Question lþ7b Part I) indicates the perimeter

length (in feet) and the age of corrals, pens, and working

chutes used by the cow-calf enterprise. Three sets of

corrals, pens, and working chutes are alloweo.

The present replacement value of fences is calcu-

lateo as the product of miles of fence and current price

per mile found in (Question /É8g Part II). The present re-

placement value of corrals, pens, and working chutes is

calculated as the product of feet of corrals, pens, and

working chutes and current price per foot found in (Question

2" Fences, Corrals, Pens , and Inlorking Chutes

L76

lSrt is assumed that all fence, corral, penror chute
purchases (or constructions) occur onljt at the-b^eginning of
the year and all fence, corral, pen, or chute sales occur
only at the end of the year. This avoids the comPlications
involved in calculating the costs of fences, corrals, pens,
and chutes which are at an aee which has a fraction.
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each seE of fence, corral: pefl, or-

current value and the cost calculations
for the cow-calf enterprise are esËi-

s follows

Current
value :

ti
f

0

lg
t

Ëi

(2) Repair _
cosf

(3) Deprecia
cost

re
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a1

or

f
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sets
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frr"""r,t
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[value
years of

20 years o

cement val

(4)

Rate of

Part II)

?

for sets <20 years of
: 0 for sets >_20 years o

F
Inve s tment I Rate of intere s t-l -- l"current

- :l _ l^lcost -[or investment .j 
-- 

[value

interest on investment is found in (Qu
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f
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a

x ase x "tt]

A different approach is followed by the simulation
model to handle the machinery and equipment used in the

covü-calf enterprise. unlike buildings and fences, the user

of the model must specify the description, rg"r19 life,

replacemenË valueJ

Machinery and Equipment

ge

]" 
0.03s

19tt is again assumed that all machinery or equip-
tglt purchases occur only at the beginning of the year aìrd
all machinery or equipment sales ocður only at the- end of
the year. This avoioè the complications iirvolved in calcu-
lating the costs of machinery ànd equipment which are at an
age which has a fraction.

x .05

age

f age

_ deprgciationl-_'_T-J
es tion lÉ7
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present replacement value, and portion used in the co\.,ü-calf

enterprise in (Question /É8 Part I). There are two reasons

for adopting this approach. First, the types, makes, ancl

sizes of machinery and equipment that could be used in a

cow-calf enterprise are so numerous that it makes it diffi-

cult to incorporate all the possible machines and pieces of

equipment and their respective prices in the simulation

model" Secondly, the user quite often can provide the best

estimate of present replacement value and the lifetime of

each one of his specific machines and pieces of equipment.

The portion used in the coÌd-calf enterprise is also requÍred

because it is quite possible that much of the machinery and

equipment used in the cow-calf enterprise (such as tractors,

front end attachments, pick-up trucks, waterers, and grain

augers) are also used in other enterprises such as croP,

forage, dairy, stocker-feeder, or hog enterprises. Only

the portion used by the covü-calf enterprise must be con-

sidered as a cost to the cow-calf enterprise. This is

possible only if the portion used by the cow-calf enterprise

is known. (Question /É8 Part I) allows ten possible items

of machinery and equipment to be specified,

The costing of each piece of machinery and equipment

is handled as follows. First, the present replacement value

allocated to the co\4i-calf enterprise equals the present

replacement value times the portion used in the cow-calf

enterprise, Then, assuming a l0 percenÈ salvage value and

straight line depreciation the cost calculations are:



(1) Current value
of the piece
of machinery :
or equipment
allocated to
the cor.r7- calf
enterDrise

r
lPresent replace-
lment value allo-
lcated to the cow
[calf enterprise

enterpri se
/ t\\4/ lnvestment

cost allo-
cated to :
the co\,r-
calf enter-
prise

ltoz-of presenr I
lreplacement I

- lvalue allocated x ase I

Ito the cow- . lif"l
lcaff enterprise "'J

Rate of interest on investment is found

Part II).

life

[nr." of I fcurrenr value
I interes t I lal located to
lon in- lx lthe co\,v-calf
lvestrnentJ lenterprise
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Feed costs have been separated out into three major
components. These three components are summer pasture,
sunmer feed, and winter feed.

The first component, summer pasture, has four sub-

components--taxes, investment in land, rent, and fertilizer,
(Question lfL4a Part r) indicates the number of acres of
pasture, whether it is improved or unimproved, and whether

4, Feed

Depreciation
cost allocated
to the co\^z-

2

in (Ques tj-on lf7

20\ot this study. the
and equipment i-s calculãÉed in
cost of buildings.

calf enteroris

repair costs of machÍnery
the same way as the repáit
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it is owned or rented.. (euestion ltL4b part r) indicates
the fertili,zer applied on the pasture. Up to four groups

of pasture and five types of fertilizer are allowed. since

the taxes and the value of improved and unimproved land

vary within the province, the user must specify the crop

district in which his pasture is located in (Question /Élb

Part I). Then the taxes, investment cost, and rent per

acre will be dependent upon Ehe crop district in which the

pasture is located, The simulation model obtains the taxes

on improved and unimproved land per acre by cïop district
from (Questions /É8m and /É8n Part rr), the value of improved

and unimproved land per acre by crop district from

(questions /É8k and /É81 Part 1I), and the cost of various

fertilizer types from (Question /ÉBb Part rr). (euestLon lf7

Part II) indicates the rate of interest on investment,

From the above information, the totals for each of the sub-

components of the summer pasture costs are calculated as

follows:
(a) Taxes: (number of improved acres owned x taxes oer

improved acre) + (number of unimproved I

acres owned x taxes per unimprovèd acre).
(b) Investment in 1"rd21 : (number of improved acres

owned x rate of interest on
investment x value of im-
proved land per acre) +
(number of unimoroved acres
owned x rate of interest on
investment x value of un-
improved land per acre).

2llr,.r""tment in land refers to the opportunity cost
of owned land. rt is essentially the average rate of inter-
est on investments times the value of land"
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(.(c) Rent : fnumber of improved acres rented) x (rate
of interest on investment x value of im_
proveod 1"+9 per acre + taxes per improvedacre)J-.+ l(number of unimprovèd acräsrented) x (rate of interest on investmentx value of unimprove.d land per acre + taxesper unimproved acref .

(¿) Fertil 'zer : i p:;.ifri3l":"{ x k?"F"?:irilå, JJ 
lapplied 

' 
J t-- !v! Lr!!¿ç! 

'J

rt should be noted that taxes, investment in land,
fertilLzer, and rent for pasture are included as part of
feed cost because land which is pastured does not have a

direct physical return. consequently, the cost of main-

taining such land must be assigned to that sector of the
total farm operation which uses that land which is the cow-

calf enterprise in this case.

The second component, suTnmer feed, has nine sub-

components--tame h*y, native hry, grain, supplement, silage,
user defined feed lfL, user defined f.eed ln2, salt, and

minerals. The cost of the first seven sub-components of
summer feed is arrived at by multiplying the consumption of
each of the sub-components by the corresponding price.

The simulation moder first calculates the number of
su'nmer animal months for each of the following classes of
animal: (r) bulls, (2) lactaring cows, (3) gestaring cows,

G) dry cows, (5) calves, (6) heifers (Z-lg mos.), e)
heifers (over 18 mos.). The calculations are done as

follows, rn section rrr-r of this appendix, the number of
bul1s, cows, calves, heifers (7-lg mos.), and heifers

where j indicates the type of fertilLzer"
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(ovet 18 mos.) kept on the farm in each month have been

calculated. It has also been assumed in a previous section

that the surnmer season lasts for five months from May 3l

to October 31. For bulls, calves, heifers (7-18 mos.), and

heifers (over 18 mos.), the number of suinmer animal months

is calculated as follows:

Summer months for animalS : tg

j:6

forj:1151617.

where i represents the months of the surTtmer season (June,

July, August, September, and October) and where j represents

the classes of animaf [lutf, calves, heifers (Z-18 mos.),
L

and heifers (over f g mos.)l . For co\ds, a further sub-

division into lactating "ot", gestating cows, and dry cows

is required. (Question lf4c Part II) indicates the month(s)

that a lactation ration is fed during the summer. It is

assumed that all cows who nurse a calf are fed this lac-

tation ration during the months specified in (Question /É4c

Part II) since only these co\,rs would need the special

lactation ration for milk production to nurse their calf.

Therefore, the number of sunìmer months for lactating cows

is equal to the sum of the number of calves on the farm in

each month that a lactation ration is fed during the surnmer,

The number of calves indicates the number of lactating cows

since all calves in a corv-calf enterprise are being nursed.

(Question lf4d part II) indicates the month(s) that a

gestation ration is fed during the summer. It is assumed

Inumber of animal3l

fkept in monthi 
J
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that all co\,rs on the farm are fed the gestation ration
during the month(s) specified in (Question 1f4d Part IÐ.22
Therefore, the number of surnmer months for gestating cows

is equal to the sum of the nurnber of cor^rs on the farm in
each month that a srrnmer gesËation ration is fed. A dry

ratíon is provided when neither a gestation nor a lactation

ration is fed. The number of surTmer months for dry co\Á7s is
equal to the total number of summer months for cows minus

the numÈer of summer months for lactating cotüs minus Ëhe

number of summer months for gestating cows.

Having obtained the number of summer animal months

for each class of animal, the next step is to determine Ëhe

total consumption of each of the first seven sub-components

of feed in the summer months. (Question /É16 Part I) indi-
cates the daily suinmer rations fed to each of the classes of

') 2,

animal.-" The total surnmer consumption of the first seven

t¡rpes of feed (in pounds) is then calculated as follows:

22thf" assumÞtion is based on the fact thaË all
births are expected to occur during the same month. There-.
fore, a ggsFation ration which woufd be given to cows in
the month(s) before calving would be given to all coÌ.vs be-
cause only the cows expected to calve would normally be kepË
on the farm at that time

??--It should be noted that if no lactation ration is
specified in (Question /É16 Part I) the dry ration is fed
during the lactation period. Similarly if no gestation
ratioã is specified iil (Question lt'L6 Pârt I) rñe dry ration
is fed during the gestation period.
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Consumption of feed, : I .J:I

for i: l, ..c, 7

where i represents the feed type and j represents the ani-
mal class. The constant 30 converts sunìmer animal months

into summer animal d,"y".24

To calculate the cost of summer feed, the simulation
model obtains Lhe price per pound of each of the first
seven feed types in (Question /É8d Part II). Then the total
cost of summer feed is calculated as follows:

I | íconsumÞ tion\ loríce "f\lCost of summer feed : I l(or feeä_, I r^- 
J I

i:1 L\-'!çLu' / x \reeoi I)

where i represents the feed type" The two last feed types,

namely, salt and minerals do form a part of the summer feed

but they are not included as part of the summer feed or

wínter feed costs. Rather they appear as totals f.or the

entire year. Salt and mineral consurnption and costs are

discussed in a later section.

The third component, winter feed is treated in a

manner similar to summer feed" I¡Iinter feed also has nine

sub-components--tame h.y, native hay, grain, supplemenE,

silage, user defined feed lfL, user defined Í.eed lt2, salt,
and minerals. The cost of the first seven sub-components

fio".. "f \ /summ.er \lfeed. in\ |

fi;!iå"'"'| * fi:i'"" I
I fed to | \ani*at3/
lanimar 3 /

L84

x30

2/,--It is assumed that 30 days exist in each month"
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of winter feed is arrived at by multiplying the consumption

of each of the sub-components by the corresponding price.

The simulation model again calculates winter

animal months for bulls, calves, heifers (Z-fS mos.), and

heifers (over 18 mos.) using the following formula which is

similar to the one used for Ehe sunmer animal months:

I,r7inter months 5
f or animal i : x number of animal I kept in month_.Ji:lJ-I

L2
+ x number of animal. kept in month-'i:11Ji

forj:1151617.

where i represents the months of the winter season (January,

February, March, April, May, November, and December) and

where j represents the classes of animal [l"ff, calves,

heifers (Z-rS mos.), and heifers (over 18 mos.)l . The co\,,üs'J

are again subdivided into lactating cows, gestating co\^/s,

and dry cows. (Question ln4a Part II) indicates the month(s)

that a lactation ration is fed during the winter. It is

assumed that all cows who nurse a calf are fed this lac-
tation ration during the months specified in (Ques ti-on lþ4a

Part II) since only these cohTs would need the special lac-

tation ration for milk production to rìurse their calf.
Therefore the number of winter months for lactating cows is
equal to the sr-rm of the numbe:: of calves on the farm in
each month that a lactation ration is fed during the winter,
The number of calves indicates the number of lactating cows

since all calves in a cow-calf enterprise are being nursed,
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(Question lþ4b Part II) indicares the month(s) that a

gestation ration is fed during the winter" rt is assumed

that all co\ds on the farm are fed the gestation ration
during the month(s) specif ied in (Quesrion lþ4b part TÐ.25

Therefore the number of winter months for gestating co\.{is is
equal to the sum of the number of cows on 'the farm in each

month that a winter gesEation ration is fed, A dry ration
is provided when neither a gestation nor a lactation ration
is fed. The number of winter months for dry cows is equal

to the total number of winter months for cows minus the

number of winter months for lactating cords minus the number

of winter months for gesLaEing cows.

Having obtained the number of winter animar months

for each class of animal, the next step is to determine the

total consumption of each of the firsË seven sub-components

of feed in the winter months. (Question /É15 part r) indi-
cates the daily winter rations fed to each of the classes

.26of animal.-- The total winter consumption of the first

25rrris assuinption is based on the fact that arrbirths are expected to occur during the same month. There-
f,ore , a ggstation ration which woufd be given to cows inthe month(s) before calving would be givãn to all cows be-
cause only tle cows elpected to calve-would normally bekept on the farm at thât time.

26lt should again be noted that if no lactaiionration is specified in (Question /É15 part r) the dry rationis fed during the lactation period. similarLy. if áogestation raticn is specified in (Question lþL1'part r) thedry ration is fed during the gestation period.
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bs. of f eed\ /winter months\ In ration fedf x \for animal: / x :O¡
o animal j / 

J

(in pounds) is then calculated as

for i:1, ..., 7o

where i represents the feed type and j represents the animal

class. The constant 30 again converts winter animal months

into winter animal days.

To calculate the cost of winter feed, the simulation
model again obcains the price per pound of each of the first
seven feed types in (Question /É8d Part rr). Then the total
cost of winter feed is calculated as follows:

Cosr of winre, f""c : I ffcor,".r*prion\x /price .f{
i:t L\of feed, / \Î..4 t jl

'J

where i represents the feed type. The two rast feed E¡¡pes,

namely, salt and minerals do forrn part of the winter feed

but are not included as part of the winter feed costs.
Rather they appear as totals for the entire year as dis-
cussed below.

salt and minerals are treated separately because it
is difficult to estimate the nuinber of pounds fed to each

animar per day. Each of the rations in (Questions lfL5 and

lþL6 of Part r) indicate whether salt was fed or Ìvas not fed
and whether minerals vüere fed or r^7ere not fed. rf salt and

minerals are fed they are fed at the monthly levels indi-
cated in (Question /É9 part rr). I^iith this information Ëhe

simulation model can calculate Ehe total pounds of salË and

seven types of feed

follows:

Consumption of :
feed,

7
Î
j:1
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nerals as follows:

I lrro " of heads of\ /monrhty tevets{
| | categoryi given I x / of satt given ll
[\""r. in rionth, / [::.3äåË1" "r 4
l"Æ:¿";5,T:"Ëi,:i\ . /i;liî1r,1îi"'" \
[\n:mlrs'in ) [åË"::.5;"?ï-"'T

five

1ts and

of salt

lfsd

months and j represents the

To cal'culate the cost of sa

obtains the price per pound

of minerals from (Question

ollowing calculation:

(totat lbs. of sal t\ - /prlce
\consumed l^ (Þo""0

of mi

L2
x
.'-'l!-!

per \of salt/

the total pounds

Total lbs. of
salt consumed

Total lbs. of L2
minerals con- : x
sumed i:l

ftotaL lbs. of\ /price per poundl: {minerals con- } x (-of minäral's I
\sumeo /

for j:1, oo6r 5.

where i represents the

categories of animals.

minerals the simulator

and the price per pound

Part II) and dces the f

The simulation model has two options for selecting
the kind of bedding used. The bedding can either be straw
or a user defined bedding. (Question /É1g part r) indicates
which one is used

To determine the total amount of bedding required
during the year the simulator must know two things: (l)
amount of bedding required per day for each category of
aninrals and Q) total number of months of each category of

Total cost of salt :

Total cost of
minerals

5. Bedding



animals which are kept inside.

from (Question lþ5 Part II) which provides the amount of

straw required per head per day per animal of each category.

If a user defined bedding is used the parameter values of

(Question ll5 Part II) must be specified by the user" ParË

III of Appendix A explains how to change the value of any

of the group II parameters. The second thing, that is, the

total number of months of each category of animals which

are kept inside is calculated as follows. It is assumed

that all animals are kept inside and therefore require

bedding in the seven winter months. During the five sumrner

morrths, (Question /ÉfOc Part I) indicates which animal

category is kept inside and therefore requires bedding. The

number of animals of eaeh category kept on the farm in each

month has been generated by the simulator as explained in

Section III-1 of this appendix. I^Iith this information, Ehe

simulation model calculates the total pounds of bedding

reouired as follows:

189

The first thing is obtained

Total pounds LZ 5 | /numUer of\ /pounds of\
ofbedäing = t x l/animalsoflx/bedding \xrequíred i:l j:l ll cateeorl.i i I required 

" Ill rt"ot in-' I I Per animal I

I

¡ \ ;iã; i; I T :i..:'tt^- I
i bo".n L / \å3ír¡ 

,"' /
where i represents the month of the year and j represents

the 5 anirnal categories" The constant 30 again converts

animal months to animal days.

30
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The price per pound of bedding is found in (Question

/É8f Part II). The total cost of bedding is then simply

calculated as follows:

Total cost - ltotut pounds of \ x lptLce per pound of\
of beCding - \bedding required/ -- 

\bedding t

Health care is divided into six components, namely,

dehornings; castrations; vitamins injected (or fed apart

from those provided in the regular rations); vaccinations;

treatments for warbles, licerand flies; veterinarian

services and other medicinals.

Dehornings and castrations require only labor, They

are costed out in the labor section which is detailed later

o1'l .

6. Health Care

(Question lft

animals treated with

A, vitamin A, D, E,

/É8h Part Ir) indicat

each kind" Total vi
3

Total vitamin: X

cost i:l

where i represents t
(t¿ues tion /É1

nations against: IB

a user defined vacci

cates the cost for o

vaccination cost is

1 Part I) indicates the number of

any of the following vitamins: vitamin

or a user defined vitamin. (QuesËion

es the cost for one vitamin treatment of

tamin cost is calculated as follows:

I lrro, of vitamin\ fcost f.or one \l
l{treatments of lx f vitamin trcatrnent )l

[\.re"i I \or tvPei / 
J

he three types of vitamins"

2 Part I) indicates the number of vacci-

R, blackleg, malignant edema, 3-way, and

nation. (Question /É8i Part II) indi-

ne vaccination of each kind. Total

calculaËed as follows:
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Total vacci- x
nation cost : i:l

where i rep

Tre

narian serv

mi s cel laneo

I f"o .. of vacci-\

L(..Ëffåi"s 
or 

)
the five types of

for warbles, lice

d other medicinal

ses component dis

resents

atments

ices, âfl

us expen

(Question /É13 Part I) indicates the number of cows

bred with artif icial insemination (4.f .¡ and (Question /É8e

Part II) indicates the average cost of artificial insemi-

nation per co\^7. The total cost for artificial insemination

is simply the number of co\,rs bred with artificial insemi-

nation multiplied by the average cost of artificial insemi-

nation per co\,v. It should be noted that Lf. the cows are

bred using burl(s) there are no artificial insemination

costs but the breeding charge is reflected in the various

costs of keeping Ehe bull(s) on the farm.

8. Miscellaneous ExPenses

The cost of miscellaneous articles is included in a

miscellaneous expenses component' The miscellaneous ex-

penses include: veterinarian services; treatment for

warbles, lice, and flies; gas and oil; and miscellaneous

overhead expenses such as hydro, telephone, fire insurance,

accounting fees, bank charges, dues, box rentals, buying

and selling fees, and others. (Question lÉ8j Part II)

7 . .Artificial Insemination

191

/cost for-one .rt""i-jx \nation of typei ,.|

vaccinations.

, and flies; veteri-

s are ,included in the

cussed below.
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provides the cost of miscellaneous expenses for one calendar

year on a per covr basis. From the number of co\,vs kept on

the farm in each month of the year (calculated in Section

III-l of this appendix) tf,e simulation model calculates the

average number of co\..JS kept

follows:

Average no, of cows kept
on the farm durins the :
year

where i represents the months of the yea

cost of miscellaneous expenses is calcul
Total cost of /average no. of cows\
miscellaneous : f t<ept õn the farm )xexpenses \during the year /

on the farm during the year as

The number of hours of labor required are calculated

and reported on a monthly basis. This helps the user of
the model to estimate the amount of labor which must be

allocated or hired in each month of the year for the cor¡7-

calf enterprise being simulated.

The number of hours required in each month is
arrived at by accumulaLing the number of hours of labor

needed in each month for fence repair; maintenance of

buildings, machinery, and equipment; administering health

care; supervising the herd; feeding the cattle; and removing

manure and bedding.

Labor required for fence repair is calculated

separately because it is usually a major task in a cow-calf

9. Labor

Lz ho. of cows kept on the)
i:r- \ratrn in month, )

L2

To

ated

lmi
/;;
\Þ"

Then the total

as follows:

scellaneous ex-
nses per cow
T yeaT
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opeïation. The total perimeter length of fences (in miles)

is obtained from (Question lþ7a Part I). The age is assumed

to have no effect on the repair time required per mile of

fence. (question lþZa Part II) indicates the number of man-

hours required to repair one mile of fence and the month in

which the fences are repaired. Therefore the total labor

required for fence repair in the month indicated is simply

the toLal lengih of fence (in miles) multiplied by the time

required to repair one mile of fence.

Labor required for maintenance and repair of

buildings, machinery, and equipment is included in the labor

required for feeding and in the labor required for bedding

and manure removal which are discussed below. The reason

for this is that most buildings, machinery, and equipment

in a coT,v-calf enterprise are used and maintained during the

feeding or the bedding and manure removal Process.

Labor required to administer health care in each

month is composed of labor required for dehornings, cas-

trations, vitamin treatments, and vaccinations. The time

required for one dehorning is found in (Question lf2b Patt

II). The number of dehornings is given as a percentage of

calves born alive in (Qugstion lþ2b Part II) and the month

that the dehornings are done is also given in (QueslLon lt'Zb

ParË II). The total time required for dehornings in the

month specified is simply the total number of dehornings

multiplied by the time required for one dehorning. The

total Ëime required for castrations in the month specified
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is calculated in exactly the same way as dehornings by

using the information given in (Question ltTc Part II). It
is assumed that only calves are dehorned or castrated in a

cow-calf enterprise, Labor required for one vaccination

or one vitamin treatment is given in (Question lþZd Part II).
The number of vitamin treatments by month is given in
(Question ltLL Part I). Then the total time by month for
vitamin treatments is simply the number of vitamin

treatments per month multiplied by the time required for
one vitamin treatment. Similarly, the number of vacci-

nations by month is given in (Question lfLZ Part I). Then

the total time by month for vaccinations is simply the

number of vaccinations given in each month multiplied by

the time required for one vaccination.

Labor required for supervising the herd is divided

into two parts--namély, checking the herd during the winter

and checking the herd while on pasture. The first part,
that is, labor requirecl to check the herd during the winter

is assumed to be included in the labor required for feeding

because the herd is usually supervised while being fed. The

second part, that is, labor required per month to check the

herd while on pasture is obtained from (Question lþ2e Part
II). (Question lfL}a Part I) indicates whether or not Ëhe

herd is sent to pasture during the summer months.

Labor required for feeding the cattle in each month

depends on two things: (a) the feeding system used, and

(b) whether the catEle are fed a ration (excluding pasture)
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during the sulnmer, (Question lt'9a Part I) indica

whether the feeding system is (f) hand feeding,

feeding, or (3) mechanized feeding, (Question /l

indicates which category of animals (if any) are

ration during the stuüner months. (Ques tion lþZf.

indicates the labor requirements for feeding one

each category of animals each month for each of

systems. For each category of animals which are

ration during the sunmer months, Ëhe feeding tim

months of June, July, August, S"ptember, and Oct

given a value of 0 by the simulation model. I,üiË

information, the simulation model calculates the

quired for feeding the animals for each month as

Labor time 5 llrro. of animals of \ lfeedr
required : r lf categoryr kept on \ " f quire
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where i represents the twelve months and j represents the

f ive animal categories: bulls, co\.vs, calves (O-0 mos. ) ,

heifers (Z-fA mos.), and heifers (over 18 mos.). The

number of animals by category kept on the farm in each

monEh have been calculaËed in Section III-1 of this appendix"

The labor required for removing manure and bedding

ín each month also depends on t\,ro Lhings: (a) the nìanure

and bedding removal system used, and (b) whether the cattle

are kept inside during the sunmer months " (Question /É9b

rh

for i : l, ..., L2.
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Part I) indicates whether the manure and bedding removal

system is (1) manual, or (2) mechanical. (Question /É10c

Part I) indicates which category of animals (if any) are

kept inside during the surnmer months. (Question lfZg Patt

II) indicates the volume (in cubic feet) of manure and

bedding produced by one animal of each category per day'

(Question lfZg Part rr) also indicates the time (in hours)

required to remove 100 cu. ft, of manure and bedding with

a manual system and the Ëime (in hours) required Ëo remove

r00 crl. ft, of manure and beclding '¿ith a mechanical system'

For each category of animals not kept inside during the

surnrner months, the amount of manure and bedding produced by

that category during the months of June, July, August,

September, and October is given a value of 0 by the simu-

lation model. I^Iith this information, the simulation model

calculates the labor required for manure and bedding removal

for each month as follows:

Labor time
required to
femOve fiìâfiUIê=
and bedding
in monthl

5
t
j:

lno

fË:

Ë

1
I

. of ani-

for i:1r. .cø, L2"

where i represents the

ls of cate-
ryi kept on
e t'arm and
pt inside
monthi /

100

fti^" required to remove\

- I 100 cu. ft. of manure I^ [ and bedding with the I
\specified system I

(auny amount \
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five animal categories: bul1s, cows, calves (O-O mos.),
heif.ers (l-t8 mos.) and heifers (over lB mos.). The number

of animals by category kept on the farm in each month have

been calculated in section rrr-1 of this appendix. The

constant 30 converts animal months to animal days.

By calculating the sum of the hours required in
each month for fence repair, administering health care,

checking the herd while on pasture, feeding the cattle, and

removing manure and bedding, the simulation model obtains
the total hours of labor required in each month.

By multiplying the total hours of labor by the wage

rate given in (Question /É8c Part II) the labor cost per
month is obtained. The total annual hours of labor required
is obtained by simply adding all the total monthly hours of
labor. similarLy, the total annual cost of labor is ob-

tained by adding all the total monthly labor costs.

10. Investment in Breedine Stock

one last cost must be included. An investment cost
for the breeding stock and the replacement stock is included.
No investment cost is required for calves since calves are

treated as a product of the enterprise. An investment cost
based on the monthly value of the breeding stock and re-
placement stock is calculated as follows:



Value of breeding
stock and replace--
ment stock in
monthl

lno. of bulls\
{:: :l:-Ii* / "\rn moncni t

lno, of cows\
+ | or the farm /

\in monthl I

30 f /':,o. of r+ x lf menr hei
j:7 ll gge i on

f\in nlonth

Investment in
breeding stock :
and replace-
ment stock

where i represents the twelve months of the year. The

number of replacement heifers by age, the number of bulls,
and the number of cows kept on the farm in each month have

been calculated in Section III-1 of this appendix. The

value of replacement heifers by age, the value of bulls,
and the value of coÌvs have been calculated in section rrr-3
of this appendix. The annual rate of interest on in-
vestment is obtained from (Question lf7 Part II)"

No depreciation cost is calculated for growing

animals or for mature animals. No depreciation cost is
calculated for growing animals because thêy are gaining

value as they grow, No depreciation cost is calculaEed for
mature animals because it is assumed that the per head

average value of the cows and bulls remain the same through-

out the year. some cows or bulls might be depreciating in
value because they are getEing older but sone young co\ds or

(value of\
fone buLLJ

frare of \ lt,
/interestl l-,
Ii:,H;"./ | i:'
\-1, /

(vaLue of)
x \one coÍñ /

eplace
fers'o
the fa
I
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I pfaceme
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bulls might be gaining value because they are increasing
weight or producing a higher calving percentage as they

get older, Also, young replacement stock which enEer the

cow herd increase the value of the herd whereas older

cattle decrease the value of the herd. Therefore, the

average value of the herd remains constant and no depreci-

ation cost is estimated. The cost of maintaining the

average value of the herd is reflected in the cost of

raising replacement stock minus the value of breeding stock

which ís culled.

This completes the calculations needed to generate

the physcial characteristics and the associated costs of

the inputs.
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VI. Outouts from the Simulation Model

The simulation model outputs the following infor-

mation about the farm plan being simulated: (f) monthly

cattle numbers sunrnary , (2) annual cattle numbers sunrnary,

(3) sunmary of physical and dollar records, (4) management

indicators, (5) labor requirements by month, and (6) an

annual cash flow. A description of each of these outputs

is given below. Appendix E gives three examples of each of

these outputs, one for each of Ëhe three illustrative farm

plans. A printout of the inputs is also given to check for

any input data errors.

1. Monthlv Cattle Numbers Summary

The first output from the model is a table of

monthly cattle numbers generated by the simulation model,

This table includes the beginning in',¡entory, births, pur-

chases, sales, deaths, and ending inventory for each cate-

gory of animals for each month. This indicates the size of

the colv-calf operation during each month of the year and

the transactions that occurred during each month of the

203

year.

2.

The second output from the model is a sumrnary table

of cattle numbers for the whole year. The table includes:

the beginning inventory; the total nrnber of births, pur-

chases, sales, and deaths for the whole year; and the

ending inventory. This gives an idea of the síze of the

Annual Cattle Numbers Summarv



cow-calf operation and indicates the total number of

transactions v¡hich occurred during the year.

3. Summary of Physical and Dollar R".otd29

The third output contains the most detailed and

complete results of the farm operation. It itemizes each

cost component and each return component both in physical

and in dollar terms, The cost components given are:

(1) repairs , (2) feed, (3) bedding, G) health care, (5)

artificial insemination, (6) miscellaneous expenses, (7)

labor, (8) investment, (9) depreciation, and (f0) total

costs. The return components given are: (1) beginning

inventory, (2) sales, (3) purchases, (4) closing invenËory,

and (5) total gross returns.

The fourth output is a list of management indi-

cators. This list is broken down into (a) physical manage-

ment indicators, and (b) overall financial management indi-

cators "

The physical management indicators are (i) weaning

weight, (ii) percent calves born alive, (iii) percent calf

crop weaned, (iv) daily rate of gain of call'es, hêifers

204

Management Indicators

format of the outout for the cow-calf section of
stock simulation model used in the evaluation of
Development Program and described in Senkiw and
oD. cit.

29thi" third output has a format similar to the
the live-
the Farm

Pokrant,
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(ii) overall returns to labor and management and reËurns to

labor and management per hour of labor, (iii) overall

returns to investment and management and returns to in-

vestment and management expressed as a percent of total in-

vestments in the enterprise, and (iv) overall net returns

to management. An explanation of each of 'the above fi-

nancial.management indicators starting with the last one

follows.

Overall net returns to management is defined to be

the difference beLween total gross returns and all total

cost components. Total costs are computed as the sum of

all cost components required to operate the cow-calf

enterprise--investment, depreciation, and labor costs in-

cluded, Overall returns to investment and management is

defined to be gross returns minus all cost components except

investment costs. Returns to investment and management

expressed as a percent of total investments in the enter-

prise equals overall returns to investment and management

divided by current value of all investments in the enter-

prise multiplied by f00. Overall returns to labor and

management is defined to be gross returns minus all cost

components except labor costs. Returns Lo labor and manage-

ment expressed per hour of labor equals overall returns to

labor and management divided by hours of labor required for

the enterprise" Overall returns to labor, investmenË, and

management is defined to be gross returns minus all cost

components except labor and investment costs"



The fifth output from the model ís a table of total
labor hours required for each task of the cow-calf operation
in each month of the year, The number of hours required by

month is indicated for each of the following tasks: (i)
feeding, (ii¡ manure and bedding removal, (iii) health care,
(iv¡ fence repair, and (v) checking the herd while on

pasture. The total number of hours of labor required in
each month is also indicated.

5. Labor Requirements bv Month

The sixth output from the simulation model is an

annual cash flow of the co\,v-carf enterprise 
"1orr".30 The

annual cash flow consisËs of sales minus ttouL of pocketrt
costs (or expenses). The value of livestock sales has been

calculated in section v of this appendix. sales of capital
resources are obtained from the capital sale section shown

in Appendix A Part rrr. The costs or expenses have been

calculated in section rv of this appendix. The "out of
pocket" expenses which are included in the cash flow
statement are (1) repairs, (z) feed (i.e. taxes, rent, and

fertilizer on pasture, hay, grain, supplement, silage, salt,
minerals, and other feeds), (3) bedding, (4) health care

6. Annual Cash Flow

207

30It should be noted that
considers the covú-calf enterorise
other enterprises of the farin as
P. 53.

this simulation rnodel
in isolation from the

explained in Chapter III,
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treatments, (5) artificial insemination costs, (6) miscel-
laneous costs, and (7) cash purchases. The value of the

livestock purchases has been calculated in section v of
this appendix. Purchases of capital resources are obtained

from the capital purchase section shown in Appendix A

Part III.
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In this appendix the sources of the initial values

of the group two parameters utilLzed in the cow-calf simu-

lation model are provided. The sources listed below provide

either the numbers used or the figures from which the

nunbers used are obtained by indexing, adjusting, or aver-

aging procedures (that is, the raw data for calculation of

the numbers used). The numbers associated with each source

below coincide with the question numbers found in Appendix

A Part II where the initial values assumecl bv the model are

given.

lfL(a) essumes deaths can occur at any age or month of year
for growing animals and at any month of year for
mature animals with equal probabiliEy.

#1(b) Chosen,as reasonable month (i.e. just after breeding
season.r.

/É1(c)-#f (d) Taken from a suggested calendar list of
management practices f.or the cow-calf operator found
in: Manitoba Department of Agriculture, Beef Manual
(irlinnipee: Economis Branch. Manitoba Department of
Agricultùre, L97L), pp. 10f:38-L}L:42. -

DATA SOURCES FOR GROUP TI^IO PARAMETERS1

APPENDIX C

1

'Ladue has also listed the
the initialized model parameters in
op. cit., pp. 487-492,

sources of the values of
his model in Ladue,

2L0



2LL

/Éf (e) taken from the description of a tvpical ManiEoba
cow-calf operation foirnd in: Prih'ciples and

iî¿Manitoba, L974), p. 366.

ItL(f) Chosen. assuming all heifers remaining (i,e. not
culled) are bred at approximately f5 months of age
to calve as two vear olds, Thev enter the cow herd
three months aftêr they are breä.

iÉf(g) Representative of typical practices on a cow-calf
enterprise assuming one-half the calves weaned are
male and one-half are females.

lfZ(a) gstimated from own experience.

ll2(b)-lþ2(e) Labor requirements are estimated from own
experience, The timing of dehornings and cas-
trations are taken from a suggested calendar list
of management practices for the cow-calf operator
found in: Manitoba_Department of Agriculture, Beef
Manual (tlinnipeg: Econoinics Branchl Manitoba
ÐeþãTErnent of- A[ricul ture , L97L) , pp . 101: 38- L}Lz 42 .

lþ2(f) Derived from Roy N, Van Arsdal, 'rResource Require-
ments, Investment Costs, and Expected Returnstf from
Selected Beef-FeeOr"g 

""d B""f-R"i"iq_Enterprises,
;n-ent station,

Urbana ,'L965, Table-B-23, p. 24.

lþ2(g) Labor requirements are estimated from o\.^7n experience
and from discussion with colleagues. The table of
volume of manure and bedding produced is derived
from Principles and Practices of C-ommercial Farming
(Fourth edition, Iaiinnipeg: Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Manitoba, L974), Table L7.L, p. 569
(Canadian Code of Farm Buildings, L970, AssociaËed
C ne Code. National
Research Council of Canada, Ottawã).

Derived from Principles and Practices of Commerciallf3

tL t,

Farming (Fourth edition, I,riinnipeg: Faculty of
Agriculture, University of Manitoba, L974), pp.
366-367 ,

1f)

Estimated to be representative of feeding practices
on good cow-calf enterprises.

Derived from Manitoba Department of Agriculture,
Beef Manual (I,tlinnipeg: Economics Brañeh, Manitoba
Department of Agriculture, L97L), p, 101:51,



lf6

1rI

Estimated average figures.

Chosen as ty.pical values for
various investrnents 

"

/É8 (a ) All prices except for prices of culled animals are
taken from: Manitoba Department of Agriculture,
Manitoba_Agriculture, L975 Yearbook, printed by
R, S. Evans--Queensrs Printer for Province of
Manitoba, L975, p, 28. Price per hundredweight of
culled heifers is assumed to be l0 percent less than
the price per hundredweight of heifèrs over 550
pounds" Similarly, price per hundredweight of
culled bulls is assumed to be l0 percent less than
the price per hundredweight of bu1ls. Price of
culled cows is assumed to be the price of D4 cows,
Price of other co\^7s is assumed to be Ëhe orice of
D3 co\^7s. '

Manitoba Department of Agriculture, Farm Data Hand-
book (l^linnipeg: Economics Branch, M@
ment of Agriculture, L972), p. II-8.
Manitoba Department of Agriculture, Manitoba Agri-
culture, L974 Yearbook and L975 Yearbook, printed by
R. S, Evans--Queenrs Printer for Province of Mani-
toba, L974 and L975 respectively, p, 4L.

Derived from Manitoba Department of Agriculture,
l4anitoba Agriculture, L975 Yearbook, printed by
R" S, Evans--Queenrs Printer for Province of Mani-
toba, L975, pp. 50-54, 60, 70, 72, and Manitoba
Department of Agriculture, Farm Data Handbook
(i,trinnipeg: Economics Br..,"@"rrt
of Agriculture , L972) , p. TV-LZ. Tame hay is
assumed to contain 5l percent TDN and T5,2 percent
protein (as fed). Native hay is assumed to contain
50 percent TDN and 7,8 percent protein (as fed).
Grain is composed of one half oats, one fourth
barley, and one fourth wheat by weight. Silage is
composed of corn silage,

The L973 figure was estimated in consultation with
Dr. C. H. McNaughton of the Agricultural Services
Complex, Manitoba Department of Agriculture. The
L974 and 1975 figures are updated according to the
artificial insemination price indexes obtained from
Statistics Canada, Farm Input Price Index, Catalogue
Number 62-004, flTS (Orr"*",-
Queenrs Printer for Canacia, L975 and L976), p. 7,

#8 (b)

/É8 ( c)

rates of return on

/É8 (d)

2L2

/É8 (e)



/ÉB(f) Derived
Mani toba

/É8 (e)

R. S. Evans--Queents Printer for Provi-nce of Mani-
toba, L975, p. 70.

The L972 figures are derived from Manitoba Depart-
ment of Agrlculture, Farm Data Handbook (l^iinnipeg:
Economics Branch, Manitoba Department of Agriculture,
L972), The L973, L974, and L975 figures for fences,
pens, corrals, and working chutes are updated ac-
cording to the fence construction and repairs price
index. The L973, T974, and L975 figures for all
the buildings are updated according to the building
replacement price index. The indexes were obtained

from Manitoba
Agriculture,

2L3

Department of Agriculture,
L975 Yearbook, printed by

lÉ8(h)-lÉ8(i) The L974 f igures were estimated with infor-
mation obtained from Gardo Products Limited.
tlinnipeg, The L973 a álcu-
lated by adjusting the L974 figure according to the
manufacturers of pharmaceuticals and medicines
prices index obtained from Statistics Canada,
Prices and Price f@g".", Catalogue Number 62-002,

Ottawa: Queents Printer
for Canada, L975), p. 38"

from Scatistics Canada. Farm I
Catalosue Number 62-004. T975
(Ottawã: Queents Printár for
p. 4.

#8(j) The L972 figure is estimated or calculated from the
miscellaneoùs expenses figures found in: (i) Mani-
toba Department of Agriculture, Farm Data Handbook
(Winnipeg: Economics Branch, Manitoba Department of
Agricuitüre, L972), pp. TV-28--tV-39, and^ (ii)
Manitoba Department of Agriculture, Beef Manual
(Winnipeg: Economics Branch, Manitoba Department of
Agricuitúre, L97L),p. 101:54. ffre L973, i974, and
L975 figures were updated accordíng to the total
farm inþuts price iirdex for VJesterã Canada (1961:100)
obtained from Manitoba Department of Agriculture,
Manitoba Agriculture, L975 Yearbook, piinted by
R. S. Evans--Queenrs Printer for Province of Mani-
toba, L975, p. 1O3.

and L976 Quarterlies
ut Price Index,

Canada, L975 and L976),

/É8(k)-#S(1) The value of improved land per acre for each
crop district was obtained using the following
equaËion:



Value of improved
rano rn a croP :
di s tri ct

where the value of land in a crop.districË is the
value of farm land including buildings per acre in
a crop district obtained from Manitoba Department
of Agriculture, Manitoba Agriculture, L975 yearbook,
printed by R. S. Evans--eueenrs Printer for province

'of Manitoba, L975, p, 40, and, the total number of
acres, the number of improved and unimproved acres
in a grop district, and the new breaking per crop
district per year are obtained from }4anit-oba
Department of Agriculture, Manitoba Agriculture,
L973, L974, gnd L975 Yearbooks, printed by R. S.
Evans--Queenrs Printer for Proiihce of Mai-ritoba,
L973, L974, and L975 respectively, pp. 38-39. Ás
the number of lmproved and unimprovèi1 acres change
within a crop_ district due to additional breakin[,
the number of improved and unimproved acres \,vere
adjusted in each- year accordingiy. The value of
unÍ-mproved land was assumed to be worth l/3 of the
improved land in each crop districtô

/É8(m)-/É8(n) calculated from figures found in Maniroba
Department of Agriculture, Manitoba Agriculture,
L973, L974, and L975 yearbooks. printèd by R. S.
Evans--Queents Printer for proúiirce of Mairitoba,
L973, L974, and L975 respectively, pp. 38-39 aná
from the provincial operãting tai<-fiþures supplied
Þy M. Daciw, Agricultural Stãtisticiãn, planhing
Secretariat, Manitoba Department of AgiiculËure,
!,Iinnipeg.

lþ9 Derived from Manitoba Department of Agricurture,
Farm Data Handbook (winnipeg: Economlcs Branch,
y@t of Agriãulrure, L97z), p. rv-Lz"
[_r. q. Morrison, Feeds añd Feedii (22nd'å¿iiio¡,
New York: Ithaôa@ing Comp""V)J ]

Value of
distri ct
of acres

Number of improved acres in
a crop district x l/3 (number
of unimproved. acres in a
crop district)

land in a crop
x total number
in a crop district

2L4
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This appendix serves two purposes" First, it shows

how to fill out the input forms required for the simulation

model, Secondly, it describes in detail the three alter-

native illustrative cow-calf farm plans being made in 1973

for the L974 operation which were presented in Chapter IV.

Three sample inputs are filled out in this appendix.

These sample inputs serve as examples to show how to fill

out the input forms of the simulation model, They also

describe the three alternative farm plans presented in

Chapter IV since the firsL sample input is the input re-

quired by the simulation model to describe plan /É1, the

second sample input is for pLan lÊ2, and the third sample

input is for plan /É3. The input forms are straightforward.

The information given on these forms cornbined with the ad-

justed values given to the group two parameters describe

the three farm plans to be simulated.

The input format is divided into Ëwo parts. Part A

consists of the required inputs for the simulaËion model.

Part B consists of the changes made to the initial values

assigned to the group two parameLers given in Appendix A,

Part II (including any changes made to the buying or selling

pattern). The information given on these forms is ready to

2L6

SA},IPLE INPUTS TO THE SIMULATION MODEL

APPENDIX D
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be keypunched and attached to the computerí-zed simulation

model. The card numbers are indicated and underlined on

the forms and the column numbers are given in brackets below

the spaces provided on the forms for the pieces of infor-

mation.

Appendix E will indicate the forecasts of the three

illustrative farm plans submiLted.

The three sample inputs are given in the following

pages. Part A and Part B of Ëhe input forms are given for

each sample input.



INPUT FORM FOR THE COW-CALF SIMULATION MODEL

Sample Input /É1

(Inputs for ptan iÉt)

218



PART A-- Required Input Data (Group one

Card 1

l. General

a) Name

b) Crop

Information

2.

HJ¡pothetical Farm
( r-2s)

District 04

Output Header Information

.a) No. of alternative plans

03 of which this is
Aî-T'T
3rd, or other).

2L9
data) ror*1

b) Other identifying information to be printed:

Card 2

Plan /Él--No chan&e in cow-calf operation
(32-80)

(26-27)

3. Year of Operation

The operation of calendar year

simulated.

to be simulated is

the 0l (lst , 2nd,
130--3Ð-

Year of Prices and Costs

Prices and costs from vear 19 73

5. Livestock Numbers Information

a) Beginning Inventory (Number on Jan. lst by cate-

gory)

No. of bulls 004
(s-7)

No, of cows 100

lthi, form should be filled
be simulated"

f9 74 is being
@

are to be used"

(8-r0)

for each farm plan to
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No, of calves by age (months)

6

No. of replacement heifers by age (months)

5

0

)
2-
31

4

rãtr;)['!;X;ffti)(
0

3

L4

2

0

0

l3

I

22

-ïtl-,1 ('äil fiÐ (3Ð t;;

0

0

0

0

L2

0
'¿'¿-

24

2L

('?i) (

0

0

l-'
-LJ

ll

U

Age

';i)

20

Nu-mber

30

0

10

0

(-?ù

lð

r9

0

29

0

f

9

'1;) ti;)
0

0

(];) ('3;) ('å;) ffi) ['1;) ('?;) (i;)

8

t8

28

0

1

2L

U

0

2-\135.
:¿J\:z

L7

27

0

Age

0

Number

7-9

0

r6

¿ô

0
4-6

0

15

25

0

Card 3

0

( r-:

¿+

Age

Nrrmber

0

23

0

Age

Number



Category of
Livesto ck

b) Natural Occurrence'Expected

Bulls

Cows

Number Born
AI ive

Calves (0-6 mos.)

Replacement
Heifers

Number of
Deaths

Card 4

6. Buildings Used for the Cow-Calf Enterprise

a) Sheds or Barns

(+s-sr)

4

90

0

No. of Culls
( sold )

22L

Size ("q. ft")

(ss-sz)

6

(64-66)

I

\52-54)

L2

0

4820
(r-s)

67 -69

(e-r3)

(L7 -2L)

Age
2

(2s-2e)

'oru refers to
3P,rt a trltt if

trftt if building is not

70-72

(::

l0
(6-7 )

-37

(r4-r5)

I^Iired and"
fnsulated-

(22-23)

(30-3r)

I
(8)

the age at the beginning of the year"
building is wired and insulated and a
wired or not insulated.

38- 39

(r6)

(24)

(32¡

4



Size (tons)

b) Hay Storage Facilities

(4L- 45)

l48-52 )

Age

Card 5

ss-59 ) (60-61

(46-47)

Size (Uu. ¡

(s3-s4)

c) Grain Storage Facilities

16 00
(r-5)

800

222

(9-r3)

Age

SLze (tons)

10
(6-7 )

10

d) Silos

(I4-I5J

Type 
"od"4

\25-'¿9 )

(33-37)

2
(8)

2
( 16)

Age

4cod"" are l--wood ; }--steel,

5cod"" are 1--bunker, 2--concrete, 3--sealed,

(30-3r)

(38-3e)

Twe code

(32)

5

(40)



Card 6

7. Fences, Pens, Corrals, and introrking Chutes Used for
the Cow-Calf Enterprise

a) Fences

Perimeter
length (mi. )

3.6
(r-6)

\9 -L4)

Age

7 -22) (23-24

10
(7-8)

Perimeter
length (fc. )

(r5-16)

b) Pens, Corrals, and \nlorking Chutes

223

400
\¿)- J¿ )

\J>-4¿ )

Age

r0
\J5- J4 )

\4J- 44 )



8. Machinery and Equipment

Des crip ti on6

Card 7

Card 8

Card 9

Manure
Spreader

Card 10

Aop

1y"ãi" )

Tractor

Card 11

Pick-up trucl

Card L2

Front- end
Loader

Life
(years )

Card 13

Feeding
eauioment

Card L4

01

Loaclínø ehul-e

iard t5

Cr¡ i n a1lcêT

10

Present
Rep 1a ce-
ment -j
Value'($)

Card 16

10

20

10

20

224

Card L7

10

Portion
Used in
the Cow-
Calf En-
terprise
( rräcrion)

2000.00

20

s000 " 00

0

20

(1-20) (2r-22) (23-24) Qs-32) (33-36)

o

10

2400.00

20

Systems (choose the most suitable number)

a) Feeding System: {L. Hand feeding \
| 2. Self feeding I

\3. Mechanized feeding/

r058.00

20

1.00

rs50.00

¿U

6D."cription of machinery or equipment should be
given using less than 20 letters.

TPt"sent Replacement Value refers to the current
cost of replacing the machine or piece of equipment with a
new machine or piece of equipment of the same size and t14pe.

.30

s0.00

500.00

,30

.50

1.00

10r)

30

2

r)



b) Manure and

10. Sunnner Activities (in¿icate with 1 for yes and
0 for no).

Category

Bedding Removal System:

/t" Manual I
I z. Mechanical/

Calves (0-6 mos.)

Heifers (7-18 mos.)

a) Sent to
pas ture
dlrrí no
summer

Heifers (over l8 mos')

22s

11.

b) Fed a
ration
during
sumrner

Vitamins ltniected or fed apart from those provided\
f in-the regular rati-ons given below in 

J
\q""stions''li'Ls and lþL6,

No" of treatments

(2)

c) Kept in-
s ide
during
stmmer

100
(18-20)

100

(24-',¿6)
2L

Month given

(:o- ¡z )

2

(2L-22)
11

8Vitamin codes:

(27 -28)
1t

Vitamin code

33- 34

2

(23)
2

1--vitamin A,D,E (for growing ani-
mals ) .

2--vitamín A,D,E (for mature animals),
3--user defined vitamin,

(2e)
I
35



L2. Vaccinations

No. of vaccinations

90
(36-38)

2L
(42-44)
2L
(48-s0)

Month given

(s4-s6)

f3" Artifical fnsemination

No. of cows bred with A.I. O-G6-68t-
Card 18

5

(3e-40)

10

60-62

(+s-+o)
10

Vaccination 
"odu9

(st-sz)

226

L4" Pasturing Practices

a) Pasture Resources Available for the Cow-Calf
Enterprise

(s7-s8)

( 41)
2

2

No. of acres

63-64

(47 )

3

(s3)

264
( r-4)

(se)

( 7-10)

(r3-16)

5

Imoroved- - I
Unimoroved- -2

1

9Vaccination Codes: 1--IBR; 2--Blackleg;
3--Malignant Edema; 4-- 3-way;
5--user defined vaccination.

1
(s)

( r1)

Owned- - 1
Rented- -2

(L7)

(6)
1

\LZ¡

(18)



codelo

b) FertiLLzer Applied on Pasture Grazed
Cow-Calf Herd

(25)

(JJ/

Total No. of tons

(4r)

\4e )

\26-3',¿ )

\34-40 )

227

by the

(42-48)

(50-s6 )

l0Fertil izer Codes: 1. 11-55-0
2 " 11-48-0
3. 34-0-0
4. 46-0-0s. 24-0-0
6" User defined fertil izer.



Cards L9-26

15. Inlinter Rations (in pound per day)

CARD Feed

L9

Bulls

20

Tame
Hay

Lac-
tating
Cows

2t

Native
Hay

22

uc5-
ts^ tsr'n æLdLrlrË

Cows

Grain

20

23

Supple-
ment

T'lrr¡"-J
Cows

¿L+

23

Silage

Calves
(o- o
mos. )

-

U ser
Defined
feed íþL

25

228

18

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(z-re
mos. )

5

User
Defined
feed lfz

26

18

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(over
r8
mos. )

Salt
and
Miner-
als t1
Code- -

L2

{+

4

(r-s) (6-r0) (1r-r5)

115"1t and Minerals Code:

4 4

fs;) få;)

4 4

1--No salt,
2--Salt, no
3- -Minerals ,
4--Salt and

(26-3o) (31-3s)

no minerals
minerals
no salt

minerals.



Cards 27-34

16. Summer Rations (in pound per day) Excluding Pasture

Lac-
tatin
Cows

Ges-
tating
Cows

Grain

Supple-
ment

Silage

U ser
Defined

ll-ICCO lFL

229

User
Defined
feed lþ2

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(z-ra
mos. )

Salt and
Mine¡gl s
Coderz

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(over

18

l-5

12S"1t and Minerals Code:

6-ro) (r1-rs)
'å;) f å;)

1--No salt,
2--Salt, no
3- -Mineral s ,
4--Salt and

(26-30) (31-3s)

no minerals
mineral s
no salt

minerals "



Card 35

L7. E>lpected Rates of Gain (in lbs, per day)

a) Average rate of gain e>cpected for heifers
(z-re mos.) r.so

( 1_4)
b) Average rate of gain e>Pected for heifers

(over l8 mos ' )
(s-s)

18, Bedding Used

Straw (Yes : 1; No : 0)

User defined (Yes = 1; No : 0)

230

(e)

(10)



23L
PART B-- Form for Making Changes to Group II Data

Card 36

/o /t /t /o q / / z ,

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 f0 (-columnnumber

Note: Labor required for fence repair is 3.0 hours per
mile.

Card 37

L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 þcolumnnumber

Note:Non-creep fed calves gain 1"80 pounds per daJ¡.

Card 38

/o / t /s /o /s /

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1-columnnumber

Note: A loading chute costing $50.00 is purchased.

/it+/s /^ /" lo

/t/"/B/ol

L23456

Card 40

Note: Cost of srain is 4"6 cents per pound.

12
Note:

Card 4L

l2
Note:

7 I I 10 ¡column number

(add more pages if required)

10 ç-column number

10 ¡column number



INPUT FORM FOR THE COI^I-CALF SIMULATION MODEL

Sample Inpur /É2

(Inputs for pLan lfZ)

232



PART A-- Required I

Card I

1. General

a) Name

b) Crop

Information

ut Data (Group

2.

Hypothetical Farm

Output Header Information

a) No. of alternative Plans

( 1-2s)
District 04

03ot:zql
3rd, or other).

233

data) ror*1

b) Other identifying information to be printed:

Plan /É2--tlo replacement stock; increase cows by

Card 2

of which this is

(26-27)

? Year of Operation

The operation of calendar Year

s imulated .

to be simulated is

the 02 (lst , Znd,
ft-õ--3Ð-

Year of Prices and Costs

Prices and costs from year 19

Livestock Numbers Information

a) Beginning Inventory (Number on Jan. 1st by cate-

gory)

No. of bulls 004
(5-7 )

No, of cows 100

lthis form should
be simulated.

L9 74 is being
TLã

73 are to be used.
(3-4)

(8-ro)

be filled for each farm plan to
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No. of calves by age (months)

6

No. of replacement heifers by age (months)

5

)

0

31

0

(i;Xe;X;ilft;

3

0

L4

2

0

0

3õ) fll (-i;) (-iù f3Ð t;;)

t3

0

I

22

0

0

0

L2

0
22:

24

I -\fl 4-
r:/\ ra

2L

r?il (

0

0

tl

Age

0

'?l)

Number

20

30

n

l0

0

'i;)

0

(Ð fh) ('å¡) fr;) ['1;) fb) (i;) (îã)

L9

29

0

9

U

8

t5

0

l8

0

28

-

¿L

0
ro -\tzl

3àf3t

0

L7

27

0

Age

U

Number

0

r6

26

0
:) (4-6

0

15

25

0

0

Card 3

2/,

l-

Age

Nrrmber

0

¿J

0

Age

Number



Category of
Live sto ck

b) Natural Occurrence'Expected

Bul 1s

Cows

Number Born
Al ive

Calves (O-6 mos. )

Replacement
He ifers

Number of
Deaths

Card 4

6.

(+9-5r)

4

99

No. of Culls
( sold )

Buildings Used for the Cow-Ca1f Enterprise

a) Sheds or Barns

0

235

Size (sq. ft. )

/e= --\\))-) / /

7

(64-66)

0

0
(s2-54)

L2

4820
(r-5)

(67 -6e

(e -13 )

(L7 -2L)

Age
2

(2s-2e)

0

'or" refers to
3Pr'rc t ttlrt if

"Ztt if building is not

10

70-72

(6-7)

33-37

(r4-rs)

lnlired and"
fnsulated-

(22-23)

(30-3r)

1
(8)

the age at the beginning of the year.
building is wired and insulated and a
wired or not insulated.

38- 39

(r6)

(24)

(zz¡

40



Size (tons)

b) Hay Storage Facilities

(4L-4s)

148-51¿ )

Age

Card 5

55-59 ) ( 60-61

(46-47)

Size (Ur.t. ¡

(53-s4)

c) Grain Storage Facilities

1600
(r-5)

800
(9-r3)

236

Age

Size (tons)

l0
\6-7 )

10

d) Silos

(14-ls)

Type 
"od"4

(zs-2e )

2

(33-37)

(8)
2

(r6)

Age

4cod"" are 1--wood . 2--steel.

'Codes are l--bunker, 2--concrete, 3--sealed"

(30-3r)

(38-3e)

Type code

(32¡

5

(40 )



Card 6

7 " Fences, Pens, Corrals, and l^Iorking Chutes Used for
the Cow-Calf Enterprise

a) Fences

Perimeter
l ength (mi . ¡

3.6
(r-6)

\9 -L4)

Age

10

-22 ) (23-24

(7-8)

Perimeter
length (ft. )

( rs- 16)

b) Pens, Corrals, and Working Chutes

237

400
\¿5- 3¿ )

\J)-4¿ )

Age

10
( JJ- J4l

\4J- 4¿r )



8" Machinery and Equipment

Des crip tion

Card 7

Card 8

Manure
Spreader

Card 9

Card 10

Age
(yeãrs )

Tractor

Card 1l

Pick-uo Truck

Card Lz

Front-end-[,o¡r]er

Life
(years )

Card 13

Feeding
Ecuioment

Card L4

Loading
Chrrl- a

01

Card 15

t0

Present
Replace-
ment -7

Value'($)

Crni n Alroor

Card T6

10

20

10

238

20

Card L7

10

Portion
Used in
the Cow-
Calf En-
terprise
( rrãction)

20

2000.00

0

20

s000.00

(r-zo7 QL-22) (23-24) Qs-32) (33-36)

10

o

2400.00

20

Systems (choose the most suitable number)

a) Feeding System t /1. Hand feeding \
| 2. Self feeding I

\3. Mechanized feeding/

20

1058.00

20

1.00

1550.00

6D."cription of machinery or equipment should be
given using less than 20 letters.

TPtururrt Reolacement Va1ue refers to the current
cost of replacing the machine or piece of equipment with a
nelv machine or piece of equipment of the same sLze and t14pe.

.30

s0"00

.30

500. 00

.50

I .00

.00

.30

?
I



b) Manure and

(2)

10. Sunrmer Activities (in¿icate with I for yes and
0 for no).

Category

Bedding Removal System:

/t. Manual I
\ 2. l"fechanical/

Bulls

Calves (O-0 mos.)

Heifers (Z-fA mos.)

a) Sent to
pasture
drrri no
sulnmer

Heifers (over lB mos.)

11"

239

b) Fed a
ration
rlrlrí ns-*- -^^ö
suntrner

Vitaminr/i.,¡ected or fed apart from those provided\
I in-the regular rations given below in 

J
\Questions lfL5 and /É16.

No. of treatments

110

c) Kept in-
s ide
during
SUITìMCT

(1s-20)

110
(24-26)

Month given

(¡o ¿

2

(2L-22)

11

a
"Vitamin codes:

(27 -28)

Vitamin code

33- 34

2

8

(23)
2

l--vitamin A, D, E
mals ) ,2--v|tamin A,D,E

3--user defined

(2e)

35

(for growing ani-
(for mature animals),

vi tamin "



L2" Vaccinations

No. of vaccinations

99
(36-38)

(42-44)

(48-s0)

Month given

(s4-s6)

5
(3e-40)

60-62

13. Artifical Insemination

No. of cows bred with A.I. 0

Card 18

(4s-46)

o
Vaccination code'

(sr-sz )

240

L4. Pasturing Practices

a) Pasture Resources Available for the Cow-Calf
Enterprise

(s7-s8)

2
(41)

No. of acres

63-64

(47 )

(s3)

264
\L-4 )

(se )

(7-r0)

( r:-ro )

(66-68)

Imoroved- - I
Unimoroved- -2

9vaccination Codes: 1--IBR; 2--Blackleg;
3--Malignant Edema1' 4-- 3-waY;
5--user defined vaccination"

1
(5)

( 1r)

Owned- - I
Rented- -2

(r7)

I

(L2)

(1s)



24L

b) FertiLLzer Applied on Pasture Grazed by the
Cow-Calf Herd

Codelo Total No. of tons

42-48)

l0Fertil Lzer Codes: t. 11-55-0
2 " 11-48-0
3. 34-0-0
4 " 46-0-0s. 24-0-0
6 " User defined fertil Lzer "



Cards L9-26

15. Inlinter Rations (in pound per day)

CARD Feed

19

Bulls

20

Tame
Hay

Lac-
tating
Cows

2L

Native
Hay

Ges-
tating
Cows

22

Grain

20

23

Supple-
ment

Dry
Cows

24

23

Silage

Calvesl Re-
(O-0 . I place-
mos. ) | ment

I Heifers
I (z-ra

I I mos.)

4

U ser
Defined

tr -Ieed ?rr

L)

t8

242

5

User
Defined
feed lfz

26

r8

Re-
p lace-
ment
Heifers
(over
l8
mos. )

Salt
and
Miner-
als 1t
Code- -

L2

4

4

(r-s) (o-ro) (r1-rs)

115"1t and Minerals Code:

4 4 4

('h) ('å;)

4

l--No salt,
2-'Salt, no
3- -Minerals ,
4--Salt and

4

(26-30) (3r-3s)

no minerals
minerals
no salt

minerals.



Cards 27-34

16. Summer Rations (in pound per day) Excluding Pasture

Bulls

30 I Supple-
I ment

Ges-
tating
Cows

Grain

Silage

Calves
(o- o
mos. )

U ser
Defined

It-ïeed lfl

243

U ser
Defined
feed lfz

Re-
p lace-
ment
Heifers
(z-rs
mos, )

Salt and
Mine¡41 s
Coder¿

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(over

18

t-5

12S"lt and Minerals Code:

(6-10) rr-rs) ('å') lzt-
\2s

1--No salt,
2--Salt, no
3- -l'{ineral s ,
4--SaIt and

(26-30) (3r-3s)

no minerals
mineral s
no salt

minerals "



Card 35

L7. Etqpected Rates of Gain (in lbs.

a) Average rate of gain exPecte
(Z-rA mos,) r qn

b) Average rate of' (over-l8 mos. )

18. Bedding Used

Straw (Yes : l; No : 0)

User defined (Yes = 1; No : 0)

gain exPected

per day)

for heifers

for heifers

(s-8)

244

1-rÐ-



PAI{T B-- Foïm for Making ch_anges to Group II Data

Card 36

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 (-column number

NoteLabor required for fence repair is 3.0 hours per
mTTã.

Card 37

Â/t

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 f0 ficolumnnumber

Note: Non-creep fed calves gain 1.80 pounds per daJ¡,

Card 38

/o/a/

/o/./z/o/s/ /t/. 1a/o/

/o ^ /o t/z/ /o tlol
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ¡columnnumber

/z/"f-eJ

Card-39^ t,¡ t t I t t I I t ,
t't ., t /ol +/tl al ol t lo I

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 ç-columnnumber

Note.Purchases 16_ eiElhteen month old replacement heifers
on October 31 . L97 4.

Card 40

Note: Purchases 10 D3-cows on Jan, 31, L974.

245

lp/ s lo lt' +l o lg lol zl t t
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ç-columnnumber

Card 4L

Note: Sells the 2L replacement heifers on Jan. 31, T974,

þ t t/o/s/ / / / /o /
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 ¡columnnumber

Note: No heifer calves are kept for replacement stock.

( continued)

(add more pages if required)
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PART B-- Form for Making Changes to Group II Data

Card 42

/o/
I

Note:

Card 43

1/t/o/o/ / / /' o/
2

All

/o/ o/t/

34
heifer

L2
Note: A

Card 44

)o

calves

/o t/z g/t/ /o +/a

34
loadin

123456789104-column

/

7 B 9 l0 (-column number

Note: Cost of grain

are sold at weaning'

5

chute

/o/n/.1a-l-rJ
67
cos tin

12
Note:

Card 46

8910

$50.00 is

12
Note:

Card 47

4.6 cents per pound.

þ column number

urchased

l2
Note:

(add more pages if required)

number

çcolumn number

10 ç-column number

ç-column number



INPUT FORM FOR THE COT{-CALF SIMULATION MODEL

Sample Input lÉ'3

(Inputs for plan /É3)

247



PART A-- Required InPut Data

Card 1

1" General

a) Name

b) Crop

Information

2.

Hvpothetical Farm

Output Header Information

a) No. of alternative Plans co be

03 of which this is the

( r-2s)
District 04

(Group one data) ,ot*?a8

Tß:Ter
3rd, or other).

b) Other identifying information to be printed:

Plan /É3--Expand operation bv 50%.
(32-80)

Card 2

(26-27)

3. Year of Operation

The operation of calendar Year 19

simulated.

Year of Prices and Costs

Prices and costs from Year

simulated is

03 (lst , Znd,

5" Livestock Numbers Information

a) Beginning Inventory (Nrumber on

gory)

No. of bulls 004

lthis form should be filled
be simulated.

No. of cows

19 73

is being

are to be

(s-7 )
100

(8-10)

Jan. lst bY cate-

used.

for each farm Plan to
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No, of calves by age (months)

6

(months )

LJ

age

5

0

lzv:
\3r

4

0

.28

3

0

;l
No. of replacement heifers bY

L4

2

0

0-\
221

l3

0

22

I

fll fft) fi;) ËÐ t;;

0

7-
19

ft
\

0

0

0

0

L2

iã) f;i) (;4)

r-\/-I4-'
r:l\ ro

2L

)t
0

II

0

0

Age

20

t
Number

l0

0

0

(-?;) f;;) (-iù

t9

^

9

rì

3-
I5

I

l8

)

0
5l/38-'
:zl\ +o

TJ

7

ro -\tzl

2T

L7

{:\

0

3à

Age

0

(

(z;) f h) ('å;) fî) ['i;)

7-9

Number

IO

0

r-:) (4-6

l5

0

Card 3

Age

Number



Category of
Livesto ck

b) Natural Occurrence'Expected

Bul ls

Cows

Number Born
Al ive

Calves (O-0 mos.)

Replacement
Heifers

Number of
Deaths

Card 4

6 " Buildings Used for the Cow-Calf Enterprise

a ) Sheds or Barns

135

(4e-sr)

6

0

No. of Cul1s
( sold )

250

Size ("q. ft, )

/-- --\())-) / /

9

(64-66)

2

4820

(52-s4)

18

0

(1-s)
2385

(67 -69

(e-r3)

(tt -zt)

Age
2

(2s-2e)

')'Age refers
3Part 

" 
rrlrt

"ztt if building is

6

10

70-72

(6-7)
0

33-37

(r4-rs)

l^Iired and^
fnsulatedJ

(22-23)

I

(30-3r)

(8)

I

to the age

if building
not wired or

38- 39

(r6)

(24)

at the beginning of the year"
is wired and insulated and a
not insulated"

(32¡



Size (tons)

b) Hay Storage Facilities

(4L-45)

148-52 )

Age

Card 5

5s-59 ) (60

(46-47)

Size (Uu. ¡

(5 3-54)

\^c) Grain Storage Facilities

1600

I

(r-5)
800

(e-r3)
1 200

25L

Age

Size (tons)

10
\6-7 )

10

d) Silos

(14-rs)

0

t!Type code'

(2s-29 )

(33-37)

(8)

2

2

4 L-45

(16)

2

Ase

4cod"s are l--wood, 2--steel.
-Codes are 1--bunker, 2--concrete, 3--sealed"

(30-31)

(38-3e)

Twe code

(32)

5

(40)
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Card 6

7 " Fences, Pens, Corrals, and I'Iorking Chutes Used for
the Cow'Calf Enterprise

a) Fences

Perimeter
I ength (mi " )

3.6
(r-6)

1.8
le -L4 )

Age

-22) (23-24

t0
( 7-8)

10

Perimeter
length (ft. )

(rs-16)

b) Pens, Corrals, and hlorking Chutes

400

\¿)- J¿ )
200

\J)-4¿ )

Age

r0
\JJ-J4l

0

\4J- 44 )



8" Machinery and Equipment

6
Des cription

Card 7

Card 8

Card 9

Manure
Spreader

Card 10

Age
(yeãrs )

Tractor
? i ck-up
fruck

Card 11

Card Lz

Front-end
,¡aåcr

Life
(years )

Card 13

Feeding
Equipment

l'^ç^ | llvÕlu ÀT

Loadins chute

01

Card t5

Present
Replace-
ment 1
Value'($)

lrain atlp.er

l0

Card 16

leeding
I -. - i ^ - ^

10

I --r --

20

253

10

20

Card L7

Portion
Used in
the Cow-
Calf En-
terprise
( rrä ction)

10

2.000.00

20

0

(r-zo) (2L-22) (23-24) Qs-32) (33-36)

5000. 00

9 " Systems (choose the most suitable number)

a) Feeding Systemt lL. Hand feeding \
[2. Self feeding l_Z
\3. Mechanized ieeding I @

20

10

2400.00

20

o

20

1058.00

70

1.00

1550. 00

6D""cription of machinery or equipment should be
given using less than 20 letters.

TPresent Replacement Value refers to the current
cost of replacing the machine or piece of equipment with a
new machine or piece of equipment of the same sLze and t14pe.

)(\

.30

50.00

s00 - 00

.30

1 000 00

.50

1.00

1.00

30

-l nn



b) Manure and

(2)

10. summer Activities (ö"?å:t:31ît.n 1 for yes and

Category

Bedding Removal System:

I t. Manual I
\ 2 . Iule chani caL I

Bul1s

Calves (0-6 mos,)

Heifers (Z-rg mos.)

a) Sent to
pasture
rlr rri no
summer

Heifers (over 18 mos.)

11"

254

b) Fed a
ration
rlrrrí no
sunmer

Vitamins lfnlected or fed apart from those provided\
Í i.r thg reg,ular ra!,rons given below in I
\Questions /É15 and 1t't6,

No. of treatrnents

c) Kept in-
s ide
during
StlIT]lnCT

r50
( re-zo)
150
(24-',¿6)

32

Month given

(30-32)

2

(2L-22)

11

a
"Vitamin codes:

(27 -28)
11

Vitamin code

33-34

2

8

(23)
2

1--vitamin A, D, E
maIS,/ ,2--vLtamin A,D,E

3--user defined

(2e)

1

5

(for growing ani-
(for mature animals),

vi tamin.



L2. Vaccinations

No. of vaccinations

135
( 36=38)

32
(42-44)

32
( 48-s0 )

Month given

(s4-56)

(3e-40)

10

5

60-62

13. Artifical Insemination

No. of co\,rs bred with A.I. 0

(+s - +o)

10

Card 18

Vaccination 
"od"9

(sr-s2 )

L4" Pasturing Practices

a) Pasture Resources Available for the Cow-Calf
Enterori se

255

(s7-ss)

(4r)

2

No. of acres

?

63-64

(47 )

3
(s3)

264
(r-4)

133

(se )

(7-r0)

(r:-ro)

(66-68)

fmproved- - I
Unimproved- -2

9vaccination Codes: l--IBR ; 2--Blackleg;
3--Malignant Edema; 4-- 3-way;
5--user defined vaccination,

1
(5)
I
(1r)

Owned--1
Rented- -2

(r7)

(6)
2

I

(rÐ

(18)



2s6
b) FertiLlzer Applied on Pasture Grazed by the

Cow-Calf Herd

codelo

(2s)

(33)

Total No" of tons

(4r)

\4e )

(26-32)

(34- 40 )

(42-48)

(s0-s6)

lOFertil Lzer Codes: 1. Il-55-0
2 " 11-48-0
3" 34-0-0
4. 46-0-0
5. 24-O-O
6 . User def ined f ertil i-zer 

"



Cards L9-26

15, I¡linter Rations (in pound per day)

CARD Feed

L9

BuIls

') (\

Tame
Hay

Lac-
+^+-3*^Ld Ll-rrË
Cows

2!

Native
Hay

22

Ges-
tating
Cows

Grain

20

¿J

Supple-
ment

Dry
Cows

23

Silage

lalves
(o- 6
*os. )

4

U ser
Defined
feed /É1

25

257

1B

Re-
place-
ment
Heifers
(z-ra
mos. )

5

User
Defined
feed lfZ

26

18

Re-
place-
menf
Heifers
(over
t8
mos. )

Salt
and
Miner-
als 1t
Code- -

L2

4

(r-s) (6-10) (11-rs)

11s"1t and Minerals Code:

4 4 4

f åa) ('å;)

4

1--No salt,
2--Salt, no
3- -Minerals,
4--SaIt and

(26-30) (3r-3s)

no minerals
minerals
no salË

minerals "



Cards 27-34

16" Summer Rations (in pound per day) Excluding Pasture

T ^^LdL-

tating
Cows

Ges-
tating
Cows

Grain

Supple-
ment

Silage

Calves
(o- o
mos. )

U ser
Defined
feed /Ét

258

User
Defined
feed lt'Z

Re-
p lace-
ment
Heifers
(z-rs
mos. )

Salt and
Mineral s
CodeIZ

Re-
p lace-
ment
Heifers
(over
r8

1-5

12Srlt and Minerals Code:

6-ro) (ri-is) 
(r
6-\ [zt-2ol l|. 2s

1--No salt,
2--Salt, no
3- -Mineral s ,
4--Salt and

(26-30) (3r-3s)

no minerals
mineral s
no salt

minerals,



Card 35

L7. Expected Rates of Gain (in lbs. per day)

t) Average rate of gain e>.Pected for heifers
Q-18ïos,) 1.5-0

-GÐ-b) Average rate of gain e>(Pected for heifers
(over 18 mos. )

(s- 8)

18. Bedding Used

, 
Straw (Yes - 1; No : 0) 

tål

User defined (Yes = 1; No : 0) 0
(10)

259



PART B-- Form fot M.

Card 36

h /t/t/o a/ /z'. o

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (-columnnumber

Note: Labor required for fence repair is 3'0 hours per
mil e.

Card 37

/o /t / z / o / s /
L234567

Card 38

Note: Non-creeD fed calves sain 1,80 pounds per day.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4-columnnumber

Note: Purchases 50 D3-cows on Jan, 31, 1974.

Card39 , , / t | , I I t t

L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 çcolumnnumber
Note: Purchases 2 bulls on Jan' 31, 1974'

Card 40

/i/z/o t / /o ^/,

/t/./s/o/

260

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 f0 ç-columnnumber
Note: Purchases 1l- q¿ne month old replacement heifers on

Card 4L

8 9 I0 þcolumn number

/pl, loltl ol o l, lol rl tt

/o r/L L/7/ / /3 /.lol
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 f0 ¡columnnumber

Note: Labor required to check herd while on pasture is
3.0 hours per month.

( continued )

(add more pages if required)



Card42

/o/+/s/ /s /. o o./
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Fcolumnnumber

Form for Makins Changes to Group II Data

Card43

Note:A loadine chute costins $50.00 is--pgfç

/o +/z' /z /z o/"/o /o /
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 f0 þcolumnnumber

Card44

Note:A corral costing $220.00 is constructed.

t2
Note:

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4-columnnumber

12345

Card46

-t 
p t^ tr tr t^ tr tr t" l

26L

Note:A erain bin costing $408.00 is purchased"

12345

Card47

Note:A barn costine $9492,30 is constructed.

/o r/3 s/7/ /"/o/4/6 /
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 f0 ¡columnnumber

Note:Cost of grain is 4.6 cents Per pound'

678910ç-column

(add more pages if required)

6 7 8 9 10 ç-columnnumber

number
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This appendix also serves two purposes. First, it
displays the outputs which one obtains from the computer-
Lzed cow-calf simulation model. secondly, it provides Ëhe

simulated results of the three alternative plans submitted
for the illustrative cow-calf enterprise discussed in
Chapter IV.

Three sample outputs from the computer Lzed cow_

calf simulation model are given in this appendix. Each out-
put contains: (l) a monthly cattle numbers s.,,ffnary, (z)
an annual cattle numbers suïnmary, (3) a physical and dollar
record sunmary, (4) a list of management indicators, (5) ,
labor requirements by month table, and (6) an annual cash
flow.

SA¡,IPLE OUTPUTS FROM THE SIMUI,ATION MODEL

APPENDIX E

The first sampre output corresponds to the results
farm plan /É1, the second to farm pLan lfz, and the Ëhird
farm plan /É3. The three sample outputs are given one

one in the pages which follow.

of

to

by
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OUTPUT FROM THE COI^I-CALF SIMULATION MODEL

Sample Output tft

(output for Plan lÊ1)
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ctLvBs (0-6ñosl
RETP9RS (?-18ñoSl
nPTPPRS (oY9R18¡tOS)

FOLLS
cot¡ s
ctLvEs (0-6¡os)
RErP:RS(7-1811oS)
H¿fP'cs (ovgRlSttos)

BO LLS
cos s
cALvES (0-6tOSl
FETFPRS(7-lsltOs)
n9lIEss (ovtR18ÉOS)

BIILLS
coras
crLYes (0-6sos)
ngrPPBS (7-18Éos:
RETP9RS(OY98l8rlf)S)

B I' LLS
cnf s
ctLvEs l0-6505)
HEIPeRS (7-18ñOS)
F EI PER s íD YEl I SIOS)

BULLS
cocs
c¡LvEs (0-6losl
gRtP99S (?-181{OSl
SEfPPRS(OV3Rl8lns)

--;
100

o
2r

0

1t0
0
'0
o

ô
109

o
0
o

JÀflnÀRf
0
0
0
0
0

TEBRIIÀRY
0
0
0
0
0

!t ÀRcB

000r.r
l0 0 0 110
0000
0 21 0 0
0000

000t¡
0 0 1 109
0000
0000
0000

0000rt
0000109
00000
00000
00000

À¡LTãt E¡ÍEGoRY BEGINNING lIOÈN BOI¡GHî SOLD DIBD EATI

--- ¡PRIL
40

109 0
099
00
00

BI LLS
co95
cÀLvEs (0-6ltos)
HEIFERS (7-1 SIOS)
HE rF ERs' (0VBR t 8r,ro5l

--;
109
99

0
0

000
000
000
000
000

ÉÀY

BUI,LS l¡

col¿s ¡08
cÀr.vEs (0-6fros) 96
HEIgERS (7-t8nOS) 0
ItETPERS(OVRR18ll0Sl 0

0000
0001
0001
0000
0000

.-. JUNE
r¡

108
98

0
0

-;-
t08

91
0
0

J ULY
0
0
0
0
0

ÀUGI'ST
0
0
0
0
0

fII, LL S
colt s
cÀr.vBS (0-6nos)
flETPERS(7-18nOS¡
HETPERS{0VERlEÉOS)

0
109
99

0
0

r¡

108
98

0

q

108
97

0
U

0000
0000
0001
0000
0000

0
0
0
0

--- OCTOBBR
nulls 4 o
colrs 1)7 0
cÀLvES (0-6frosl 9t¡ 0
lrErPERS(7-18roS) 0 0
ilErPERs(OVBRlSrOSl 0 0

--- r{ovEnBEB
BULLs 4 o
r:oirs I 11 0
c^LvEs (0-6r1os) 0 0
ITETPERS(7-1BH0S) 0 0
HEIPERS(OVER18noSI 0 0

.-- DECEIBER
uulls l¡ 0
col{s tlo 0
cALvES (0-6sos) 0 0
rtBrrEls (7-1 Sflos) 0 0
Í|ETPERS(OVERlSrOSl 0 0

0
0
0
0
0

0
o
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

r07
95

0
0

o
0
1

0
0

SEPlEñBER---
0000
0000
0001
0000
0000

q

108
96

0
c

0q
1 t07
1 95
00
00

--; o o o
0 t2 0 ll1
0 92 2 0

¡6 0 0 0
0000

q

107
9t¡

0
0

--; 
o o q

0 0 1 tto
0000
0000
0000

--;ooq
0 0 0 110
0000
0000
0000

N)
!
\l



PLÀT FT'iBBR 2

2. '1974 ÀTFOÀL LIVSSTOCK IIUITBERS 1Â BLE

Àì¡IRÀL CÀTEGOBY BEGIIIIIII¡G BORII EOOGHT SOLD DIED END

BÛL LS
co9 s
cÀLYEs (0-6EOSt
H9fPE9S (7-lBr{Osr
RETFERS(OV91 IEEOS)

r¡

100
0

2l
0

00
0 10

990
016
00

0
12
92
21

0

04
c 110
?0
00
00

t\)
!
oo



I FPO?S

B0rLrrl IGs

-BÀRt¡ 0 |

.GFÀIH BTI'O I

-GR{IH BITC 2

, PLÀ6 EÛA8BF 2

3. 1974 SI'IIItÀRT OP PIITSICÀL ÀND DOLLÀR RECORD

PRTSICÂL EECORD

PE!¡CSS À[D CORRÀLS

-rEfeE g I

-CORRÀL O I

- NEPLÂCENENT VÀLUE
- CfINR ENT VÂf,U¿
- REDÀIB COSÎ

- REPLÀCBHENT VÀLUE
- CONN ENl YÀLUE
- RTPÀIR COST

. REPLÀCEIIENT VÀLOE
- CURR ENT VÀLIIE
. REPÀIR COST

TOTÀL REP¡IR COSÎ OP BI'ILDII¡GS

EÀCHITERY rsD EQTTIPÉEH1

-ñITOFE SPRE¡DER

-?RÀCIOR

(r97rsl

- 19183.60
- 959 1 .80

- 54 r¡. 00
- 272.OO

- 272-00
- t16.00

-Pfcx-nP l8ocñ

.?ROgl-EED LOIDER

101¡L REP¡ÍR COST OP PENCES ÀND CORRÀLS

R¿PLÀCEIIEì¡1 VÀLUE
CONRENl YÀLUB
REPÀIR COSl

REPLACEð EI,lT V ALIIE
cl,frR EllT vÀLuE
R EPÀ IR COSÎ

DOLLÀ8 BECORD

NEPLAC ENENT VÀLUE -
cûtìnElrT vÀLrrB
PORT TON USIiD
Rg?ÀtR cosl

REPLÀ38íENT VÀLUE -
CIIRREXl VÀLUE
PORlIOII USBD
REPÀIR COST

REPLÀCE¡.IEN1, VÀLNE -
CUf{R ENl VÀLUE
PORTION USED
REPÀI8 COSÎ

REPLÀCEIIEIIT VÀLI'8.

2792.98
1 39 6. rt0

3J5.7 I

9.52

q.76

qq0.00
220.00

2000.00
let0.00

1 .00

5000.00
2750.00

0.30

2000.00
1120.00

0.30

1058.00

c8.88

t-70

1c 9.9 9

35.00

¿6.23

| 2.60

56.58

( concfnued)

t\)
!
\o



-FEEDIIIG EOOIPEENl

.LOÀDItrG CHOTE

.GRâIE Àf'GER

- CORRBNT VÀLUE
- PONTION OSED
. NEPI\ I8 COST

- RFPLÀCBIlÈNT VÂLOE .
- CURRENT VÀLUB
- PONTION USED
- REPÀIR COST

. REPLÀCEIIEI{T VÀLT'E -
- CURNENT V¡LUE
. PORTICN USED
. REPÀIR COST

- REpLÀCErlEr¡1 VALTtE -
- CI'RR EHl VÀLT'E
- P()nTIOd USED
. RBPÀIR COST

?TTTL R¿PITA COSÎ OP IIÀCFI¡IERY AHD

- ÎÀXES -
. RENÎ

?ZED

.UIII'PPOYPD PASTI'EE

-rqPFovED PtsloFu

-PEFlI LIZPR

.STñ3ER IEED

58 I .90
0. 50

t550.00
85 2. 50

1" 00

50.00
50.00

1.00

500.00
27 5.00

0.30

EQUl PñEn?

.TI'IlER PEED

-s tL?s

- !II IIEPÀLS

B EDD IÍG

- ÎÀrES -
- RBTT

9.26

27.11

0. 8q

2.61

TIIE HÀf -
RÀ.|rVE [Ày -
GFÀIN -
SI'PPLSñENT -
SILAGE .
OSER DEFINED
OsPN DEPI¡IED

TÀi1E HÂY -
NATIVE HÀY -
GNÀIN .
SUPPLEIIENl .
SILÄGE -
I'SER DEPINED
NSEA DEFIHED

26C ¡Cn8S
O ACR ES

0.000 10rs

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

FEEDSl - O.O
fL¡iD92 - 0.0

rr¡¡8530.0
0.0

207t0.0
0.0
0.0

FEEDd1 . O.O
PESD¡z . O.O

Jr¡5r¡.0

6875.4

20q 300.0

0 ÀcREs
0 ÀcRss

TOÎAL COSÎ OP

x
x

f
x

0.r¡2- 0.00
5. l8¡ 0- 00

1.26= 332.6q
t6.1r¡. 0.00

= 0.00

0.015= 0.00
0.011-- 0.00
0.0¡¡6= 0.00
0.0tll= 0.00
0.006= 0.00
0.000: 0.00
0.000= .0.00

0.0 1 5= 6?2 7. 95
0.011= 0.00
0.0r¡6= 951.58
0.0r¡3= 0.00
0.006= 0.00
0.000= 0- 00
0.000' 0.00

0.027= 9 3.26

O.07 ?= t¡9 5. 0 3

0.008" 163{. r¡0

L85
LBS

LßS
L8S
LR5

LBS
LBS
LRS
Ln5
L8S
L ó>
LBS

LBS

LBS

F EED

s18À9 -

x
T
x
x
x
x
x

I
T

x
x
r
x
x

I t3.7 3

LBS X

9602. B5 
.

( continued )

N)
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TOlÀL

RZÀLîB CÀNE

-V ITÀú TX S

-v tcelÍ ÀT I0 [s

101¡L

ÀRTl n cIÀf. IrsE ü InÀ1IO!¡

BISCELLÀI{EOI'S TTPETSES

L ÀBOR

-P9PDII{G
-ñ¡IÌIOIìE ÀXD BEDDIIIG RPI!OVAL
- 220 1Í.ÎAAIil TREÀTItEI¡TS
- 99 VÀCCII^TIOilS
- 99 DEflOFIIIlTGS
- 50 cÀsTn tTIo¡s
.qPP'Tf R 3.6 ITILES OP PEICCE
-CHECK f TG NPRD OII PISTÍ'NE

?OTAL

DBPR9CI ITIOT

-BI'ILDIIIGS
-PS5C3S AilD CORRÀLS
-!rÀcHfÍ8RY ÀrD EQOIPñEr1

TÛ1[L

lf,vESl¡ 9Í1

-BUILDI!IGS
-PEICES ÀFD CORRILS
-¡lÀcrrllsFY AND E0uIPf{EilT
-P ÀSTOR ¿
-LIYBSlOCT

101tL

?oÎÀL CO5îS

. TSER DETIFED BEDDfIIG - O.O LBS

COSÎ OT FEDDII¡G

- t,D,E (GROHItfc A¡¡IBÀLS) - 01R:t\TltENlS
- À,0,E (nÀTUBS ÀNInÀL5) - 220 TF9ÀTn9NTS
- ÛSEN DRPINED - O TRI:ÀIIIBNTS

IBF - O TRTÀÎRENTS
BLÀCIiLEG - 99 IREÀT5ENTS
IIALIGNÀNt EDEIIÀ. O IREATI'BNTS
3-9ÀY - 0 lRPArrgNlS
USERDEPIIIED- OÎRBÀÎIIEFTS

ñEÀLÎR CÀRE COSÎ

O IiER I'ICES

108 cols

11q4.5 HOURS
101.0 HouRS
22.0 HooRs
9.9 nouRs

20.8 HOûRS
12.4 ¡touR s
1 0.8 HOURS
10.0 HOURS

LÂ8()n cosls

0.0t= 0.00
0.17= 1t.40

e 0.00

0. 17= 0.00
0. 1 3= 12.87
0.tl= 0.00
0.¿¡1" 0.00. 0.00

10.75=

5.61!

7-.10 ' 2r1J3.50
2. l0 " 636. l0
2.10 r q6.20
2.10 = 20.79
2. 10 r 51.98
2. l0 = 2s- 99
2. 10. 2?.68
2.10 ' 21.00

0.00

x
x
X

DEPRECIAîION COS?S

163¡¡. q0

T
x
I
x
x

x
x

IFYESlËEt¡î COSÎ

50-27

0. 00

605.88

999.98
161.óC
2? 2.45

32 28.C3

85¡¡.98
1t8.¿t
381.r¡6

3927.5t
¿¡101.91

tq 5{.08

90 0ó.09

25501.89

( conttrn¡ed)

N)
oo
H



onïPûÎS OR GP0SS 8EtûRllS

EPCIIIIIIIG IEYEÚîCRT

SÂL E5

PIIRCRÀ S BS

101¡L YtlflE OP

EIDfFI IlfvETTORT

¿I BI'LLS
100 cous

0 cALv Es (0-6¡r0s)
2l HEfPEnS (7- lSnOS)
0 HEIFEnS (OVERlSltOSl

BEGINIIIIIG INVENTORY

O DULLS
1 2 ccss
92 cÂLvES (0-6nOS)
21 HETPEFS f7-r8HOS)
0 fiEfPERS (OV9Rt8íOSl

SÀLES

O BULLS
l0 cous
0 cÀl,vEs (0-6Ëos)

l6 HErPEnSfT-18ÌrOS)
O HEIFERS (OVERlBIIOS)

PI'RCHÀS ES

I¡ BULLS
t10 colis

0 cÀLv Es (0-6ños)
0 HErrPRs (7-18rOSl
0 HEIPERS (OvSRrsHoSl

cl,osIuG It¡vE810qY

lOTÀL VILOE OP

101ÀL G80SS RRlttRlrs

uOTE: IOTÀL YÀLttE of BEcIftlINc INVBNTOBT IS CMt¡ A NEGÀTrv- VÀLoE BECÀOSE ftl CALCUL¡IIüG
EEQOIRSD. NEl IHVENTORT EQUALS ERDING INVEI¡TOBT RII{US BBGINI{IIIG INVEIIÎORY.

?oÎÀL VTLUE OP

lOlIL TÀLI'E OP

2022.80
39935.98

0.00
tt645. 22

0.00

0.00
03rt0. 16

19330.16
5079.36

0.00

0.00
3993.60

0.00
6¿)9.92

0.00

202?.80
r¡3929.58

0.00
0.00
0. 00

-¡t6600.00

2 920 9.6 I

-t0291.52

{5952.38

18308.5r¡

torÀL GB0s5 BEltRnS r¡81 IUVE$ïoR' ls

t\)
co
t\)



PLÂ[ tftñBEq 2

B. 197õ IÀICÀGEËB81 IHDICIIOBS TTBLE

À. PRf STCAL IIÀIIÀGEIENT TNDICÀTORS

l. s8.\N IrG r9IGflÎ (LBSI

2. f cÀLvEs BoRr{ ÀLrYs (l)

l. I cÀLP CROP TETNED (f)

¡. DÀILY R[18 OP GÀII OF CÀLVES (LûS)
HETPERS (7-18 r05l (tB5)
HDr9eRS (ovER 18 !OS) (LBS)

5. f DPÀ"F I,OSS Ol' COPS llrD B0 tLS (q)
cÀLvEs (f)
RBIPERS If)

B. ovPnÀt.L Pr nÂHcrÀL llÀN¡ìGEüElfl IllDlcÀToRs (1971S,

1. F9TrtF¡S Tr) LÀBOR,INVESTrlPril,^rD ñÀNÀGEÉglll

2" (tl nETt;Pì5 1O L¡nOR ÀllD ñÀNÀGEIIENT
(N) RETORIS TO LIìFOR ÀFD BÀNÀGEÍEN? (PER HOOR OF

3. (À) IÌETrtRHS ?O INVESTnETI ÀND llÀt¡ÂGElEl¡1
(B) 8EÎURilS TO rNvBSlnENr À[D ttÂt¡tcEI1Elrl (¡S I Í

q. IBT REIT'R¡¡S TC I'ÀNAGETEH?

l¡ 0l¡ .00

90.83

92.91

t.90
r.50
0.00

3.57
1q.51
0. 00

5417.17

- 3 969.92
LÀ8OR) -2-54

2208.74
oF rnv.) 2.1 t

- 7 | 97.35

t\)
0o



I
I
I no\Tq

PLÀI{ II('IIBER 2

5. 197II L¡\ROIì REOIIIREíENlS Bf ITONTH TÂBLE

JIYT\!ìY
PEEFI'ÀRY
t^Rcrl
À?PIL
fÀY
JqÌi g

JIIT.Y
tnG0sT
SPPTP:I 3RR
ocîo B zR
ùov E !8 3R
DECEs BER

I I t!À¡ilr'tP ÀND I I

:_ :::: :i:__-_l_:::::t:_:::::::_1_1::::r_::::_t -::t::_r 1:ï:_
| 17e.5 | t¡2.8 | 0.0 | 0.0
| 150.fJ I q2.0 I 11.0 I 0,0
| 205.5 | 41.6 | 0.0 I 0.0
| 1s9.8 ¡ t¡1.6 | 0.0 | 0.0
I t7rt.9 | 50.q | {7.0 | 10.8
I 0.0 I 0.0 | ù.0 I 0-0
I 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0
| 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 I 0.0
| 0.0 | 0.0 I 0-0 | 0.0
| 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 | 0.0
| 126.0 | ¡¡2.r¡ | '1 1.0 | 0.0
I rq7.6 | qz.o | 0.0 | 0.0

I TofÀL 1lqq.5 103.0

I CHECK I:IG HEBD ¡ I

t_ : 1l:_'_: :_ : :: : :: :_ l_ - _: T 1 :__ -- -- I

ó9.0

-t

0.0 | 222.3
0.0 ¡ 203.8
0.0 | 247 -2
0.0 | 201.q
0.ü | 213.J
2.0 | 2.0
2.0 | 2.o
2.0 | 2.0
2.0 | 2-o
?.() | 2.0
0.0 | 179.7
0.0 I 139.6

10.8 r0.0 t517.3

N)
oos



PLIII FI'IIBP8 2

6. 197q ÀFnrtL CtSH pLOs Op ÎñE CO¡-C¡LP ENTURPRISP (19?3$'

EfPEF S BS

8EP¡1RS
PPZD - lIIIES

- PE{T
- PPqTfLIZER
- T¡'IP H fìI
- lr ÀTIV9 FÀY
- GBÂIII
. SUPPLESENl
. S ILÀGB
- I'S9R DEPfIIED PEEDS'I
. US9N DSPIFTD PEEDO2
- sÀLTs
- TTI¡PFÀLS

9EDDTfC
IIEÀLTH CÀRS
TRTI PICIÀL IFS9¡IINÀTIOtr
ñISCgLLINEOOS ETP ¿NSgS
CIS{ PORCHÀSBS - LIYsSTOCK

.9UII.DTNGS
- FEICSS ÀFD CORFTLS
- ËÄcltIlrBRI t[D EQTJIPnEl¡Î
. PÀS1¡'R E

101ÀL EX PSÍSES

:::::
L I YB SlOCX
BU ILD I'IGS
FPìCC9S ÀIID CORRÀLS
ñÀCqTN9RY ÀND gQOIPIIENT
P ÀS?t]R S

lOTÂL SÀLES

FEl EISH STÀlEEETT

5 20. 30
332.6q

0.00
0.0c

6721.95
0.00

953.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

93.26
t¡95,03

lólq.:¡0
50 .27
0.00

605.88
10293.52

0.00
0.00

50.00
0.00

21756.81

29249.68
' 0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

292¡r9.68

7r¡92.87

t$ø
\.t¡



OUTPUT FRCN,I THE COI^I-CALF SIMULATION MODEL

Sample Output /É3

(Output for Plan /É3)

286



OUTPI'TS PROi TNE COS.CÀLP SItfULAIIOII FODEL

FÀNE: HYPOTHETICÀL PÀNã

cRoP Dts?RrcT: t¡

PLÀII ilUNB9R 3 OP ] ÀLTENIAlIV¿ PLÀHS RÀS rIEEI¡ SIíULÀîED

HE¡DER IIIFOREÀÎJOI¡: PLAB ¡(UðBER 3. EXPÀI¡D I)r sof

TE¡B 0P OP¿RATION IS: 197r¡

PRICES AFD COSÎ5 PROR IEÀR I9?3 AAE 10 D8 ÛSED

t\)

\t



PLÀN tIUdBER 3

1. 1974 ñOnTHLf LMSîOCK nUnSERS ÎABLE

f r¡ r f À i c rf E c õ1ï- --s EõliÎ I iõ-E o R N- - B0û G ttî-S õ Eõ-- - 
D I B õ- - E ù- õ-

BULLS
cog s
cÀLvPs l0- 6Íos)
ñBIPSRS (7-18lrOS)
ñu rPERS (Ov9F 1 SiOS)

BULLS
co9 s
cÀLv8s (0-6ros)
H9rFDnS (7-lSlrOS)
FEIPERS(oYBR l8fOS)

8l,LLS
cD9 S

cALv9S (0-6ñoS)
HgTPERS (?-181-.OSl
FEtP9Ils(oYEnl8B0S)

BI'LLS
cogs
cÀLYES (0-6nOSl
HZIPEFS(7-18ßOS)
I8tFPPs(O9ERr8íOS)

BTLLS
cî9 S

C¡rLvES (0-6lnS)
fiEÌFEPs (7-18rOSl
H¿IPERS (oVER t ELOS)

Br,LLS
cocs
cALVES (0-6toSt
BETPEPS (?-18¿OS)
uErrERs (oYBR I 8ËOs)

..- JÀNOÀRYq0
100 0

00
21 0
00

a

50
0

11
0

--;
150

0
'3t

0

FEBNIIÀRI -..
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
01
00

00
01
00
00
00

.-- EÀRCR
60

t49 0
00

31 0
00

6
t50

0
3l

0

¡[IIIÀL CATEGORY EEGIBUING SOAU BOUGflT SOLD DIED ¿T¡D

6
1 l¡9

0
31

0

000
000
000
000
000

ÀPR TL

SULLS
coFs
cÀLv9s (0-6r!os)
ITEIPSRS(7-r8¡rOs)
EerPERS (OVER I 8í051

B Uf.LS
coq s
cÀ LvEs (0-6Ëos)
HBrrERs (7-18NOS)
HEJPBRS (oVER 18tr0Sl

00006
0 0 0 I 148

t35 0 0 0 135
0000
00000

b
149

0
31

n

6
1¡¡9

0
31

0

--- nÀr
6

148
135
3l

0

--- JUItE
6

1l¡8
t3q
25

0

0000
0000
0001
0060
0000

.-- JULT
É,0

1f¡7 0
132 0
250
00

BrtI.LS
co9 s
cÀLvEs (0-6rlos)
HETPBBS (7- 1 8üOSl
HEfPERS(oVERl8ll0Sl

BULLs
co ss
cÀLvES (0-610s)
SErFERS(7-rBfOSl
HETFRRS (OVERISROS¡

BI'LLS
coï5
cÀLvEs (0 -6ilosl
ilETPERS (7-1flnO5)
ilEIFERS(OVnR18í051

NULLS
col{f;
cÀLvEs (0-6r,rost
HEIFERS (7-'l filrOS¡
BE TPERS (OVER I 8ËOSl

0000
0001
0002
0000
0000

-:-
o

141
t31
25

0

o
I ¡¡ó
129

¿2
0

--; 
o

00
00
00
00

itsî
0
u
0
0

TEI BER..

c
0
0
0

6
148
13 r¡

25
0

o
1l¡7
132
25

0

00
00
00
00
00

0
0
I
0
0

0

2
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197IT SUTHARY OF PHYSICTL ÀND DOLLÀ8 R9CORD (r9?3fI

PHTSICÀL BECORD

TEVCES AÙD CORBTLS

-PEÑCE E 1

.PEFCE O 2

FEPLÀCEIlEIIT VÀLUE
CURR ENT VÀLUE
REPÀ IN COS?

FEPI.ÀCEII ENT VILI'E
CUNRENl VÀLf'E
N EPÂ IR COST

REPL¡\CE¡1BN¡ VÀLI'E
CURBF;NT VÀLUE
FEPÀIR COSl

BEPLÀCEIEI{T VÀLT'B
CURRENT VALUE
REPÀ IR CO51

.CORBÀL O I

-coRRtL 0 ?

N ACRIE¡RY ÀBD EQ.t'IPTET?

îOTÀL REPAIR

19183.60
959 1 .80

9q92,30
9q9 2. 30

5l¡ lr. 00
272.OO

27 2 .OO
r36.00

408.00
q08.00

- FEPLACEIIENl VÀLU8
- CII!ìR ENT VALUE
- REPÀIR COST

COST OT BI'ILDIIIGS

DOLL¡E 8¿COND

REPLÀCEIIENl VÀLT'E
CORN ENT VALOE
NEPÀ IR COSl

REPLÀCBIIENT VÀIUE
CURR PNT VÀLUE
FEPÂ IR COST

RPPLÀCETENT VÀLIIE
CURN ENT V ALU E
REPÀ IR COSÎ

- REPLÀCEIIEI¡T VÀLUB. 22O.OO
- coFREt{Î VÀLUE - 220.00
- REpÀIR COSÎ

ÎOTIL REPÀIR ClSÎ C8 TEI¡CBS ÀUD CORRALS

335.7 t

t66. l2

9.52

2792.ÃA
1 39 t;. lr t¡

I 396- qq
698 -22

rtt¡0.00
2?0.00

\.76

7. t0

08.88

2 a¡. ¡¡ tt
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REPÀIR COSI
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CUNRENT VALI'E
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0. 30

2q00.00
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t058.00
58 l. 90

0. 50

I 550. 00
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I .00
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1 00 0.00
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9.26
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0.000 10N5
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x
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0. q2= 0.00
5.38= 0.00
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ló.1¡¡= 2146.22
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TOT ÀL

- t,D,E (cROsIùc tNIÉÂLS) - 32 lRBÀTñEN?S
- À,r',,8 (¡tATURE [[I¡tÀLs) - 3o0 TIBÀTIIENTS
- USgR DEPTNED - O TNEÀTIIENTS

-IBR- oÎREÀTñ9NTS.8LÀCKLSG - .167 TREATIEIITS
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-3-tfÀl- oTREÀT|1BNTS
- I'SER DEFIHED . O IREÀTNPÈ?S

T
T

I
x
x

Í
r
I
r
X

Í
I
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0.006= 0.00
0.000= 0.00
0.000= 0.00

0.015= 9876. l5
0.011' 0-00
0-0t¡6= 23C5.98
0.043= 0.00
0.006= 0.00
0.00c= 0- 00
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0.027= | 38.46

0.072= 7t5.qz

t553¡¡.86
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0.00
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0. 17. 5 t.00
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lOTÀL GROSS RElI'RIIS

IIOTE : ÎOTAL YÀLtrE OP BEGIBFInG r[VEt¡TOBy IS GM]r À I¡EGÀTIVE Vrlûr BECÀûSB rú CTLCULÀIIUC fO¡ÀL CBOSS RETûnIS IET fHyEBTORf fSEEQI¡IRED. DET IIIVEIIîORI EQI'ÀLS EUDTIG INYE¡¡1O8Y ¡{IFUS BBGIFT¡NG IHVENTOBÍ.
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o. 1974 rÀrÀGEdEFl InDICÂlORs TÀBLE

[. PTISICIL ¡ÀN[GEIIENT II¡DICATOAS

1. SBÀXITG gEIGHT (LBSI

2. I cÀLVEs BoRìr ÀLrVE (r)

3. : CtL' CROP gEÀÍED (1)

O. DÀILY RÀ18 OP GÀI! OF CÀLYES (LBS)
HBTFERS (?-18 nOS) (LBS)
RErPeRs (ovER 18 BoS) (LBs)

5. ¡ D9À1R LOSS OP COÍ¡S Àr¡D BIILLS (11
cÀLvBS (¡t
HETPBsS (f)

8. ovERnLL PInÀ:{CrÀL nrìllGE!rENT IXDICÀTORS (1973¡l

I. BFlT'PIIS TO LÀBOR,INVESTIIEI¡T,TDD IIÀNÀGENENT
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3. (À) REIIJ?lCS TO rIVES?f Elrl ÀND llÀñÀGEltgNT
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t¡. BET RElûn[S 10 lA{ÀGEltEF?

q 04 .00

90. 60

93. 13

1.80

0.0 0
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13.69
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5. 197I¡ LÀBCF REQUIREIIENTS BY IIONlH 1ÀBLE

r 
-- 

r ---_--ÍõufE-õF-îÀõõi-f;õuinED----
I I IHÀHURBTilD I I ICHECKTNGRCBD I I

1_i:t::__-___-_l_::::t::-_-_l_::::l::-:::::t_l_t:i::r_::::-J_::l::_1::li:_!_::l::_::_:1:t:::-t-__:11:______l
I JÀ:f0ÀnY | 179.5 I tr2.B | 0.0 | 0.0 I 0.0 t 222.1 |
I pEîrrÀRr | 221.3 | 6r¡.1 | 15.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 3x2.r¡ |
I rÀpcq I 101.1 | 63.1 | 0,0 I 0.0 I 0.0 | 36f¡.9 |
I tpprl. t 217.8 | 63.7 I 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 3rr.6 t
I try I 251.9 | 7s.5 | 6¡t.l | 16.7 | 0.0 | qrl.8 |
! .ruxB ¡ 0.0 I 0.0 | 0.0 I 0.0 I 1.0 ¡ 3.0 |
I Jr¡Ly I 0.0 I 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 I 3.0 | 1.0 t
t rcc'rsÎ t o.o | 0.0 | 0.0 I 0.0 I 3.0 t 3.0 |
¡ sPPl¿:lBlR I 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 I J.0 t 3.0 |
I ocroBeR | 0.0 | 0.0 I 6.4 | 0.0 | 3.0 | 9.t¡ |
I FoVEIAER | 192.3 ¡ 6r¡.7 | 18.2 I 0.0 I 0.0 | 275.2 |
I DECSI3ER | 226-3 | 64.7 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 290.9 t

| ?o?ÀL t6t8-t r¡39.3 t03.7 16.2

I
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6. 197r¡ AtCNnÀL CÀSn PLoE

ETPEÌSES
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PEED - 1¡IES

. PP¡T1

. PERTILIZER
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78 . tt?
0.00
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0. 00
0.0 0
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